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Turnpike Street • North Andover • Massaehusetts
“Hewn from Our Past” represents a con-
tinuation of growth and expansion in the Mer-
rimackan. It also represents the fortieth-year
anniversary of the publication of the book.
The thinking that shaped this year’s theme de-
rives strength from a need to understand our
past as a school and an organization that is re-
sponsible for chronicling this community’s
common heritage. It is with this in mind that I
have a short story to tell.
When I first joined the organization I
quickly found myself engrossed by the self of
old yearbooks in order to satisfy my curiosity.
However I was dismayed when 1 started to
count how many books were missing from the
series. I could remember feeling a sense of loss
because the books were irreplaceable and my
desire to know was thwarted because someone
before me had decided to run off with the
copies. It would also seem strange that the
yearbook, of all places, could not provide a
comprehensive view of the past. A part of the
fk
past was gone forever!
I believe this story relates well to the them
of the book. Just as a sculpter hews a block of
stone into a work of art, so too can we envisior
our present as something hewn from our past.
To ignore our past as we forge our futures
through the present would be a sin to any per-
son who claiming to have an education. It is
with these high ideals that the Merrimackan
choses to preserve our past with archival pho
tographs, personal interviews and publica-
tions from our early years. We also wish to
pay proper tribute to those people who in
many ways selected the fine material hv which
this college would be Hewn.
Oh yes! If you’re persistent sometimes
things that seem lost forever can he found
again. In this case the Alumni Office helped to
assemble a complete set of yearbooks. Forty
years of history are now available for every-
one.
College in 1947 accnrdiug to
W81iam B. Colieary, the first
architect for the collcge^Ndte
,
the elongated synimetryAnd tne
lagoon in the renter of tne
academic area. This plan called
for two planes in which the





The original pioneers of
Merrimack, L.-R. Rev.
Edward J. Burns, Rev.
William G. Cullen, Rev.
Joseph J. Gildea, Very
Rev. Vincent A. McQuade.
Rev. John J. Gavigan,
Rev. James E. Hannon
and William J. Wynne.
‘XibitoM
KEY FOUNDERS - 1947
Labor-Management Committee Augustinians Position
Ellery Atwood Edwin Liedich His Excellency the Most Rev.
J. Leo Cronin Francis X. McNamara Richard J. Cushing Bishop
Sidney D. Cnlliford Paul Mikonis Very Rev. Mortimer A. Sullivan Provincial
Andrew Germain Patrick J. Murnane Rev. Edward J. Bums Business Administration
John H. Gillis John J. O'Shea Rev. John V. Casey Asst, to President
Joseph C. Goyette Arthur H. Ross Rev. W'illiam G. Cullen Physics
Louis Hartman Richard L. Walsh Rev. Joseph J. Gildea Dean of College
Stephen J. Wagner Rev. James E. Hannon Chaplain
Very Rev. Vincent A. McQuade President





For so many of us, Merrimack has been like
our second, or even first home, for these four
years. Have we ever thought about how it all
started? What the early years were like?
The birth of Merrimack College can be
traced hack to the Roosevelt era of the post
World War II times. A Labor Management
Committee was created for the city of Haver-
hill to help the returning soldiers readjust to
civilian life, and to capitalize on the G.l. Bill
of Rights. After learning that one out of four
returning G.l.’s hoped to attend college, the
Committee established a special panel on vet-
eran’s education. The panel discussed plans
for a two year “Academic Center,” which
could prepare the veterans for a regular four-
year college. The Andover-INorth Andover re-
gion was a perfect site, for it provided reason-
able accessibility from a various array of
towns. Additionally, the research facilities in
Boston were only an hour away.
Getting the idea off the ground proved to he
quite a difficult feat to accomplish. The sub-
committee looked to various institutions for
help in staffing the college, hut was plagued by
negative responses from places like Harvard,
MIT, Tufts and Boston University. Members
of the Committee then approached Rev. Wil-
liam Keleher S.J., President of Boston Col-
lege. The Board of Trustees voted against tak-
ing on such a risky endeavor, hut all was not
lost.
Above: Guil<i Hall wan the firs! academic building rained in 1947 and opened in Septemb«
of that year. Below : Archbishop Gushing resides over a ceremony to bcfdn fundraising f« I
Merrimack, Gollepe in 1949. Governor l)ever is the truest speaker.
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Above: Cushing Hall which was the first permanent building constructed on campus is
seen here in a very early stage. Below: Cushing Hall is seen complete. Note in the
upper right-hand corner, the white building is Guild Hall and the one in front of it is
the Quonset Hut.
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Father Keleher suggested that the Com-
mittee create a proposal for a regular-four
year institution and present it to Archbishop
Richard Cushing. Archbishop Cushing liked
the idea, and began to approach various re-
ligious orders. The Augustinians were first to
reply in an affirmative fashion, hence the path
was set . . .
In 1946. Rev. Mortimer Sullivan, the Pro-
vincial of the Province of St. Thomas at V Ula-
nova. named Rev. \ incent Mc(Juade as pres-
ident during a convocation ceremony for the
College. Mc^uade joined by his assistant the
Rev. John V. Casey ventured to the area in
early June. The first purchase was a place of
residence for the priests that doubled as a
command center for the College. The house on
Peters Street referred to as Casia Hall then, is





. . .iAs the- College took shape, Father
McQuade requested William F.J. Ryan,
heraldry expert of New York, to design a seal
for Merrimack. For almost a quarter century
this amorial seal has graced college station-
ary, yearbook covers and the college flag) yet
few1 know its history. In the language of her-
aldry, the technical, rather ornate descrip-
tion of the seal reads as follows: “Blazon: or,
six pales wavy azure, and over all in base a
trimount of the field, charged with a cross
fleurette, on a chief of the second, an open
book of the Field, garnished and latched ar-
gent, inscribed ‘Tolle Lege’ on each page also
of the second. Encircling the basejof the shield
on a silver background in a golden scroll dis-
playing the motto “Per Scientiam Ad Sapien-
tiam” in blue letters. A blue peripheral band,
edged in gold, bears the title MERRIMACK
COLLEGE with A.D. 1947 between two
crosses fleurette also in gold.” More simply,
since'Vavy lines represent water in heraldry ,
wavy pallets were chosen to represent Mer-
rimack, w hich meant “swift water” to some of
the Indians who once dwelt in the valley. The
wavy lines are vertical rather than horizontal,
not alone for artistic reasons, but also because
wavy vertical lines seem to capture the feeling
of swiftly flowing water better. The seal is an
unusually good example of canting arms, T>f
which the medieval heralds were so fond.
Canting arms or ‘farm parlates” sing out, as it
were, the name of the bearer. The wavy pal-
lets are thirteen in number to recall that Mas-
sachusetts was one of the thirteen original col-
onies. And-Over (Andover) all in the base is a
trimount, charged with a cross fleurette, from
the coat of arms of the Archdiocese of Boston.
The old name of Boston was Trimountain or
Tremount. The cross fleurette refers to the
French ancestry of Bishop Cheverus, the first
Bishop of Boston (1810-1823). Thus, the
shield refers to the name of this Augustinian
College and its location in the Archdiocese of
Boston. The trimount also is a charge on the
coat of arms of Pope Pius XII, in whose pon-
tificate Merrimack College was established.
In accordance with the custom of displaying
arms of Order or Congregation in chief, a
book from the complicated insignia of the
Order of St. Augustine'is appropriated and
charged with the famous words connected
with St. Augustine’s conversion. “Tolle Lege’
(“Take up and read”). The school colors, blue
(color of loyalty and the cold, rippling waters
of the Merrimack) and gold (symbol of wisdom
and a papal color), predominate on the shield.
The motto ofMerrimaek College appears on
the inner circle of the shield: “Per Scientiam
Ad Sapientam” (“Through knowledge to wis-
dom”).
Information extracted from pages 38-40 of the E.G. Roddv, Jr. book. Merrimack College: Genesis and
Growth 1947-1972.
Upper-Left: The Quonset Hut was not only used as the Gym, but also a place of
worship. In the early days it was used for a variety of purposes. Left: The
Chapel is captured soon after its construction.
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It is during this time frame that both McQuade
and Casey searched for a plot of land in the
Merrimack Valley where the actual college
would exist. Flans were made to begin con-
struction of temporary facilities in the wooded
area located alongside the road which most
students know as a short-cut to the YMCA on
the opposite side of Elm Street. When
McQuade panned over a large, flat, open area
known as the Richardson Farm he saw an ex-
cellent place for the permanent resting place
of Merrimack College. McQuade obviously
faced many obstacles as he tried to balance de-
mands for classes to start without jeopardiz-
ing the future of the institution by making
rash decisions. Officials pressed to request
that the First class be admitted in September of
1947, but in the fall of 46. the school “had no
land, physical plant, equipment, faculty, or-
ganization, or charter from the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts.”
Father McQuade endured, and on Septem-
ber 22, 1947, the dedicatory ceremonies took
place. The first building. Guild Ilall, was a
“temporary, one story, E-shaped, cinder-
block building.” Its limited facilities housed
the first freshman class of 165 males. In Sep-
tember of 1948, the second temporary build-
ing, known as the “Quonset Hut,” would
serve as a support to Guild Hall. It was the site
for indoor athletic facilities, an auditorium,
the location of Mass, and even an emergency
classroom building. The only trace of these
buildings today are marked by an outline of
rubble amongst a growth of trees.
The permanent construction of the build-
ings began in 1949 with a public fundraising
drive that reached out to the surrounding
area. The end result of the early supporters
was one million dollars. This sum during the
fifties funded the construction of both Cush-
ing and Sullivan. Cushing is the oldest perma-
Portionx of this piece were extracted from the Koihlv
1947 -72 .
nent academic building on campus anti was
completed for the fall of 1949. It served as the
main science building of the college since its
dedication, but 1991 will mark the end of this
function as the new Science and Engineering
facility opens.
In the 1940’s era, the quest for “woman’s
liberation” was more than a preconceived no-
tion. Mindsets were rather archaic, so, when
Archbishop Cushing urged the college to move
in a Co-ed direction, there was substantial
tension and hesitance. Father McQuade knew
it would happen, but figured “why rush into
the hands of the inevitable?” Rev. Stanford,
Educational Director of Augustinian Schools
and Colleges, believed that Co-ed would only
complicate things and create instructional
and disciplinary problems. Naturally, the
issue would onlv provide Father McQuade
with a new dilemma, for, despite the dis-
advantages, the acceptance of females into the
full-time program would definitely lead to a
wider array of students. Due to these various
pressures and the realization that the Korean
War could unfortunately reduce the popula-
tion of male students in 1950, 11 females were
included as part of the freshman class of 121
.
1991 also marks the fortieth reunion of the
first graduating class of 1951 which numbered
one-hundred and eleven. The Merrimackan
would like to thank their contributions to
Merrimack, especially for their work in hew-
ing a wonderful yearbook. ^ hen we think of
the present day Merrimack, it is considered a
small school but as any Alumni from our past
would say, “things have come a long wav.”
They accepted Merrimack for what it was and
looked to a bright future just as we do today.
Let us kekep their spirit alive and honor it by
continuing the tradition of hewing a fine insti-
tution.
hook entitled Merrimack Gollege: (irnrsis anil Growth
— Heather h'lenunji A Ri>hert Sunpson
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Center: Dormitories were
constructed one wing at a time so
that the building could be used as
soon as possible. Left: The first
floor of the library is seen here
which contains the auditorium,
media center, and television studio.
History of Building Construction
Casia Hall (Peters street house)* 1947
Guild Hall 1947




Collegiate Church of Christ the Teacher 1955
O'Reilly Hall 1958
Power Plant 1958
Fox Hall (First Infirmary)* 1958
Gildea Hall (Tagastan) 1959
Monican Centre (Co-ed) 1961
Ash Centre -formally Austin Centre (Men) 1961
McQuade Library 1968
Townhouses 1969
Volpe Physical Education Center 1972
Hamel Health Center (Infirmary) 1972
St. Thomas Apartments 1986
St. Ann s Apartments 1988
Science and Engineering Center 1991
* Purchased having been preiiously constructed
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Father Deegan Celebrates His
10th Anniversary as President
On June 1, 1981, Father John Deegan be-
came the president of Merrimack College. His
status became official in October of 1981,
when the inauguration ceremonies took place.
In the ten years, that he has held the position,
Merrimack has undergone various changes.
His collection of degrees, and specifically, the
subject matter behind them, prove his dedica-
tion to education. (BA: Philosophy; MA: Mod-
ern European History; Phi): Higher Educa-
tion Administration)
He began his career as a high school teach-
er, but earning his PhD, helped to expand his
administrative capacities. His positions at
Villanova ranged from being an assistant pro-
fessor, to the Associate Director of Activities,
to the Chairman of the Education Depart-
ment, and finally, to being Vice President of
Student Life. Despite these accomplishments,
he was a little surprised when his provincial
suggested that he apply for the Merrimack
position in 1981, and even more surprised
when the selection committee selected him.
It is his belief that “by certifying a mission,
you can branch out and get into a stronger
position.” He asserted his philosophy that a
well defined mission statement was essential to
gain an adequate share of the market of col-
lege students.
When he arrived at Merrimack, he directed
his attention toward some of the weaker areas
of the institution. Specifically, he believed
that Merrimack needed to redefine the mis-
sion statement. The minorities were now an
expanding group in the valley. He hoped to
reach out to some of these groups by address-
ing some of the more current urban problems.
Additionally, he believed that there was room
for improvement in the upkeep of the physical
facilities. President Deegan sited another area
that would benefit by serious attention. Insti-
tutional Advancement. Basically, two people
were responsible for the maintenance of alum-
ni relations. So, naturally, the level of endow-
ments was low.
Father Deegan’s intense dedication to the
Merrimack College Community is definitely
reflected in the changes ami improvements the
institution has enjoyed since his arrival. We
have seen the construction of the apartments,
a feature definitely enjoyed by the upperclass-
men. Since his introduction to our college, we
have also seen the establishment of the Urban
Institute, a program that allowed students to
become inv olved with some of the area’s prob-
lems. Additionally, with his administration,
we have also witnessed improvements in a
0
variety of departments. The computer system
has been updated, and the mainframe has
been moved from Gildea to the library. The
resident life system was also professionalized.
Center: The new Science Building, a
crowning achievement of Father Deegan





The concept of a Resident Life Director was
introduced to Merrimack, and the late 1970’s
figure of a hall mother faded into the past.
Other areas that have been strengthened in-
clude: Campus Ministry (i.e. retreat and vol-
unteer programs). Career Placement, and
Security.
Two of the most significant features of
President Deegan’s administration would be
the construction of the new Science and En-
gineering Building and the development and
financial growth of various endowment funds.
He realized that, with “more and more col-
leges going after fewer and fewer students” it
was important to bring money in from sources
other than just tuition. Now, corporations,
foundations, and alumni would be ap-
proached for contributions. Scholarship pro-
grams such as the Men of Merrimack, Gold K,
Ladies of Merrimack, and the O’Brien were
among the many that helped to alleviate some
of the burdens connected with the high cost of
education.
An advocate of a “passionate search for
truth in a compassionate community” Pres-
ident Deegan is also involved in certain ac-
tivities outside of the Merrimack College
scope. Last year, he served as the Chairman of
Independent Colleges. His concern for the
children of Lawrence has also led to serv ice in
the city’s Youth Commission.
Father Deegan is truly an example of an in-
dividual hewing Merrimack into an even bet-




The new apartments were
completed in 1988.
responsible for starting it all, and constantly
sought to improve Merrimack College. In
comparison, she described Father Ahern as
“a gentle man, somewhat of a poet.'’ Father
Coughlin, however, had slightly different per-
sonality traits than either of these men. He
was “very outgoing. He was a great teacher.”
He had a passion for Economics. As a result,
he was always showing interest in the budget.
Finally, she described the present president,
Father John Deegan. She depicted him as an
“extremely compassionate individual, as well
as a great speaker.” Although many Augus-
tinians played a significant role in the devel-
opment of this institution, the efforts of these
men deserve special recognition.
Ms. O’Reilly was also present to witness
some of the memorable events that have oc-
curred around the campus. Specifically, she
mentioned the building of the library as a
£long awaited dream.” In addition, she had
fond thoughts of Father Kenny, who while
Vice President of Fiscal Affairs, spearheaded
an effort to beautify the campus with trees.
Finally, she recalled Merrimack’s reaction to
an event that stunned the nation, the assassi-
nation of President Kennedy. When his death
was confirmed, she looked out her window,
and saw “what seemed like the entire campus
walking toward the church.”
Best of Luck Mary! Your pleasant disposi-
tion will be missed by all!!
— Heather Fleming
In 1962, members of the Merrimack College
family were introduced to Mary O’Reilly.
Mary O’Reilly began her career at Merrimack
in the Guidance Office, which is now the
Counseling Center. She enjoyed the position,
for it enabled her to establish closer relations
with students. Additionally, it allowed her to
see the school through the eyes of the students.
After working in that office, she moved to
work for Father Coughlin, who was then Vice
President of Academic Affairs. When Father
Coughlin became the President, he asked her
to accompany him to the new office. From that
point on, she has been the Secretary to the
President.
As she has been here almost 30 years, she
has definitely worked for, or at least come into
contact with, some very interesting individ-
uals. For example, she discussed Winnie
Kelly, one of the members of the Continuing
Education Department. Mary O’Reilly!
praised the attitude and mannerisms of Ms.
Kelly, for “she knew everyone, and basically
epitomized the entire college.” She also cited
Father Flaherty. “He made such an impres-
sion on students, that to this day they call and
visit. He is like a family.” 4
Additionally, Ms. O’Reilly illustrated some
of the characteristics of some of the major
players here, the Presidents. She described
Father McQuade as “a rather stern individ-
ual, who, initially, was rather frightening.”








In July of 1989, Francis Griggs began a campaign to preserve a piece of
local history, the Moseley Wrought Iron Bow Truss Bridge. Constructed
in 1864. by the Moseley Iron Building Works of Boston, to connect the
Pacific Mills with Canal Street, the bridge is only one of three of its type in
existence today.
After one of the sides of the bridge collapsed, officials were forced to
close it down. On July 15th, Griggs visited the Grasso Construction Com-
pany, of North Andover, which had been ready to destroy the bridge. An
expert in the 19th century bridges, I)r. Griggs was confident that he and
the Merrimack engineering students could restore the trusses. So, he re-
quested that the trusses be taken down and transported to Merrimack.
The bridge’s owner, Atlantic Enterprises easily granted the first request
and Grasso compiled with the second.
Shortly after his request, the 95 foot long x 10.5 foot high arches were
placed on a flat bed and transported to Merrimack. The initial reno-
vations of the bridge began in the spring of 1990, when students dis-
assembled it, then removed the decaying parts. After students positioned
the trusses in their original shape, it was determined that the ends would
need to be replaced. Serious renovations began in the fall of 1990 when
Dr. Griggs pushed and pushed for a major effort to get the arches up by
the semester’s end. Griggs was aided in his quest by lab technician, John
Filbrook, and construction manager, Craig Rachupka. For Griggs, and
Filbrook, the work became a regular part of their everyday routines.
Some C.E. majors also participated in the project, hv doing a large
amount of manual labor, (i.e. drilling, cutting, and bolting steel) The
majority of the welding was done by the school welder, Rick Perry.
When the truss neared the final stage of renovation, the diligent crew
excavated four holes for concrete pads to support the two arches. Then,
the footings were formed. Once the concrete had cured Craig Rachupka
set the anchor holts and attached the final plates. On Thursday No-
vember 8th, a hydraulic crane from the George Henderson Construction
Company lowered the trusses onto the concrete pads and the final anchor
holts were applied. The entire bridge should be completed by the time this
hook is published.
The final resting place of the historical bridge is however in question.
Methuen has expressed an interest in placing it over the Spiket River in a

















DEDICATES THE 1991 YEARBOOK TO
The yearbook staff would like to dedicate the 1991
Merrimackan to two gentlemen that definitely “helped
promote the gospelfrom the veryfirst day, ' Thomas If
.
Hennigan, O.S.A., and Robert A. V>alsh. O.S. \. Both
men were especially generous with their time and advice.
Rev. Thomas Hennigan & Rev. Thomas Walsh
I give thanks to my Cod every time I think ofyou, which is
constantly, in every prayer I utter rejoicing, as I plead on
your behalf, at the way you have continually helped promote
the gospelfrom the very first day.
I am sure ofthis much, that he who has begun thegood work-
in you. will carry it through to completion, right up to the day
of Christ Jesus. —Philippians 1:3-7
Thomas Howland Hennigan was born on August 25. 1937. in
New York City. A graduate of the Augustinian Academy of
Staten Island, Father Hennigan was soon on his way towards a
lifetime of dedication and devotion to education. First, he
broadened his own intellectual horizons by earning his B.A. from
Villanova in 1960. and then, in 1961. his M.A. from Augustinian
College.
After his ordination, which took place on February 1 . 1964, at St.
Nicholas of Tolentine Church. Father Hennigan began his ”good
work." Father Hennigan was driven by a desire to make a difference.
In his early years, lie taught at a list of schools that includes:
Archbishop Carroll, Monsignor Bonner, and Yonkers Prep. In
1975 Father Hennigan decided to reach out and offer special help to
the students that were having problems with the existing educational
structure. He introduced the concept of an alternative secondary
school to Pelham, New York. Not only did he design the successful
system, but he also directed it for 2 years.
Father Hennigan was extremely concerned with the welfare of
minority students. As Father Tom Casey explained, "lb* wanted
them to feel comfortable. He wanted to provide them with an
environment where they could flourish.” Father Casey also stressed
Father Hennigan’s efforts to “assist these students w ith some of the
confusing paperwork, and to help them deal with the bureaucracies.”
His guidance and support was an invaluable asset to dealing with
some of the language barriers.
Father Hennigan wanted us all to live together in a peaceful,
unified fashion. As Assistant Coordinator of the Northeast
Consortium of Colleges and l niversities, he worked to increase the
accessibility of higher education for our linguistic minorities. He
was also extremely interested in. and involved with the examination
of some of the contemporary problems of the American Indians.
This interest propelled him to work with the Boston Indian Council
and the American Indian Program at Harvard l niversity.
Father Hennigan, physically you may no longer be with us. but
your spirit and your heart touched the lives of everyone that you
met.
Go into the world and proclaim the good news to all
creation.
-Mfc. 16:15-16
It takes someone special to facilitate that jump from high
school into college. Basically . freshman year has the potential
to be a walking explosive that can leave one feeling alone,
insignificant, and basically, inadequate.
As Dean of Freshman here at Merrimack. Father \\ alsh
provided these students with the emotional support and
academic direction necessary to persevere. Father Casey
explained that Father W alsh alway s sought "to keepexcellcnt
data on the students, for it would facilitate this personal
supervision.”
In addition to this position. Father \\ alsh also served as
the faculty advisor to the brothers of Nu Phi Kappa. The
brothers will always remember and cherish the friendship
he offered, and the love he brought to the group.
His position as the headmaster of \ustin Prep from 1975-
1979. was definitelv a strong contributing factor to tin*
excellent rapport that he developed and exhibited with tin*
Merrimack students. I bis position enabled him to closely
witness some ofthe important differences betw ecu secondary
education and collegiate education. It is often a difficult
transition for the students, but Father \\ alsh was able to
provide some bridges that could help facilitate the step.
Father Vi alsh was born on September 28. 1938. in
Lawrence. He graduated from Merrimack with an \.B. in
humanities in 1961. and then from \ugustinian College in
1967. Between the two degrees, on November 19. 1966. he
was ordained at Merrimack.
Father Walsh has definitely gone "into the whole world"
and left his mark. In addition to his positions at Merrimack
and Austin Prep, he has worked at Villanova. and at
Biscayne College.
Father \\ alsh, your love and patience will no doubt be
missed.
—Heather Fleming
**special thanks to Father Tom Casey**
Will Dedication
Dear Members of the Class of 1991:
Thank you for the opportunity of sharing a few thoughts with you on the occasion of the publication
of the 1991 Yearbook. The theme of the Yearbook, “Hewn From the Past" is particularly fitting as
we celebrate the 40th anniversary of our first graduating class, and the 10th anniversary of my
presidency.
As we look forward to the excitement of the 21st century, it is right for us to pause and reflect on our
roots. Our College is steeped in the rich tradition of the Augustinian Order, the Catholic Church, and
Western Civilization. Underlyingour educational philosophy is theAugustinian tradition of relentlessly
searching for the truth. The context of our search is the classical tradition of Greece and Rome, and
the richness of the scholastic and monastic way of life. The values of the Catholic Church and her
emphasis on the dignity of all people before God have been, and will continue to be central to our
educational mission. Drawing from our cultural and religious beginnings, the College must be
dynamic, ever searching for truth through the integration of faith and reason.
Indeed, we were hewn from the past anti, using that as a foundation, we move on to future challenges.
The rapid advance of technology will present even greater challenges and opportunities. For St.
Augustine, founder of the Augustinian Order, his intellectual work was always part of a life spent in
the compassionate service of people. As is noted in the College’s Statement on Catholic and
Augustinian identity: “The elemental inspiration ofan Augustinian College, preserved in the educational
ministry of the Augustinian Order, rest on the Bishop of Hippo’s profound insight that the quest for
understanding is a passionate exercise in and of faith, which expresses itself nltimately in love and
service.”
With this 1991 Yearbook, you are rightfully saluting the richness of our past history and traditions.
The task before you is to be faithful to those traditions and to build upon them to make a just and
peaceful tomorrow.
I salute the Class of 1991 and the editors of this Yearbook, and pray that God will always bless them
in all their endeavors.
Sincerely,






inda Amieses interest for Merrimack was in
ally -parked l»y the friendly and outgoing people t
directed the campus tour. It i.s 4 years later, ami I
graduate ha- had no -eeond thoughts. She has found colk-gi
Ik* “tremendous."
I.inda \nne-e is a Management major who hail- from Sang
Massachusetts. \n energetic and friendly indi\ idual. she has partieipa
in campus activities ranging from her meml>ership in SPO. to her vi
presidency of the Senior class, to her involvement in intramurals. She ha-cnjo;
a wide array ol the available courses at Merrimack. Specifiealh . she sited tin* ai*t i
theater courses. She believes that these are very important to offer. She also mentioi
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janizational Behavior, more specifically, the methods that Professor Stewart employed in liis
traction. She believes the brainstorming, creativity, and team play demanded in this course will
an asset out in the business world.
likemany she is discouraged with the state ofour society. Friends can sometimes help one
>dier to keep an open mind and to avoid obstacles, but the truth can not be disregarded. Many
is are living on the edge. Additionally, she stresses the importance of having an open mind while
ing our national problems. Prejudice and discrimination are continuing to complicate our
;otiations. Such views only support the historical figure that she admires, Claude Monet. She is
* stricken by his depiction of a "different world.”
Linda would like to thank her parents and her close friends for the help and support they











































SIMITLICpH'I ;.V hen Marianne looks hack at her clay
Merrimack, she will have the fondest memories,
-lie has "made friends that will definite!) last a lifetime
Marianne was a double major at Merrimac
Psychology anil Sociology . She wa» among the notewort
'Indents llial were recognized in \\ ho’s \\ ho Vmong Colley
and L niversilies. \ resident ofMed ford, Massachusetts. Marian
has definitely enjoyed the true collegiate experience. She has last
leadership through her membership in one of the most essentll
organizations on campus. Student Government, \dditionally . 'lie war
sorority sister in SPO. So naturally, she enjoyed, and will always enjoy t
cial relationships that are formed within a sorority.
[though Marianne enjoyed her days at Merrimack, she would like to see certain areas
moved. She would like to see the day where there is more input from the students,
litionally, throughout the entire college community, she believes there must be an
rease in the willingness to face change.
larianne would like to thank Carol Taylor for being a “great Advisor for the Senior
ss.” Additionally, she would like to thank her sister, whom she always “looked up to
role model.” Marianne would just like to say how proud that she is of all of her sister’s
ijomplishments. Last, but not least, Marianne thanks her parents for the “sacrifices
d to put her through college.”
—^Heather fCeming












George J. Burke III
Management























































' 3 inall enough to know ine and large enoug
to serv e me!!"
IVrhaps the question should lx- , what 1 1ASN I Geoigc
(dement done? This ]W I recipient of the Merrimack medal Ha
a remarkahle composite of memberships. < )ne of the most diffieu
jobs to expedite was probably that of the Resident Assistant. As th
president of \n Phi Kappa, George faced the always difficult challenge!
balancing business with pleasure. \~ an ( then tat ion < Committee ( ioordiriatoi
he faced another challenge, keeping various constituencies, including th
Vdininistrution, happy. George has also been actne with Campus Ministry . ser\ ingg
a Retreat leader. Mthough he enjoyed all of these positions, he feels a special sort of prio
































Considering his involvement with so many tune consuming activities, it is astounding that this
m. New Hampshire resident has managed to graduate Summa Cum Laude from our History
irtment. It is no surprise, that, “while being so active and busy,” George wanted to have time to
ormal -"just sit around and be average.” W hile being involved in such a wide array of campus
ities, he has witnessed certain structural weaknesses. Specifically, he stresses the need “to change
ndifference and apathy throughout the entire college. We must actively enforce standards set
Standards such as integrity, an essential element for success as a Resident Assistant.
One historical figure that George admires is the French President Talleyrand. He survived
[evolution and continued onward to rebuild France. Specifically, George admires the “survivor’s”
trance, and ability to see the future.
George would hke to thank Carol Taylor, Mags, Donna Sullivan, and of course, an extra












nr ipiotc Mary rllrn * .orkhlini lia- drfimlrh . Ill
li\ «• l»\ while -licha- attended Meminark.'' "Do nut follow whrrrif1
path may lead—On w lierr there i* no path anil leave a trail.
V- Marvelled lookt> back to her <lu\ » at Merrimack. she truly ho| *
that slit* has made a difference in the lives of the people aroiiml her. S I
tresses her belief that everytlay actions that arc not usually rewarded®
still
< | ii i
t>- important. After all. it is often a little tiling in life, like a bright -ini 1
that can make the <lay more special.
Maryellen has definitely participated in a w ide array of organizations. She is a »i.
of the 1’i Theta Epsilon Sorority, anil has also endured the position of "Pledge Edueatm
Additionally, she has displayed her vocal and theatrical talents while she performed with I
OnStagers. Her list of memberships expands further to include varioii' branches in < amp
Ministry: Merriinaction. MORE, and RCIA (Rites of Christian Initiation for Adults). Not to
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let that, had she not been involved in so many organizations, she would not have met all of the people that she
: net.
accounting major from Winthrop, Maryellen first developed a liking for Merrimack when she attended a
i etliallgameat Volpe. She liked the small size ofthe campus. Despite all that Maryellen loves about Merrimack,
elieves that there is still room for improvement. She would like to see more students involved with more than
heir academic pursuits. Additionally, she would like to see more teachers increasing their level ofinvolvement
ide of the classroom.
figure that Maryellen truly admires is Mother Theresa. She is amazed by this women’s sacrifices. “She has
up her entire life to try to help the less fortunate.”
\ ryellen would like to extend special thanks to the individuals in Campus Ministry: Berna Kensinger. Joe
|y, Sr. Elaine Polcari. “You really have helped me out.. and not just with academic issues. You have always
there to talk...You have made a definite impact on my life.” She would also like to thank her roommates,
la Leonard. Jill Gaffny, and Carrie Girouard. Finally, she thanks her parents, for without them, nothing














































hat is it like to be recognized as the best?
Chosen to represent the “creme cle la creme” in the
lemic scope at Merrimack College?
is valedictorian of the class of 1991, Scott Chouinard, of
aistow , New Hampshire, earned this opportunity.
Suprisingly enough, as a senior in High School, Scott had originally
lecided not to further his education. Instead, he would “become a
carpenter and build houses.” It was the love and encouragement of his
nirsuaded him to give college serious consideration. On May
ered his speech to the very crowded gymnasium, this choice was
family tl
h , as he deliv
proven to be correct.










































I .ike many <>( his fellow commuters. Scott found it rather difficult to get involved 1
many aetiv ilies on campus. ( )| course, he was also rather busy working, so he could eontribi
j
the necessary funds for a post-secondary school level education. \s an Vecounting maj J
Scott chose to obtain his education hy way of the Cooperative Education program. \\ hen 1
looks hack to his experiences at Merrimack, he will always remember fellow Coop stude
j
that, together, struggled through the summer semesters. I le explained the strong friend'll
ami bonds that were formed, esjiecially during these months. The classrooms were hot
it w as the support of close friends that sometimes made the difference.
One historical figure that Scott admires is John F. Kennedy, lie doesn’t explici
“admire him for his presidential accomplishments, but more for hi- vision of the future, a
his inspirational leadership.”
ott would like to thank the
ounting professors for their
» over the years. They were
ays upfront, and were
ssilile to provide advice. All
11. they were more than just
hers. He would also like to

























should come as no surprise that C
advises the underclassmen "L ijrlit for wlia
N DaynaDItria
sanll!" I li i » resident of Revere. Massaehuset
proven that she chooses to lead her peers, and to ji
them in their desired directions. ( )n ( Mass Council, s| L
served as Secretary for2 years, and President for another ji
has also acre pled the challenge of a Resident \ssi stall t posit io {
a Resident Assistant, there were obvious obstacles that madl
execution of expected duties quite difficult. Vfter all. there was a |k
that ever-present threat of opening tin- door of one of those "out of |




















R.A. and a member of the Class Council, this “SPO Cat lias also participated in the
(operative Education Program. Like many, she has found Coop to be rewarding for both
s financial payback, as well as the obvious experience it offers.
f Dayna could change one thing at Merrimack, it would be the gap between the faculty,
idents, and administration. If we could eliminate this gap, the improvement in
mmunication would benefit all members of the Merrimack College community.
'here are various individuals that Dayna would like to thank. First of all. she would like
thank Carol Tay lor for all of her help and guidance. She would also like to thank her
(se friend Doug. Of course, she owes special thanks to her close friend Sharon for “being
e a sister, that opened my eyes and heart.” Finally, she thanks her parents and her























am the master ofmyfaith
I am the Captain ofmy Soul...
—William Krncsl Hcnlej
..from / \ l I(IT l S
Tia Donahue, of \me.slmrv. Massachusetts. should h
hack upon her Merrimack ( College career with pride and satisfacti
\ Political Science major, she has excelled hoth inside, and outsid<
the classroom. She was among the distinguished few to graduate Sumi
Cum Laude. Considering such excellence, her induction into the lli-t >
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ious extra curricular activities. Her leadership positions have included the Presidency
id the Vice-presidency of the College Democrats, as well as serving as the Head Delegate
the Model United Nations program. Additionally, she embraced the often difficult, and
ne consuming position of a Resident Assistant.
Like many, Tia was attracted to Merrimack’s small size, which facilitates a
ident’s opportunity to have a one-on-one relationship with his or her professor,
owever, she does admit that she has faced many challenges while in attendance,
tecifically, she has been frequently frustrated by the tendency of so many students to not
tend campus events. Additionally, she is discouraged by the library. “It is not a good
source center.” Finally, she would like to see the removal of the speed bumps.



































that kicked oil the philosophy of the New Deal. It was a time where people worked toge
to make things work. Tia would like to see us turn hack to some of those ideals, and set
our tendency to he such a "me" generation.
\\ hen I ia looks hack upon her experiences at Merrimack, one humorous event
always bring a chuckle. ..On the day of the Government Business and Society final. lh<
of entertainment prov ided l>\ Professor \\ essel s dog \\ illie. as he lead the professor aro
the room.
In, >art. l ia has been inspired hv Professor Bussell. Professor Ford, and Profe
l)e( dercq to continue on and pursue her Master’s degree. In addition to these indi\ idi
she would like to thank both the Political Science Department, and the I listorv 0*1 I
for their help. She would also like to thank her parents and her friends
'Meather ‘Jlem
















































~ etter to burn oat. thenfade au ay!! \
James Henderson is a Computer Science
Mathematics major who hails from I’eppen
Massachusetts, lie has shown great promise in the social
academic sphere of college life, \cademically , this presidea
scholar has graduated Sununa Cum l.aude. In part, such >uc
prohahh stems from his interpretation of the most exceptional lompo t
to hecoming a good student, lie stresses the importance of overcoming
social pressures of our peers. Of course, he also mentions the need fori
discipline to properly budget time. In the social arena, he has held \ar
leadership postilions in a wide array of campus organizations, lie served as.













iib, the Layout Editor of the 89-90 Yearbook, and was the President and Co-Founder of Frontiers.
LUce many Merrimack Students, James was attracted to the small size. The impressive
icher-student ratio provided the student with ample access to his or her professor. Additionally,
liked the fact the fact that the school is a Catholic Institution. As his educational experience
ogressed, he began to look up to and admire the members of the Mathematics and Computer
lienee Department. Despite all of the positive elements of Merrimack, James does feel that certain
i*as would benefit from improvement. Specifically, he mentioned Student Activities, which he
scribed as being “too disorganized, and plagued by too much red tape.”
One historical figure that James admires is the scientist Linus Pauling. “He knows how to
ve things by using good methods.” James also admires Steven Hawking for all he has accomplished,
spite his handicap.












wo activ ilirs tlial ( iollcrn feels were qJ
important during her eareer at Merrimaek li J
been her involvement in Merrimaelion ami |
Presidency of the Pi T heta Kpsilon Sorority.





o organizations, you meet people that \oti wouldn't have met
K
y' through your everyday activities."
/ She liked the fact that Merrimack is a small school. T he stude i
tend to get close over the 4 year period. She just wishes that the stude]
would take advantage of the on-campus events. "The program hoard pros i i





















i excellent opportunity for the students to get involved through the on-campus events
v organize.
During her years at Merrimack, Colleen grew to admire Margaret Higgins. “ I
|ve looked up to her for so much and I have a lot of respect for her.” She would also like
Ithank Professor Sue Pariseau for her time as the faculty advisor to Pi Theta Epsilon,
lleen is extremely grateful for Professor Pariseau’s support and for her outside opinions
a faculty point of view.
She would like to especially thank her parents and close friends for all their


































































































77 hil«* at Merrimack. Chris was a mend
|
of the( tn-stagers. the \i1 1 )in*ctorforliot}ithe Mleniat •
\ nice and tin- \rgus. a memlterofthe Program Hoard, a,
j
a member of tin- Merrimack Review,
f tut of all of his accomplishments here at Merrimack, the one tl'j
will alway s have a s|jccial significance for him was his role in helping
cxpei lite the pul dishing of the Uternative V nice. I lowever, Chris feels t)
just simply lieinir involved, while simultani'ously keeping up with his studies vil
the biggest accomplishment of all.
When it comes to Merrimack as a whole, Chris has a very |>ositive attitude. "I like
|




















welcome here at Merrimack, but I could neverputmy true feelings about the college into words.”
\ liih* at Merrimack, Chris has been very impressed by the director of the On-stager’s, Tom
kman. “Tom has always had a lot of faith in me. He has been great emotional support and has
n a great guide.”
t hen asked what advice he would give to incoming freshmen, Chris responded that, although
ties are great, it is easy to get lost in them. He said that there is plenty more for the freshmen to
involved in. and if they didn't seize the opportunity, they were missing out on a lot.
iris would like to personally thank CindeVeinot, the On-stager’s, and most especially his parents
;
their continued support. He would also like to thank Greg Dudzic for getting him involved with
| On-Stagers.
-ManfEtkn Corkfium

























































nj'lif'li major Eileen Saumell reside*
Massapcqua Park, New York. In her year
Merrimack, her academic achievements h
definitely been worthy of recognition. A presided
scholar, Eileen has been listed in W bo’s Vi ho Am
American (Colleges and l niversities. \dditionalh . this (
l.audc graduate was the recipient of a poetry award in the Ah<
Poetry contest.
Eileen has also contributed her time and talents to \ arious ex
,
curricular activities. She was a staffwriter with the Alternative Voice, am
*





















served on a Health and Environmental Subcommittee of the Strategic Planning
ring Committee. Finally, she has worked in conjunction with the riting Center for
Writing Workshop Program that has been started for the Lawrence students at the
st and Kane Schools.
Like many of us, Eileen does think that certain changes could benefit the school,
cifically, she mentions a need for this in the "hierarchical, business hke powers of
rnance.” It is this that is “perhaps one of the most prominent causes of campus
lessness. The student’s education, sometimes seems like the last factor to go into the
1 business decisions at Merrimack. Unless all members of the Merrimack College
munity (including employees AND students) make their voices heard, Merrimack will









































i lien proper roie in decisions aim i lie roiHiuc
and future o( the college.”
(Catalog of the College 90-91 , p. 7)
Eileen would like to thank M DeCiccio
and Kathleen Cain for all of their help. She
would also like to give extra special thanks to





Iff hat is one of Bob Simpson’s greatest
contributions to Merrimack College? Probably
what you are holding in your hand! Bob joined the
yearbook staff during his sophomore year as anything
from a photographer to a master of layouts. As a sophomore,
he attended the yearbook convention and saw precisely w hat the
yearbook could be. ..Yes, a vision was born. In his 2 years as
Editor of the book, he has definitely brought significant change and
improvement to the organization.
Bob enjoyed his years at Merrimack tremendously, but looking back now,







































“formulate a more ambitious plan for how it supports and nurtures it s leadership in ter i
of students. Xltlmugh there is an emerging leadership program, and a Leaders!
weekend, "the support tends to lie haphazard and a little inconsistent." Xdditional
more of the leadership positions must he officially recognized h\ the college. XX e must st
aware that, if the administration shows apathy towards a student organization, it <•
transfer to the students, and the collegiate climate will suffer.
One historical figure that Roll really admires is Leonardo da Vinci. Roll likes h<
Science and the Liberal Arts. Leonardo da X inci could be both a scientist and a paint
Additionally, de V inci appreciated education, more specifically . the pursuit of know led
He was a creative man.
A resident of Groton, Connecticut, Boh was the recipient of the Joseph I*. I)al% award
LV I Seniors
tstanding Character and Leadership. He
ises other students to, “seek to experience as
ch as you can. College can allow you to do
i..unless you are narrow minded and don’t
it to. You are wasting your time in college if
r purpose is not to exploit every opportunity
lecome an enlightened person.”
oh would like to thank his mother and sister
their support and love during his years at
rimack.



























Derek J. Vi hite
Electrical Engineering




Lee A. Vi inning
Management























£uprmf fljmtrt of % Sluice
Tiaslfington. J). GJ. 20<iit?
)ar Graduates,
P ank You for your letter. I send my congratula-
ins to each member of the class of 1991
.
I Quid urge the Class of 1991 at Merrimack College
oe full participants in life's opportunities; try to
e ye the world a little better than you found it on
r
< ir arrival. Use your talent and education to help
se who need it and in ways which will make your





I would like to take this opportunity to send my heartiest
congratulations upon your graduation from Merrimack
College.
You have reached an important milestone in your life.
You have much to be proud of and even more to look
forward to.





Front Row (L.-R.) - Kerri Sheran , Ann Sears, Christine Amato, Michelle Veech Back Row
Chistine O'Reilly, Chris Leahy, Kristen Philpott, Anthony Coito, Marc Desrochers, Devony
MacIntyre and her date seem to be having the time of their lives. CJ Paul Giggey, Jay Detarando,
George Burke, David Butterfield, Mark Dellasanta, and Paul Bowlby are the Men of Merrimack.
I
t was a warm
Wednesday afternoon
as the Seniors checked
into the Colonial Hilton
in Wakefield. Within hours, the
ladies would he transformed into
princesses and the men to princes.
The “coach” came to pick up the
dashing couples and off they all
went to the hall room. When one
entered the ball room, there were
gowns of every color, some were
short and long. Others had
sequence, lace and various prints.
The men all looked handsome in
their tuxedos and suits and it would
definitely be a night no one would
forget. Pictures were being taken
and flashes filled the room. There
was excitement everywhere and the
music of the D.J. kept everyone
dancing about. As the night ended,
everyone seemed to he pleased and




Above L.- Vincent l.aiosa needs a few
more bucks at the bur. O Above R.
Tim Doyle, Michael Doneghey, and
Chris Morrison show that they still
look dapper without their socks. ”1
Mary Rracken. Kim Nugent, Carrie
Girouard and Jill Gaffny show off
their pearly whites. TA Center -
"Damn, what's that 900 number?"
Chuck Moran and Karleen O'Neil
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Above L.- Nicole Christopher , Jen
Curtiss, Marianne Carino, Dayna
D'ltria, Patty Brennan, Megan
Sullivan , Pam Quinlan, Sharon Chin
and Peggy Carroll show that any style
goes at he Senior Ball. Above R.-
James Koloski and Heather Goodwin
share a laugh at the Ball. Lisa
Pfeffer, Kristen O'Brien, Paula Zaino
and Linda Annese smile prettyfor the
camera.
Pat DeSimone, Joe LoCoco, and Sal
Magazzu prove they can havefuneir
dates.








Above - Cathy McKillop, Martha Westicater, Susan
Colligan, Linda Annese, Chrissy Somers, Kristen O’Brien
anti Donna Currier gossip over a beer. “I L.- Mary Beth
Autio, Michelle Veech, Airnee Bleau, Christine O'Reilly,
Kelly Killeen and Maureen Archer smile for a photo. 3
R. Curtis Nelson, Dan Hogan and Lenny Cwalvin gel
ready to shoot some hoops.
Jen Hatem, Karen Robillard, Lisa
Raso anti Jen Hoppe kick back at
the bar at Gunstock.
Lodge in New Hampshire was
converted into the total hot
spot for our Senior
Clambake. The grounds were
large enough for anyone to
have their own little space
alone and if not there were
various activities such os
volleyball, basketball,
foootball and paddle boats to
keep one busy. Before
anything could start . lunch
was ready. Everyone
swarmed to the waiting line
which was full of steamers,
chowder, salad, lobster,
barbequed chicken, corn,
potatoes, bread and butter
and if that was not enough
there was watermelon and
strawberry shortcake for
desert. Everyone was haing
a great time, especially with
the ‘‘free beer’" being served.
As the day went on nothing
could have ruined the day,
not even the rain shower we
had dampened the fun. The
fun unfortunately came to an
end and everyone piled onto
the buses. However even the
ride home would he an
experience to remember!
’Dayna 'D Itria
LXV1 1 1 Senior Week
Top - Claire Morgan, Karen White,
Cheryl Leveille, Susan O'Brien, Chris-
tine Sheehan and Christine Marcy re-
lax in the shade after lunch. d Center
- Stephen Cardosi, Joe Drier, Patricia
Leonard, Carrie Girouard , Jill Gaffny,
Michael Howard and a friend take a
breakfrom the activities to suck back a
few beers. Bottom - Sandy Hughs,
Lauren Shamberger, Sara LeSaffre,
Patty, Sandy Dorta, Kaien Clemens
and Felicia Ciaramitaro show that all
you need is good weather and friends.
What do you mean only one lobster per person?!
Top - Anyone upfor a skin ny
dip? d Center - shows the
right way to eat lobster. O
Bottom - Eric Mitchell, Chris
Donato, Brian Sullivan and
Mike Rossi feel like it's time
for a break afterplaying
volleyball.
Senior Week LXIX
• 1 seemed like onlyyesterday that weattended our firstI
>
11 1 » . and now we
were going to our final pub of
our college career. Murray
Lounge quickly filled up that
Thursday night. Beers were
being poured and everyone
was full of energy as they
stood closely by their friends.
The Cape Cod Traveling All-
Stars gave pizazz to the night
with their sing alongs and
interactive music. Seniors
were singing and dancing and
everyone w as having a great
time. 1:00AM came too
quickly and the last song of
the night was sung. Hands
were being held and loud
daj>s filled the room. The
music would finally come to
an end, but the memories
would last forever.
Payna P I tria
[hove - Chris Krako, Boh []^^
->
Simpson and James Henderson
show the serious side of Pub. O
Curtis Nelson hangs out with
Bo Koloski as they relax in the
offseason.
John Ryan anil Doug Greschuk
share a smile and a beer.
F’at DeSimone. John Barletta and J
LoCoco hang out for a while at pub.
Surprise Lauren Shamberger.
you're on Candid Camera.
Above - Bob Roselli, Scotl
McAllister. Anthony Veilleux,
Paul Cahaly and John Doe love
the idea of $1 drafts.
Sharon Chin and Dayna
D'ltria know where the boys
are: Tim Doyle, Dan Hogan,















The Copley Marriott w as full
of students introducing their
family to friends and
administration. President,
Davila D'ltria make her
farewell speech to her class.
Then, with the help of Vice
President Linda Annese, she
handed out gifts to the Class
Council for their outstanding
contributions. The class also
presented Fr. Deegan with a
“Sun Dial ” which will he
placed in the Quad. After Fr.
Deegan gave his farewell
speech to the graduates, the
moment everyonewas waiting
for was here, TI IEAWARDS.
The students received awards
for contributing outstanding
service and dedication to
Merrimack College.
Congratulations to the Senior
Class for four years well done
at Merrimack.
Dayna ‘Dltna
Above Michelle Pucillo, Claire
Morgan (Campus Ministry
award recipient), Cheryl
Leveille anil Susan O'Brien
are the women in Blue. ‘D
Kristen Philpotl takes time out
to dance with her Dad.






Barbara Kennedy and her
date Brendan.
Above - Peggy Carroll, Megan
Sullivan, Sharon Chin, Marianne
Carino, Pam Quinlan and Dayna
D'ltria pose with "Woody" who was
awarded a giftfor his caring and
dedication to the class of '91. ~I Paul
Bowlby, Tom Marchand, Peter
Middle and Todd Salmon take a
break to smile at the camera.
Maryellen Corkhum smiles along
with award recipients Robert
Simpson (Joseph P. Daly award
for Outstanding character and
leadership to the Merrimack
Community) and George Clement
( Merrimack Medalfor overall






he theme of the Baccalaureate mass was “one spirit,
many gifts." The first reading by Megan Sullivan
reflected this theme. The gospel, read by Father
Patrick McStravog, was taken from the gospel according
to John. It told of how Jesus stood before the disciples and said,
"Peace be with you.” He breathed on them and said "Receive the
holv spirit. If you forgive sins, then they are forgiven, if you hold
them bound; they are held bound.
The highlight of the mass was Father Thomas Casey’s reflection
on these scriptures. In most cases we leave mass commenting on
the music, the surroundings, and I'm sorry to say, but on the fact
that it is over. On a rare occasion, we may say to another, “What
a great homily.” For those familiar with Fr. Tom Casey, this is not
a rare occasion. When the mass was over, there was certainly a
buzz in the air. “That homily was magnificent.
"
Fr. Tom Casey is an extremely intelligent man that speaks from
within his heart. This is a special gift that enables him to capture
his audience. He gives all that are listening food for thought;
something to remember and to reflect upon during a quiet moment.
“The spirit moves with power. It comes into the midst of all these
different people and dissolves their differences.” These words
come from Fr. Casey’s reflection upon the first reading. They are
also an example ofhow the spirit was present at this point and time.
The words of Fr. Casey were a very powerful attempt for us to
recognize our differences and rejoice. He feels that “the ability l
honor and celebrate differences is a result of education and th
very subtle movement of the spirit within our bodies.”
In his reflection of the gospel Fr. Casey states. “God is presen
in this creation of ours. He is the very air we breathe.” He use
the example ofAugustan, who said “Lord you are closer to me that
I am to myself.”
Fr. Casey spoke to the class of 1991 and they listened attentively
“We hope that through these four years you have come to see th
difference between what is important and what is not: what is
fad, and what is of lasting value; and how to tell the differenc
between an acquaintance and a trusted friend." He attribute' a
of this not only through trial and error, hut also through thespirit
“Whether you knew it or not. the spirit has been present ther
guiding, supporting, enlightening.”
His message to the class of 1991 was real and fulfilling. II
focused on the fact that it is difficult for some of us at Merrimac
to accept differences. However, he believed that if we allow ed th
spirit to bestow us. then the spirit would teach us to honor thos
differences we once denied. He hoped that we would use the spir
|
as a guide so that this celebration could he possible, and th:
j










r backgrounds, or our value
entations, we all may have
•y different perceptions of
at, precisely, the term
ails.
)n May 19, 1991. the Volpe
mplex was filled with
ndreds of individuals that
1 earned various types of
legiate degrees, and that
1. in one way or another,
ted excellence. Naturally,
of the graduates did not
iduate with honors.
budgeting. On numerous
occasions, there was that ever
present threat of peer pressure.
“YOU ARE READY for
tomorrow’s exam.. Just come
out to the Grill with us!!” Of
course, commuters faced
problems of their own, especially
on those cold winter mornings
when the car just wouldn’t start..
Or, sometimes just that feeling
that you were always the last to
know. For 25 year old Laurie
Conti, there were extremely
substantial obstacles. Diagnosed
with juvenile rheumatoid
arthritis at a young age. Ms.
Conti couldn’t perform many of
?r Deegan not only conferrs a deegre on Lauri Conti but on her aid dog
d Misty.
ever, almost everyone in the
ie Complex had definite
acles to overcome. For
ision of Continuing
ication students, such
acles often included the
culty of balancing children
,
>b. and their education,
dent students were plagued
i other problems. For
nple, they had to learn the
n difficult task of time-
the functions that the rest of us
take for granted. She couldn't
really bend to reach the ground
,
and she was unable to write or
type for long periods of time.
Finally, we can mention the
Valedictorian, Scott Chouinard.
In his Valedictory Address,
we learned of some things that
we wouldn’t expect of a
Valedictorian. As a senior in
High School, he had “made the
decision not to attend college.”
Unfortunately, there was no
“warn path” for him to follow.
He was a little scared by college,
for “it created a lot of
uncertainties and risks.” ^ ell,
Scott, your parents and loved
ones were right ! ! ! You definitely
had “little to lose, and so much
to gain.” Your decision to attend
and your final standing, proves
that we must "fight for what we










in perspective, he began with a
discussion of the risks faeed by
political protesters in Romania
who worked “for the good of the
country as a whole - not just to
benefit themselves.” In contrast,
he spoke of the United
States.. "We could wipe out
hunger and homelessness, crime
and poverty .. rescue the
environment and streamline our
government. Heemphasized not
only that the leaders must step
forward, hut that everyone must
do their part. The small acts
make a difference.” Perhaps, it
is his choice of one Abraham
Lincoln quote that best captures
his point .
.
" to sin by silence when
they should protest, makes
cowards out of men."
Rosemary R. Ruether
presented the major address.
She chose not to embrace the
norm,not simply to " paint the
picture of he future and
challenge the graduates to seize
it.” She deemed her picture as
“not so much exciting as
daunting.” She views the
“current trajectory of trends
as frightening.” Finally,
throughout her speech, she
stressed the need to “commit
ourselves to truthful
knowledge of dangers. Vie
must have major changes to
avoid serious danger.” She
concluded by emphasizing that
we “must not abuse technology
,
hut shape our ways to build a
new world that draws upon




were presented in the course of
the afternoon. Elliot Puretz
presented Joyce and Karl
Gladstone with a Doctor of
Joyce and Karl Gladstone receive hon-
orary degrees for their neverending
support ofMerrimack College.
Commercial Science. They
were praised for their support
in funding for the Science anil
Engineering building. Father
Casey presented the Doctor of
Humane Letters to Thomas
continued...
— Senior Week LXX\II
Scott Chouinard
Petite, a teacher with
accomplishments ranging
from work with Mother
Theresa, to constructing
programs that provide food
BrotherThomas Polite a waits the hon-
orary degree ofDoctor ofHuman Let-
ters for his worldwide service.
and clothing for the needy.
Finally, Claire Huber
presented the Doctor of
Humane Letters to Rosemary
Ruether. Ms. Ruether
reminded us that "the privelage
of intelligence is not to alienate
the world.”
Congratulations graduates!!
Keep defeating the odds and
overcoming the obstacles!!
^Leather Jteming
Tin Donahue who graduated
summit cum lauile waits
anxiouslyfor her diploma.
Center- Paul Ceruolo
brought his daughter along
his siile to share in the honor.






Doherty and Tint Doyle
are among the many
seniors ready to make the
final walk to Volpefrom
Murray Louge. Ben
Lebeau shows a sign that
he has everything in
control.
Over- Tim Garrity givesfellow senior Paul
Neal a hand ofgratulations.
cgfl
Chuck Moran looks on as James Murphy
gives a thumbs up to his diploma.
Senior Week LXXIX
Gada. a biology major is
glad to receive his diploma.
Kelly and Carrie
Girouard take a quick
picture before lining upfor
the ceremony. O Matt
Mike Rossi show's off his graduation gift and
Lisa Raso is fiiU ofexpression.
B^3
Chris MelaughUn
sports tin• n(>ir action
wearfor firutluolion.
D JvffMurray iioinls
liroutlly til the result
ofJour years oflitirtl
work.
Kathy Shaslia and Karen Shuberl smile as they trail patientlyfor
their tliplomas.









Dr. Thomas Aubrey . l.intla
Foote . Dr. Kathleen
FitzPatrick, Shirley E.
McDonald. Dr. George






Front - Prof. Catherine Rich-Duval, Prof.
Pattricia Sendall. Prof. Frances Quinn.
Rack - Prof. John Koziell , Dr. Kerin
Wall. Dr. Kathy Stevens. Prof. Michael
Kandra. Prof. Charles Coinegys, Prof.
Julia Tiernan. Prof. Elliot Puretz. Prof.
Vincent Lonardo, Prof. Susan Pariseau.
Prof. Annie Puciloski. Dr. AbdulMomen
anti Dr. James Corbett.
T his is the final year that theMerrimack College’s Marketing
Department enjoyed the serv ices
Prof. Cleveland Gilcreast of Professor Cleveland
Gilcreast. Mis presence will
definitely be missed.
An M.B.A. recipient at Harvard
l niversity. Professor Gilcreast brought
a great deal of knowledge and a wide
array of experiences to our institution,
lb- spent 40 years of his life actively
involved with the operations of different
major businesses. In addition to his
experience in the field, he also worked
as a part-time professor at Northeastern
University for 20 years. He took a short
break from his position at Northeastern
to teach for a year at a University in
Scotland. Although hefully enjoyed this
w ork, he decided it w as time for change,
lie began to look for a more permanent
position at a school closer to home, lie
learned that Merrimack College was in
search of a Marketing professor,
submitted an application, and was
appointed to the position. I nder the
assumption that it was not to become a
permanent position, he took a year lea \ e
of absence from Northeastern. For I 1
and 1/2 years. Professor Gilcreast has
been here as a “A isiting Professor.”
()\ er the years that he has worked here.
Professor Gilcreast feels that the school
has seen many improvements. For one
example, he sites the increase ofstudents
majoringin Business, and consequently .
the increase in the Business Department
faculty . Additionally, he mentions the
expansions w ithin the Business I (ivision
curriculum. Specifically , he listed the
introduction of the International
Business Program, as well as courses
such as Marketing of Services and
Purchasing. Naturally , Professor
Gilcreast believes that the state of the
physical facility has also made
tremendous progress. In hiseyesl
communal living offered by the t I
houses and dorms will only furp
enhance a student's growth. P
construction of the new Science a
Engineering Building will also p %
to he a great asset, for it will attriH
more diverse group of students ttH
school. In conclusion, there has I •
a greater effort to reach out top
communitv . \\ ith the introductiil
the l rhan Institute and o t
intern' hip programs. 'Indents are «
able to work with professionals in l il
ow n field of study . and get a feel fo .1
in the "real world."
Professor Gilcreast wasan inspira i.
lie has dedicated many year-toa S
special profession. Good luck ip




fter talking with Dr. Davis it was quite
apparent that he is a man who is truly
dedicated to the world of Chemistry and
most especially, to teaching. His story is
ironic because he had no intentions of
entering the teaching profession until he
had actually experienced it as a teaching
assistant in college. One moment in front
of the classroom and the feeling was
instant - he wanted to be a teacher.
While some professors are packing up their
belongings and heading home after their last class
is ended. Dr. Davis is found on the third floor of
Cushing helping students or doing research. Front
a student's perspective, it's a good feeling knowing
that your professors will be there when you need
them. It is because of this dedication that Merrimack
students voted him the 1990 Edward G. Roddy. Jr.
Outstanding Teacher of the Year.
Dr. Davis has not only been active at Merrimack
College through teaching, hut through other
Chemistry
Rita Fragala, Dr. Carolyn
Wertnan, Dr. J. David
Davis, Dr. Ronald Pike and
Catherine Festa.
activities as well. He has been involved
with the Benzene Ring and has served on
many teaching committees. He has also
been the advisor to the On-Stagers and
the Baseball team. "I have always found
pleasure working with the students
outside of teaching. I have always tried
to support the students I worked with
whether attending a sports game or being
involved in student organizations."
Outside of Merrimack . Dr. Davis has
been involved with the children from
local schools such as the Frost School.
He has judged science fairs and
conducted experiments for several
science classes.
Dr. Davis received his A.B. in
Chemistry from Champlain College, his
M.S. from the University of Vermont
and his Pll.D. from the Lowell
Technological Institute. One man who
has played a major role in Dr. Davis’
career is Dr. Pike. "While in college it
was the guidance of Dr. Pike that
influenced me and led me to get my
doctorates. It was Dr. Pike that got me
here. Since then we have done a lot of
research together and have become close
friends. I owe him a lot.”
Dr. Davis has been very pleased with
the Chemistry program over the years.
Many students have worked directly with
professors researching topics in their
field of interest. These students have
used the knowledge gained through
research to write and publish books
and articlesand to give lectures. "This
is very common.’’ states Davis.
It’s no surprise that these students
are so dedicated w hen their professors
have set great examples. Dr. Pike has
completed two books, both of which
are used as manuals at several colleges.
Dr. Pike. Prof. Mohan Singh and Prof.
Zsafran have just recently completed
a hook together which will he used in
the classroom. Dr. Davis is working
on the completion of his ow n book.
One of the most rewarding
experiences for Dr. Davis is watching
his former students suceeed. " I get a
kick out of seeing my students learn
things. Especially those students that
were having a tough time. Working
with the students keeps you young.”
Dr. Davis feels the Chemistry
department will continue to grow.
“When it comes to the Chemistry
program. Merrimack takes a backseat
to no one.” He has been involved with
the Chemistry program at Merrimack
since 1964 and hopes that it will
continue to he a major contributing
force to chemical education. "The
recognition that Merrimack has
received is something we've all worked
hard at.”
Dr. Davis is married to Jean Carey,
a former Merrimack graduate. They
have two sons, one a 1989 Merrimack
graduate.





was because its 1 business program
accented the business practice
rather than study.” stated Puretz.
"The focus for the faculty wasn’t focused
primarily on those with doctorates and the
overall atmosphere of the school was one in
which I knew I could be comfortable.”
Professor Puretz graduated from Loyola
College located in his hometown of Baltimore
with an A.B. He later went on to Boston
University where he obtained his M.B.A
and then passed the exam to become a
certified public accountant (C.P.A).
\\ bile at Merrimack he was chairman of
the accounting and finance department for
three years and served on many committees
such as ranking tenier. the faculty senate
and currently on the search committee for
Vice President ofAcademic Affairs. Outside
of Merrimack he is extremely involved with
the professional organization for C.P.A's
known as the State C.P.A Society of
Massachusetts, where he is presently
serving on the board of directors. This
organization works primarily on
bridging the gap between accounting
practice and accounting education.
Those w ho have had Elliot Puretz as
a professor can certainly vouge for the
fact that he is truly a brilliant man. As
a student of Professor Puretz you are
encouraged to accept his challenge. As
an Accounting major, you are prepared
with the experience and knowledge
necessary to enter the business world.
"1 find it very gratifying to see my
former students working as professionals
and as partners of the big accounting
firms.” stated Puretz. “It is also a
pleasure working with the faculty and
staff. They are a great group of people.”
As far as the Accounting and Finance
department is concerned Professor
Puretz couln’t have spoke any higher.
He finds everyone in the department a
pleasure to work with. This can he
confirmed by the fact that the turnover
rate in this department is very little.
When he first came to Merrimack the
average number of graduating
accounting majors was between 40 and
45. Professor Puretz has since witnessed
this number of students steadily in
crease to its recent average of about 75
to 80 accounting students graduating
per year. The primary change that he
has seen within the business
department is that it is not as
technically orientated. The students
are now required to take 50 % of
business classes rather than 60 %
which enables them to obtain a broader
education. The biggest way in which
he has seen the college change as a
whole is that it is more of a residential
school rather than commuter. This
changed a lot about the college’s
resources and its focus on student life.
Overall, Elliot has really enjoyed his
years here at Merrimack College. He is
impressed by the cpiality and nature ofthe
students. “They are a hardw orkinggroup
ofpeoplewithstrongfamilybackgrounds .
’ ’
fie attril>utes thisdemeanorofthe students
to Merrimack’s reputation as a small
catholic institution
Currently Elliot is residing in Newton
with his wife and children. He looks





Front - Pat Fineright . Prof.
David Westerling. Prof.
Anthony DeLuzio . Prof.









Donovan and Dr. Jack
Amarietio.
( Education
Dr. lirenda Brotrn. Prof.





Front - Paul Hogan. Cathy
Giangrande . Prof. John
Sifferlen . Back - Prof.
H illiarn King. Adily a God.
Dr. Daniel Fanner. Dr.
Tak-Goa Tsuei.
r. Daniel Farmer, a native of
Newburgh, N.Y, obtained his
bachelors degree in l°oo from
Clarkson College of Technology in
Potsdam. N.Y. He furthered his
education at the University of
Illinois, m Champagne. Illinois,
where he received his masters
degree in 1960. In 1970, bereached
the pinnacle of his educational
experience, nhen he graduated
from the Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn with his Ph.D. Dr.
Farmer had man' pleasant
encounters during his years
industry when he came to visit the
- on area. He belie' ed it as
superiorpartofthe country to settle
dov> n and raise a family .
Dr. Firaer hired to teach .at
Mi 1
1
inn k the fal of DTn by Fraak
Crisis. » a- ehairan «f the j«at
g . . . • . • . • -
found Ft (.'-rgc- .r. ms;-:ra:: e Hr lu
Me feel iFmt bt job teieluu
. . - - . .
•
engineering students in the broader
sense: not just technical knowledge, but
:--- nnl and humanistic
ronakrtboas and educating the whole
(WWl."
Dr. Farmer " i- high:' on: ressed with
the undergraduatt mstitud nil natur»
of Mrrrimarl- and its sole emphasis on
undergraduate teaching. ~I like the fact
that Ac classes are snail here, ts -
really set toknow our students and hare
-
Dan also finds it very gratifying to
watch his student- develop and Mature
unrig tK - ;r : ur \-ars a: Mennm k
and l-elieving :int :he leg: hers had
~ 'earthing d • v-ith it- He is also
tM|m « d withthe transfer rndcail ;and
what thee think of Memmack. “Tbev
ha' e aheavs ri'en us hear marks and
they'rema positioa toknew sincethev've
teen e:—" here
Dr F anrrr is a man tru!' dedi ated
to his fis.c.. his students and has farm.'
Outside of ti n lan one of Us hejest
interests has a the professional
' • :r_a: ---gar—er- ;e. ns t kg - r.
as The Institute of Eh— in ai and
Electronics Eagint r- 'IEEE .
specific ahv. the Merrimack \ a .
-
'-US'- r. IEl F . 'b i is - i art :
- •• :: : u-
la r_ :r- :a i_— it - to the
student in
^
anil Hi : -f IF.EE.
Dar is married to Gail Farmer, the
secretary for the religious studies
department here at Merrimack. The
Farmer. Fiaveh hildren. HissonKrn
"ill be a junior at Merrimack and is
majoring in Ele. meal and < omputcr
Engineering. Ken states that hisfather
has been very supportive ofhim since
he has been here.
i1' hen Dr. F arm-r first arrived it
Merrimack the Electrical and Civil
Engineering . artments •* ere merred
intoone. Hewas greatly invoiced with
working cm getting the curriculum to
agree with the ABET guidehnes of
Electrical Engineering r-ef re the
iri artmen:. fir. a..' -i a:
“The Electrical Engineering
department has gr --r m numler i
faculty and students as well as
.ar-orat- ries sin.-' they race t re
constantly updated" states Dan.
'I • ra<- also — r. the erormoos
:r. : :r. - m _:-r - — r-r-
'ince we rave < ntnbeted a 1 4 to its
ctiiixatic'll."
^ith the new science and
-iginerim : rr long. the -gcr.ee ring
iepartmeut -«tll : atoa- : gr: - in
both sire arc raairy. As far as the





on satisfying careers rather than ja4
fir-, .
-
.a a ; t thii " -ra: tsert :
make I- -ts o: nsocri
*rof. ^ illiam Ru«dell
e received his A.B. from R -:
College and bis M.Ed. from
Boston l ni' ersity . He derided
to enter the teaching profession
because ~it seemed like the right
thing to do .
"
Prof. Basse# has i p i i enjoyed
being here*: Merrant > “I ts . -r
tbs sat' sirs of (the g- ar i the
pe.-iiie air- tr- a: : s rt -ttr.
-
'.ntsi'.ie : Mem—la ». F*r : Rnsse _
has .erred r.mar.' :-a mg mm::—
-a :r. a- :he ra~ k:-.t tenur- tom::—
Pro: RusseS ias sen as t haunnas
of the Education department Car many
• - ars Hs has -g: t— : the E . it ::
department fioctnate over the ''in
. - re have been times '•her a gr-a:
ranter of students > ere — ' oh ei " t
it.- ei_ r : r ogram ar 1 awes —
-
:> rattier. • -r- -re- . K-—
:
• si: r ~ . a
surge in the nnaaher of students
t r . c— r Ii .gr- at: -
—
mat ’her- ^ ite.vse people vh: are
-
• . - - - v
thki and thin and d d.Jlf their n—
—
to help- make it Fitter.
:: ? -- - • :
the Edr ar- n students at M-rr— a
- ' ' s>de> that the E-ra :: r.
det amr-er : »iE ;• :Wmce : > gr : -- vith
its quahi' and he i...-ks K-rwar-i t<
:e-irg - : art : .:.




n I *>7 1. \l l)e( grniliinlcil
from Merrimack (lollege with a
Bachelor's Degree in English.
Like many aspiring educators,
lie dreamed of' returning to liis
school to teach, hut never
believed it would happen. I (is
dream turned intoa reality w hen
he was hired as a member of the
Merrimack College English
Department in 1979. Dr.
DeCiccio’s instructional
methods a re extremely effective.
Through his style and overall
attitude, as well as his
involvement in various extra
curricular activities and
programs, his love of the
profession becomes evident.
Dr. DeCiccio shared with us his
perceptions of some of the most
significant improvements that
Fine Arts
Front - l)r. Albert Brenner
(uni l)r. Ellen Longsivorth.
Bark - Prof. David
Raymond, Cheryl Lanzoni
and Dr. David Sears.
Merrimuek ha* seen since hi* arrival,
lie i* Iliad lo ***i* I In* development of
certain eampii* wide support system*
for the student*, such us the ft riling
Center. Math denier, the (Inoperative
Education program and the
Intercultural (dull. Additionally, lie
believe* that there is now a greater
awareness by the faculty of w hat it Incan*
“to lie a faculty member. ft ith the
progression of time, the faculty member*
are growing closer, and beginning to he
more sensitive to one another's needs.
Dr. DeCiccio, like everyone else,
agrees that there is still room for
improvement here at Merrimack. For
example, it would be beneficial to have
communication between the
constituencies. All dimensions of the
operations could improve if the Hoard
of Trustees, Administration. Faculty,
and the student body improved their
lines of communication. In addition,
although our institution ha* made some
adv ances. Dr. DeCiccio would like to see
an increase in culturally diverse
programs for students. Through drama
and music programs, we could increase
our awareness of other ethnicities.
Finally, he would like to see the
development of a writing across the
curriculum program, lie stresses the
importance of writing in all areas of
study
.
Since his arrival, there have bu
various events that have stuck out
hi* mind. One in particular was t
fir*l of the two writing conb-renM
that were brought to Merruuaci
Noted scholar* and teacher* of w ritii
were brought in. but Dr. Dc< oemai •
Dr. Hossi were not sure how it wou^
lie received. They were pb asaoM
surprised when !!<•<• people altcmlefl
\\ riling was then taken more srrioiulfl
and il"« importance grew im rea-mfl
evident. I
In conclusion, it i* alwafl
interesting to notr how certall
lid i v iduaU affect our live* It -liovfl
be no suprise that tile fir-t groupJ
people that Dr. DeCiccio mentioM
were fellow members in ll
department. Outside the f nglifl
Department. Dr. George \\ ermersl 1
had a tremendous affect on 1
1
DeCiccio’g career. Dr. \\eriml
taught him "what it means to Im fl
faculty person-one who must of I
ideas to colleagues for deha I
disagreement, and acceptannl
Overall, "he showed me how to Is
I let ter classroom teacher and more si I
of myself.”
'Heather [Fleming
Dr. David Knepper, Dr.







Front - Dr. Shivu-Huey Yen. Dr. Michael
Bradley , Dr. Chong Rae Kim . 2nd - Prof.
Ennis Montella. Paula Cardone , Dr. Nicho-
las Buehler. 3rd - Dr. Michael St. Vincent ,
Prof. Cathleen Hall , Carole Sokolowski. 4tli
-Prof.Joseph Pavelcak, Dr.Jeffrey Ilhhotson.
Prof. Donald Kearns. 5th - Dr. Walter
Maxey , Prof. Mary Noonan. ProJ'. Patricia




hat makes a professor “hewn from
the past"’ here at Merrimack? An
attitude? An ideal? Or is it just a
special sort of loyalty to the
institution? For John Royal, it is
all of the above. So far. Dr. John
Royal has dedicated 32 years of his
life to the Merrimack College
Community. Dr. Royal received
his undergraduate degrees from the
University of Maine, and his I’ll.
D. from Boston University. Professor
Kearns, the first Chairman of the
Department, had been one of Dr. Royal’s
instructors at the University of Maine. It
was Professor Kearns that talked him into
coming to Merrimack.
He has enjoyed teaching here very much,
and hopes to continue for many years to
come. He likes helping students by
P
r. Clarisse Poirier
rofessor Clarisse A. Poirier is
definitely “hewn” from the past
of Merrimack College. In 1971,
she graduated from Merrimack
as a History major. Like many
students, she too was burdened
with certain financial
constraints, hut was fortunate
enough to earn a scholarship
that facilitated attending the
institution. Dr. Poirier was
pleased with her academic
experience at Merrimack.
Consequently , her list of
accomplishments while in attendance,
contributing to their education.
Additionally, he likes the fact that we
are a Catholic Institution, and religious
activities are made available to the
students through the Campus Ministry
Center. His enthusiasm for Merrimack
extends beyond the scope of academia.
Anyone that knows the man knows that
he is a true aficionado of all types of
athletics. It is very rare for him to miss
the opportunity to support our teams as
they strive towards victory.
Additionally, on different occasions he
has served as a Class Advisor. He
enjoyed this position very much, for it
allowed him to interact with students on
a different level.
Dr. Royal sited various areas that
have been improved since his arrival.
His first example involved the progress
made within the Sports Department. We
have witnessed the introduction of a
women’s program that has become
gradually more comprehensive.
Additionally, both the men and the
women have been introduced to a higher
caliber athlete. Finally, he mentioned
(Dean’s List, Presidential Scholar and
Phi Alpha Theta) definitely prove that
she achieved what we all ultimately work
for - success. She continued her
education after Merrimack at Boston
University, where she received both her
Master’s Degree and her Ph.D.
Dr. Poirier definitely feels that the
Merrimack College Community has
witnessed considerable improvements.
For example, she sited the obvious
progress that has been made with the
physical condition of the campus.
Additionally, she is pleased that we have
increased our outreach to broaden the
student base. Finally, she mentioned
the wider base of services that have now-
been made available to the student
population.
Although we are improving in our
quest for success, there are still areas
where we could focus more attention.
the Hockey team’s entrance into
Hockey East. Dr. Royal also sited the
improvements of the physical facility.
It has become a far more attractive
campus. Of course, with the addition
of the new Science and Engineering
budding, it will he easier for the school
to meet t he needs of the changing times.
Finally . he discussed the growth within
the Computer Science and
Mathematics Departments,
specifically, the quality of students
and faculty.
Despite our obvious progress, we
must always look at potential areas for
further improvement. For example,
Dr. Royal would like to see an increased
number ofMathematics and Computer
Science majors. It may he beneficial
to “have members of the Department
go out and recruit.” Additionally, he
reiterated the fact that one of
Merrimack College's greatest charms
is the smaller size. For this reason, we
must stress the importance of
interaction between the students and
the faculty.
T\For example. Dr. Poirier would like to
see the college work to broaden student
experienceswith other resources. Such
a feat could he accomplished by making
more transportation avaUable to sites
further from the campus. The faculty
and administration of the college must
encouragemore trips to establishments
such as museums and historical sites.
This way1 , our students will obtain a
better grasp of the important cultural
developments in society.
Dr. Poirier enjoys the contact with
the students, an element that she sees







Front - Prof. John Warren
and Kathleen O'Day. Hack -
l)r. George Heffernon, Dr.
Herbert Meyer. Dr. Arthur
O'Brien Ledoux and Dr.
liose-Mary Sargent.




would think that Professor Gilltx
would he pleased with ll
requirement, he stated that he felt
were better without one. "The
are more responsive when they ta
the foreign language courses on th<
own.” For example. Internatioi
Business Students are required to lea
a language. "Because learning
language is related to their major, tl
are always eager to learn.”
Professor Gillooly feels that the s
of Merrimack is advantageous,
enables teachers to lie more n.-xii I
w Inch ran he more -atisfy ing. A « fat]
the continued growth of the Modi]
Language Department. Profestj
Gillooly i» currently interested]
bringing back a course offered
|
Japanese literature. He studied fo|
summer in Japan and feels that I
course will offer a great deal to th






errimack College has been a part
of Professor Gillooly for
generations. Ilis grandfather
was the foreman of the Richard
Stock farm that existed on the
same land w here Merrimack was
later erected. His mother was
born on this farm. Even
Professor Gillooly himself was
born and raised in Andover. He
has always loved Merrimack
College and its surrounding
area.
lie received his B.A. in modern
languages from Boston College. Soon
after, he received his M.A. from the
University of Iowa.
"I have always been interested in
learning foreign languages," states
Gillooly . "I have studied abroad in
Latin America ami found it extremely
interesting."
After finally concent rating on the study
of foreign languages. Professor Gillooly
decided to teach. Since Merrimack has
been a part of his family for years and he
liked the North Andover area, he knew
that teaching at the college would be
something that he would enjoy . It was in
1962 that his teaching career at
Merrimack began. W hileat Merrimack,
Professor Gillooly has been teaching
French and Spanish courses and has
been the Chairman of the Department
off ami on since the 70's. He has also
been extremely helpful to those students
wishing to study abroad.
Professor Gillooly encourages students
to take advantage of the study abroad
program here at Merrimack. He has
found it a fascinating tool in education.
Up until 1969. language was a
requirement. Therefore, there were a
large number of students within the




D r. Costello grew up in Fall River,and he smiles each time he mentions
the city. After he graduated from high
r. Ernest Costello
school, he entered Northeastern University.
Two years later he transferred to Boston
University and earned a Bachelor’s Degree
in Physics. At Boston University, a
Professor O'Honan encouraged him to
attend Lehigh University to pursue his
graduate studies. Shortly after earning his
masters degree, in 1949. he began work on
his Ph .D on magnetic materials, specifically ,
on temperature dependence in alloys.
After six years of research, the building he
was working in burned down, forcing him to
spend four years rebuilding his lab and
concluding his work. After receiving his
doctorate in 1959, Dr. Costello attended a
Physics Society meeting in New York
.
Coincidentally, he wasreacquaintedwith
Dr. 0Ylonan, who was lookingto recruit
new faculty members for theMerrimack
College Physics Department. Dr.
Costello quickly joined the Merrimack
College Community.
While at Merrimack, he has served as
the Assistant Director of the Liberal
Arts and Science Departments for 5
years. For another 2 year span, he
served as the Dean of Science and
Engineering, hut decided to return to
teaching. He has remained in such a
capacity for 10 years.
Despite the school’s growth. Dr.
Costello has seen his Department get
smaller. In 1969, there w ere 9 professors
,
(8 Ph.D’s). Nowr , there are four. He is,
however, enthusiastic about the new
Science and Engineering Budding. 1
Dr. Costello likes the small size of I
Merrimack, for it enables the staff to I
become better acquainted with I
students, not solely for social purposes. I
but to teach them. His greatest I
satisfaction comes from the success of I
his students. Unfortunately, he I
worries that most students are being I
“shortchanged, that they should collect
the most demanding courses. He feels
that they should be challenged, rather
than being given watered down
courses.” He doesn’t worry about
popularity, just providing a quality
education, for this makes him popular





here is no denying the fact that
sometimes, we just don’t feel like
going to class. Last night was one of
those “extra-special, extra-long
”
nights. You know the kind I mean,
when you typed that paper until
4:00 a. m. or, left that party at 3:00
a.m. Now, the rain is bouncing off
of the windows in a hypnotic
fashion, and von are clinging to the
peacefulness of sleep. After all,
class can definitely wait..
Professor Gerald Matross creates an
exciting atmosphere that truly grasps the
attention of his students. He ascends beyond
the stale plateau of a monotone lecture and
gives a meaning to the phrase “teaching is
art.” His enthusiasm and knowledge of the
subject matter provide that special
something that fills the student with a desire
to learn.
Dr. Curtiss Martin , Dr.
Harry Wessel , Prof.
Marquerite Kane and
Prof. Qian Fang.
Professor Matross joined the
Merrimack College family in 1972. He
earned his A.B. from State University of
New York at Buffalo, and continued
onward to obtain both his M.A. and
Ph.D from the University of Kansas.
Like many of the faculty, Professor
Matross does feel that Merrimack has
seen significant changes within the last
few years. First, and foremost, he
mentioned the overall increase in both
the number and quality of faculty
members. Specifically, he cited the
increase in female faculty members.
Additionally , he mentions howr the school
has begun to meet the needs of the times.
This progress is evident through the
introduction of the writing, computer
and audio visual centers. He also
discussed the improvement in the quality
of the art gallery. Finally, he mentioned
one element that is especially1 exciting to
the faculty, the faculty sabbatical
program . This provision enables faculty
to pursue all facets of their career, and
to familiarize themselves with any new,
available material that will consequently
benefit their students.
Despite these improvements, he does
feel that we must still strive to make
definite changes. Merrimack must
provide even more of an intellectual
and cultural atmosphere. To succeed
in this quest, more student involvement
in political and social issues must be
demanded.
It becomes obvious that Professor
Matross places significant emphasis
on the arts when one studies his
reflections upon some of the school’s
significant events. In the early 70’s,
he sited the seminars ofGregory Baum,
O.S.A. In January of 1990. we were
introduced to the rather complex and
frightening disease. AIDS, through the
Art Gallery’s presentation of
“Memories of Eddie.” Basically, it
provided us with a perspective on
something very foreign to us. Finally,
Professor Matross cited theimportance
of the concerts performed by Ben
Cogen’s Orchestra. These concerts
enabled both the students and faculty
of Merrimack to come together and







Settled - Dr. Carol Reiclienthal.
Dr. Nicholas Riicliler. Dr. Carol
amt Dalltt And Dr. William






Sitting - Dr. John l{.
Dolphin . Standing - Dr.
Ron McCarthy. Dr.
DavidLevinson , Prof. Paul






t all started in 1948 when Ted
Peterson decided that he wanted to
attend college. Due to many
financial constraints and other
obligations this was not the choice
made by every ordinary high school
graduate. However, the financial
plan which Merrimack offered, and
its convenient location enabled Ted
Peterson to obtain both a valuable
and memorable education.
\\ hile a! Merrimack. Professor Peterson
majored in Social Science. He was the first
reporter for the It arrior staff (now known
as the Argus ), a member of the technical
crew for tlie On- Staler- . the yearbook staff,
and the Holy Name.
In 1951. Professor Peterson's junior
year, the first class graduated from
Merrimack. “There were 98 students in this
class'" Ted recalls, "and 169 in 1952.
the year I graduated." However, this
was only the begining of the growth
Professor Peterson was to witness here
at Merrimack. Not only does he
remember taking classes in the first
building, known as the Quadson Hut.
hut he also remembers the breaking of
the grounds for each and every new
building since then.
After graduation from Merrimack.
Ted Peterson furthered his education at
Boston College where he obtained his
Masters Degree in 195 1. lie then taught
in the public school sv stem for two years.
Vs much as lie liked it there, he wanted
to teach in the field of his major. It was
at this time, in 1956, that Ted decided to
come back to Merrimack as a member of
the Social Science Department.
"1 liked the overall atmosphere at
Merrimack." states Peterson. It was
casual and relaxing and there was a
close relationship between the students
and teachers."
\\ Imn Professor Peterson first came
to Merrimack, the 'onal Sciences wi I
combined into one department. Sill I
then it ha- been broken down il I I
P'\rholog\ and Sociolog) . Since I
-eparation of the departments. Is
|
the number of personnel and 4 1
number of courses offered hi I
inerra-ed. Prof. IYter«nn would I I
to sec more Criminology cour I I
offered in the future.
Ted has always dreamed of beirljl
teacher. “I was strongl) influenced^ I
m\ seventh grade teacher." he -tall I
I n fact . he - till keeps in touch with f
to let her know how hr and hi- Ian I
are doing. Speaking of familv . tw-J I
Prof. Peterson s children
graduates of Merrimack. He is v r
proud of his family and i- extrenf 1
dedicated to them. " Vll hough I i
dedicated to in) profession, mv fai * I
alwavs comes first." This alone 41
something about the character of ,1 II
Peterson. I’m -lire his familv is pr jl








•out - Kay DeBurro, Eileen Dougherty, Mary keleher,
iiisan Murphy . Back - Eileen Sarre, Dennis Farrell, Joseph
] Sheehan, Grace Busta and John Hamel.
Sitting - Dr. Marcel Gregoire, Jean Elliot, Annette Bonanno,
Grace Farrow anti Dr. David Walsh.
illie Evangelista, Patricia Riopelle. Joseph Luszcz and Bar-
ara Kennedy.
Bvrsar's Office
Front - Bernadine Kensinger, Dr. Joseph Kelley anti Sr.







Sr. IN’uncy Burkin, SSJ. Sandra Flaig
and F.milic Follopv
.
Front - Charline Mahoney, Christine Bouchard. 2nd - Kathy
Smith, Laura Chmieleeki, Natalie l{ondcau and Alice
Ronsivalli-Fishcr. .'ird - Baiul Hall.
Compvter Center
v J
niilic Collopy, Mas appointed
Director of the Center for
Ministries when it was first
established in September of
lDB.
-




Merrimack ( College and a part of
it ever since, she has a special
insight for the school. "M<Trimark
has hren in nil blood” states Emilie.
Her mother in law. Mihlreil ( Collopy was
one of the first employees at Merrimack.
Her brother. Joe Orlando, graduated
from Merrimack with a degree in
Chemistry in 1*153 anil both she and her
husband graduated from Merrimack.
Emilie with an associates degree in
secretarial science, and Frank with a
Civil Engineering degree in 1956. They
then passed the Merrimac k tradition on
to their son David who graduated with a
degree in Political Science.
Both Emilie and her husband have
never stopped being involved with
Merrimack since they've graduated.
They have served on alumni boards since
1954 and have run the alumni golf
tournament since 1979. For some lime
now, Emilie and Frank have served as
volunteers in Campus Ministry. This
alone says something about their
character. ”1 always wanted to he a
missionary,” stated Emilie. Being
involved with Campus Ministry wa» a
way in w hich she could make her dream
become reality. W hile in Campus
Ministry she was very active with
Merrimaction. She was part of the
developing group for the M.O.R.E.
retreat program. She was on the fir
team for M.O.R.E. und then -Irong,
encouraged the students to take ovt,
the program, which y
Currently, she is invol
alumni retreat program
of the dev eloping team for the prograi
anil has Im-ii very pleased with i
results. She ha« also just reii-nt
become involved with the K.C.I.,
I Bight- of (.hristian Initiation fi
dull-
i
program here at Merrunart
She i- extremely interested in tl
growth of the R.C.I.A. program.
As the laity became more invuh<
with the church, adult religio
education and training became
necessity. Many of the programs th
the Archdiocese of Boston offer- arc
the Metropolitan area. Therefore
was felt that the center, since it wuul
he located at Merrimack College, cq
he a tremendous educational re-oui
for the spiritual development of t
Merrimack \ alley residents. It was
thi- time that Emilie was appoint
Director of the Center.
The college l ouliln t have pu ked
better person as Director oftheC
for Ministries than Emilie Cullitp
She i- a woman whose one de-ire is
-erve people. She i- ulwav- there
lend a helping hand, or to just -un|
extend a w arm friendly smile. \ moth
ofsix children, she must Im- very proa
and her family must he very proud
her in return. It's people like Krai
Collopy that have worked hard to hi
Merrimack College develop into I
“good Catholic institution” that *







Elizabeth Chisholm, Neil Wilson, Dr. Marilyn Scrizzi and
Martha Wright.
Christine Mordach, Linda Cinunino, Mary Hamel and
Penny King.
Dr. Richard Hennessey, MaryAnn Morin, Dr. Theodore
Long and Christine Dufresne.
Front - Judith Guerra, Connie Cormier, Monika Sullivan,
Linda Gardner and Shirley Star. Back - Barry Smith, Bert
Oullette, Janis Rand, Gail Gregg, Phyllis Widgren, Betty
Kelleher, Domia Couture, Kathy Goodwin and John Palmucci.




General Covnsel Hamel Health
Karl V. Broun ami Jackie Mcl.nid.
Dehorali Fusco. Nancy Barry, li.N. , Joyce (iray. Dr. (irral
Du^al. Sharon Broils-arii anil ItiM-nian Holland. K.V (mi-
in*: - Patriria O'INeil.
^
McQvade Library







Ramona Terranova and Bill Regan. Paul Dearborn and Stephen Mancusi.
out - Shirley LaPointe. Back - Carol Muldoon, Tina
ahoney and Elaine Grelle.
Registrar
^ Resident Life >
Front - Maureen O'Dea and Donna Sullivan. Back - Ray






Krllu Wayne, 4 lia i'l i«- Mcdarlhy, (icorfjf Bodenradcr
Cat Wolyticha ami John Hamel
Captain Hurley ami
Chief Cain.
Above - Carol Taylor reviews a lev gifts at the Baccalaureate
Dinner Dance for her ser\ice as class adviser. Above Right
- Margaret Higgins poses with Senior Class president Dayna
Ditria. M argaret will certainly be missed next year by
students and administrators.
Bruce Baker




he student chapter of the
American Society of Civil
Engineers has 25 members
who are also affiliated with
the VSCE National Chapter
through Merrimack College.
The goal of the chapter is
members with a means to
develop professionally in the field of civil
engineering. The student chapter sponsors
events such as technical meetings with guest
speakers, field trips, and our annual Civil
Engineering Student-Alumni Dinner. The
dinner has been a successful event for the
ASCE for the past four years.
Social events for the members such as the
Membership DriveCookout and hikingtrips
to the White Mountains have also proved to
be successful.
Susan j{e(jre(Ci
Front (L to R t : Dan Mills. David Dodson. Rob [‘arsons. Rich Raiche
Second Row (L to R): Mary Deluzio. Sue \ egrelli, Kara Done. Craig Rachupka, Larry Casn
Phil BigareUi
Third Rim (L to R): Mike \orian. ('.Iiris Leary. Kevin Scully. Jim Scanlon. Mike Dannemilleil
Troy Damboise, John Watson, Mike McHalts. Prof. II esterling (advisor)
1
The members of the Institute of
j
Eleetrical and Electronics
Engineers 1 1 EKE I student liran
a re
:
Front 1 1. to R I: Eric Tiberi. Ri
Fold. Russ DesRoches. Tom l M,
Paul Gelinas. Ken Farmer
Rear 1 1. to R): \ asscr
Rafieedarmian. Dr. T. C. Tsut

















« Above (L to R): Mark Gelinas,
V $ 1 Christine Paradis. Ron
'§ Ostiguy check the standings as





y . 1 ACM CONTEST
-i'S’*
; April 6, 1991
'Av Ron said. "The contest is
4
I
a good experience for
r% high schoolers." He
i
added that the contest
promotes the field and
provides motivation.
The contest puts things
in perspective. It's not
J®
just an assignment.
Fourth Annual High School
Programming Contest
FINAL STANDINGS
As of: 6-APR-1991 15:10:23
1" nking Team












































During each of our
meetings, a presentation or
demonstration of computer
systems is made by an upper-
classman or a special guest
lecturer. This year, students
were introduced to editors,
utilities (such as the debugger),
and other various facilities
available on the VAX com-
puter. We also learned about
operating systems, object
oriented programming, and a
communications program.
In the spring, we hosted our
fourth annual programming
contest for high school students.
The champs, three students from
Boston Latin School who won
only hy seconds, went on to
compete in the semifinals in
westernMA. The contest, which
is run entirely by members of
our student chapter, was a
smashing success.
During the spring semester,
two members attended the 1991
ACM Computer Science
Conference in San Antonio,
Texas where they met with
members from American and
foreign ACM student chapters
and discussed ideas to involve
more students with ACM.
In conclusion, as our ACM
chapter continues on, special
mention should he given to
the graduating ACM seniors
who founded our chapter:
thank you and good luck!!
Jean tHencfiey and 'Fat 'Durante





V ice-President: Tammy Wilcox
Treasurer: Dan kryzynski
Secretary: Jill Gaffny
he Biology Club has more to
offer than the discussion of
living things. It is a group of
students that meets at least
twice a month, or sometimes
more, depending upon
future events. We are a
social group, consisting of not just Biology
majors, but all majors.
Events planned bv the Club range from
forums by Merrimack Biology graduates
regarding positions that are available to
Biology majors, to deep sea fishing
excursions, and trips to local scientific
institutions. The biology Club stresses
environmental awareness and is very active
in campus recycling.
Justin Jo\.
Bottom Rote ( I. to R): Dorothy Hitchmoth, Michael Tomasino, Brenda Defranzo
1st Rote (L to R): Maryellen Corkhum, Jill Gaffny. Patricia \ocelli. Tammy II ilcox. Brian
|
Tedesco
2nd Rote (L to R): Justin Fox (Pres.). Dan McKenna. I.inda Carleton. Dr. Larry Kelts l advis
<
Front ( I. to R ): Dr. Davis.
Patricia A ocelli . Rita Potter.
Kimberly Parthum. Sharon
Pinnotc. Dr. Singh. JoAnn
Derrico. Dominique Savinelli,
Back t L to R ): Dr. Leone. Dr. I
Jorge Ibanez . Justine Tasker,
j
Rigos. loanee Boynton. Ileathi




zation t h a t
upholds and
p r o m o t e s
creativity and
individuality,
ich semester faculty and
idents gather at informal
mposiums to listen and share
says, poems, short stories,
articles with one another,
le gatherings are relaxed and
;e from critical comments to
hance the air of literary
ipreciation. Many of the
rks read eventually can be
ind in an Alternative Voice
ue. A Dramatic Presen-
ion of Harriet Tubman was
rformed by Pat Triggs on
Lril 8th in the Writing Center,
lis was a unique portrayal of
influential American
storical figure. In
December, at our annual
Christmas Banquet, students
and faculty gather for a night
of exquisite dining, dancing,
and enjoyment. This past
banquet was held in the English
Room at the Red Tavern. Past
Presidents Paul Sullivan and
Eric Labbe were in attendance
along with many faculty
members. Due to a lack of
available funds, our annual
trip to a play in Boston was
unable to take place. Instead,
at the end of the semester,
members ofthe club and tutors
of the Writing Center will
gather to celebrate and say
farewell to the graduating
members. The members of the
English Clubwould like to take
this time to thank Margaret
Higgins and Kathy Cain for
their help and support.
Front (L to Rt: Dove Josselyn, Megan Genova, Eileen Saumell, Kathy
Cain
Row 2 (L to R): Tania Guimand, Al DeCiecio, Adria Zilonis, Matt
Klaundis , Dawn Orlando, Angela Starnateas, Janine Van Patten, Deb
D'Agati, Ali Carrano, Paul Grenham, Sheryl Frazier, Cinde Veinot
Rear (L to R): Mary Kay Mahoney, Steven Scherwatzky, Marie Plasse,









the last few years, mostly
entails the trials and
tribulations of a beginning
group struggling to distinguish
themselves on the Merrimack
campus. Through hard work
and determination, the Society
managed to be approved by
the Student Government
Vssociation and now hopes to
make lasting contributions to
the college and community as a
whole.
The purpose of the Law
Society is to assist students, of
all majors, in preparation for
entrance into the legal
professions. In doing so. the
members hope to inform the
general student body of issues
ofinterest by entertainingguest
speakers on campus, as well as
any other events relatingto the
enhancement of the Society and
the furtherance of its purpose.
In the fall semester of 1990, the
Indents from over 20 countries have
joined w ith their American peers in the
formation of this year’s Intercultural
(duh. The club is devoted to expanding
awareness of cultural diversity in the
Merrimack student population and of
providing a center w here international
students establish close contacts and a support
network. Also, the club has endeavored to arrange
significant off-campus experiences to share with
international students uniquely \merican traditions,
such as the trip to Old Sturbridge \ illage and to the
Boston Museum of Fine Vrts in the fall 1990 semester.
The long term goal of the club is to promote
greater know ledge of international issues, with specific
sensitiv it\ to the intercultural perspectives w ithin the
Merrimack College Community, which is becoming
increasingly diverse. Each year, the dub welcomes
new members into a community seeking an
understanding of each other’s cultures to gain a fuller
perspective on the world.
§
membership greatly increased
and with tin* newly elected
executive hoard, has a positive
outlook for the productive,
upcoming years. The Society is
advised by professor Kevin \\ all
of the Management Department
and the officers for the 1990-91
term were President - Joseph
Doyon, V ice President - Tammy
neighboring areas and fitting in
on class seminars to get a better
understanding of what the task
will involve, as well as talking to
professors and current law
study ingstudents. \ major goal
proposed by the members is to
estahlisha Law School Director)
to be on display in the McQuade
Library in the spring of 1991.
activities in which the Socie
participates in. involve \ isitii
the John F. Kennedy Librar
inviting lawyers or gov ern un-
official s to speak to tile Soeiet
and attending the law foru
held each fall in Boston. W i
the cooperation of oth<
student groups, the Socie
hopes to establish strong root




2nd Rote (L to R): lirian
Coppola. Melissa /.alts.
Colleen Sullivan, Marie
Srhnyer, Paula Norton. Joe
Doyon




Terraciano. in nr Marie
Harris. Prof. W'all
MacAulay, Secretary - Christina
Case, Treasurer - Judith
Reardon, anti Public Relations
Officer - Marie Schnyer.
I n the coming year, the
Law Society is looking forward
to visiting law schools in the
This Directory will provide
literature on nationwide law
schools, what each expects in
regard to admissions and other
requirements, and basic
introductory knowledge about
the institution as a whole. Other
a firm foundation, and becot
actively inv olved in student li
on the Merrimack campus.
To the graduates
the class of 1991. the L«
Soeiet v wishes you the best
luck and success in all of yo
future endeav ors.
Front (L. to R.): Belisano Martijena l Jose Cuartero. Debora Maria de Sousa-Trr
surer. Ki Man Kim Rote 2: Severino Suarez. Jannsel Javier. Mildred Ruiz and daughtm
Jennifer. Sltirine Aassar. Juan Ronilla. Isa Perez, Anghely Almonte Rote 3: David Dods I
Max Sepulveda . livan Palladino-Pres.. Christine Dufresne, OliverWeiss, Rafael l re
j
Denise llalinge. and Kimberley Ingram
Clubs v*v Organizations
Front (L to R): Tia Donahue,
Leslie Brehner, Molly O'Donnell,
Dr. Naylor, George Clement
Middle (L to R): James
Henderson, Marion Rafferty,
Brian Sinondi, Christine Sheehan,
Patty Dowly, Karen Smith,
Jennifer Buelow, Chris Bottiggi




L to R: Leslie Brebner, Molly
O'Donnell, Karen Smith and Tia
Donahue are inducted into Phi
Alpha Theta, the historical honor
society, hy the ultra-cool master of
ceremonies Dr. Naylor. CJ Mike
Ehrmanntraut, Tia Donahue, and
Mike Isotti at the J.F.K. Library.
L to R: James Handerson, Mike
Isotti, and Brian Sindoni reinact a
historical event?
Clubs & Oi'ganizations cm
Acovnting and Finance







available to them in these
fields. As the public,
private, and government
sectors continue to evolve,
we have strived to organize
events anil provide
information that will
address current trends and
issues. We enthusiastically
support the belief that it is
never too soon to begin
investigating potential
career paths.
Among the highlights of
1990-1991 was our
affiliation with the National
Association ofAccountants.
The charter w as granted in
November of 1989. and was
made possible through the
efforts of our advisor. John
N. Slipkowsky. This is a
liaison that has strengthened




contacts and placed the
society in a better position to
provide students with
valuable information on the
private sector.
During the Fall, we hosted
“Big Six Night," as well as
several individual receptions
for public accounting firms
and the students selected for
interviews. On one occasion,
six Merrimack alumni
currently with Arthur
Anderson & Company came
to speak about their
experiences and the
recruiting process. It was a
night of pizza eating and
laughter. The event proved
to he helpful, informative,
and fun.
As a matter of tradition,
all fiveofthestudent business
organizations planned the 16th
Annual Business Banquet. It i- an
evening of dinner, dancing, and
recognition forall Business Division
professors, faculty and students.
Cheryl, the president of the
American Marketing Associati
and I were head organizers of
event. This year's banquet i
definitelv one of the best ones i
'Ktim 'Rhodes
Sitting: V’./’. Kerri Giraurd, I’res. Kevin Rhodes
Standing: Michael Rattista, Kevin Collins. 1‘eter Casey. Stephanie Yorfon.
I
Jen McCormack. Ronnie W atson, Sharon Taylor. Traci \sselin. \lexandral
Lopes. Tara McIntyre, Sarah Snore. Denise Dyer, \icki Gran. Laura
Lovetere, Christine Trunfio
APICS
Front I L to R): Cindy Rom
Kristin Rich. Michael Howard. R
'iiMiri 1‘ansean. ' hellc\ I armich
I.
''
Rear (L to R I: I'rof. Michael
Kandra. Mike McAvoy. Don Lyn
Joe Drier. Michael Goodwin. Jt
t an llouten












ities were held in order to
to R: Sheryl Frazier (Pres.),
Prof. Rich-Duval (advisor)
accom- plish our objectives and
reach our goals. We were able to
sponsor both social and aca- dernic
activities on campus that helped
expand our members’ knowledge
of marketing.
Our Hat and Mitten Drive, held
in November, was extremely
successful. Over a two week period,
we were able to collect over 150
trash bags full of hats, mittens, and
winter clothing for the needy in
Lawrence.
The Marketing Association also
sponsored Freshman Final Exam
Survival Kits. The Marketing
Association was able to collect
donations from many local
companies. The kits contained
items such as: candy, cupcakes,
Pepsi, hot cocoa, soup, pens, and
pads of paper. They were a huge
success.
The first issue of The Pulse, our
first Marketing Association
Newsletter, hit the business division
last fall. This is the first published
M arketing Associa- tion newsletter
in over eight years. This allowed
for the club’s members to keep up
with the current activities and
events sponsored by the Marketing
Association.
The Marketing Association
sponsored two Guest Speaker
Nights. Speakers included: Mr.
Paul Prebil from Gillette
Corporation and Mr. Frank
Arnone, President/CEO of
Marshalls Inc. They were valuable
learning experiences for all who
attended.
The 16th Annual Business
Banquet was April 11. 1991 at the
Sheraton Rolling Green in
Andover. Over 125 students and
faculty attended, making the
evening a huge success. Dinner,
Dancing, and, of course, the
roasting of the faculty was enjoyed
by all.
The Marketing Association
introduced a new fundraiser this
year — Kiss the Seniors Goodbye
Fundraiser. Stu- dents were able
to send small bags ofHershey Kisses
to their favorite seniors, wishing
them luck in the future. The kisses
were delivered during Senior
Escapades.
In March, the Merrimack
College Marketing Associa- tion
attended the Inter- national
Collegiate Con- ference in New
Orleans, Louisiana . The
Merrimack College Marketing
Associa- tion was awarded
”Revi- talized Chapter of the
Year” by the American
Marketing Association. This
was a true honor, as this was a
national award basetl upon our
efforts as a collegiate chapter.
Sheryl Frazier , Mike Jablonski,
Tony Velardo. Roseann Matteo,
and Jody Chadwick represented
Merrimack College Marketing
Associa- tion.
SfUry[Prazier and 'Prof. Picfi-Duval
MERRIMACK COLLEGE
MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Vliove: Kevin Collins »|x-ak« hi
mind.
Below: "Her majesty" Professo
Rich-Duval, why are you hidin
behind your new toy ?
Paula Bendiken gets a speeia
chuckle (null this one.
Sheryl Frazier looks serious a
she gazes into the crowd.
Above: Rich Wesley and
George Rancourt throughly
enjoyed the nights festivities.
Right: Professor Puciloski
smiles here during one of the
many presentations of the
evening.
Below: Professor Corbett
seems taken hack by the
reception of his surf!
CM Clubs & Organizations
Co-op Covncil
he Co-op Council
is a group of
T s t u (1 e n t s w h owork on planningactivities with the
needs of Co-op
students in mind,
une past activities were
inimer Softball Cookouts,
"ess for Success and Red Sox
•ips. The most noticeable
hievement of the Council was
>-op recognition as a specific
oup during Graduation. The
mneilworks at establishing ties
tween working students and
iidents that are currently
rolled in classes.
The Main goal of the
i-op Council is to make Co-op
idents feel that they have their
m individual group. The
mneil brings Co-op students
lere they can find solutions to
oblems that another student
ty have already solved.
in where the boys are: Dayna D'ltria and Sharon Chin along with Derek Doo, Barry Tabb and
lan Cronin.
Clubs & Organizations
Jen Terwilliger grabs a bite to eat after a day of
classes.
evil
Enjoying a day of fun. food and friends are (L to R): Resa Boback, Tony Velardo, Christian Ormand. Jim
Niland. Rosanne Matteo. Susan Iannelli and Melissa Schuatka.
\X here are these guys heading ... the
lihrarv. the lieaeh. more food '!
it m in r t i in e ,
| Summertime!!
Were liack lor
k. <>f healing the
™ ^ j heat, and cram-S min" whole se-
mester classes into six weeks...
accounting, finance, marketing,
policy, productions, business
law and those philosophy and
religion classes. Sure by look-
ing at these pictures we look like
we're having a hall, but it's not
all fun and games. There are
classes to be taken, presenta-
tions lie given, resumes to be
written and jobs to he found.
But, through it all there are a lot
of gootl memories for friends to
share!! We won't forget about
the co-op barbeques, the Red
Sox games, the co-op breakfast
and welcome bark donuts.
Thank-you Neil. Elizabeth
and Martha for making our last
four to five years a "GREAT
Above: By looking at their
expressions Scott
Brindamour. Eric I.arcau.
I)an Cronin, and Hick
Flanagan arc up to
something ... a corporate
take-over, perhaps ?EXPERIENCE
Bight: Getting some pointers
from Professor Cathy Stevens
are Elizabeth Chisholm,




Brian Mahoney contemplates ...
is this the "good life" ?





D Lonardo, Assis-I i a ii I l)ea n ofBusiness Admin-
istration had the
honor bestowed
upon him to become the Director
of the cooperative Education
Program.
Co-op began as a
suggestion to the administration.
At the onset, the administration
worked with theco-opdepartment
at Northeastern University and
soon developed a sketch for a
program of Merrimack’s own.
Strictly business students were
allowed to participate. Only later
did Engineering and Computer
Science students have the
opportunity to join.
During its first year,
there was a lot of planning.
Merrimack received federal
funding for the program and
started using some of this money
for promotion brochures and
information leaflets. Dean
Lonardo, himself, went to
publicize for the program and
was directed to the local Rotary
Club. The Lion’s Club and many
other places in the community.
Merrimack’s new co-op
program started accepting
students du ring the academic year
of 1970-71. The actual placing
started in 1972 at local businesses
in the areas north of Route 128
and southern New Hampshire.
At this period jobs were in
abundance, there were no
problems getting a job. Every
student was, and still is supervised
throughout their job search,
interviews and academic
progress. The students must
continue to keep a grade point
average at or above 2.0.
The program turned out
to be a success!! The first co-op
class completed their
requirements in December and
had their commencement in the
Chapel with a dinner to follow.
About a year later the “co-op
year” was changed to allow the
co-op students to graduate and
finish their last semester with all
othergraduating seniors. Today,
an ordinary co-opschedule would
have the students intertwining
their school and work semesters,
including a couple of summer
semesters.
As the program grew, it
had to be removed from the
Business Division. Co-op became
its own entity with an expanded
staff. There was Agnes L.
Carnevale, who was the first to
take over after the program left
the Business Administration
Department. Then there was
Mary Lee Underhill, JeffYanagi,
Mary O’Neil, MaryEllen
Donohoe, Debbie Scire and
Donna Rudek. We saw the office
grow with the addition oftwo new
advisors and one secretary w hen
Mary O’Neilwas in charge. \\ e ve
also seensome recent changes with
the newest employee. Dr. Scrizzi.
And of course, we still have our
longer term employee. Martha
Wright.
Over the years, co-op
has given the students an ability
to implement classroom ideas to
the working w orld and also bring
those work experiences into the
classroom. This program is ideal
for those who are going to enter
the professional world.
The co-op program is
nowin its 20th vear. Co-op merged
with the placement office about
four years ago. Students have
been an integral part of the job
search in the office and have
expanded the area of co-op jobs
to range from California,
Connecticut, New Hampshire.
Florida. Delaware and some
times, leaders , events at
changes in the Merrimai
Community. We saw the first c
op, Scott Chiounard, to I
Valedictorian. We foiluwi
Dayna D’ltria and Sharon Ch
through their terms as execute
board members for the Class i
1991 . These two were the first i
ops to be E-board membei
president and secreta
respectively, for a graduate
class. Lubov Golubeva is o
first Russian co-op student. Vis
Merrimack is expanding
horizons to trv and incorport
the liberal arts students into
realm.
( hirstudentsenjoy bei
an integral part of the busin
world through their jobs. We
had students involved wi
company mergers, compa
audits and even the compa
picnics. Guiding us through th
last couple of years have Ik
Neil \\ ilson, Elizabeth Chishc
and Martha W right with th
great efforts and caring natui
They've helped a lot of us tliroi
these hard times.
After the long hours
phone calling, intervii’
resume writing and those
summer days in classes, we
finallv earn our degrees. Vnd.
our opinion, we will earn th
w ith a little more under our 1m
than the average gradual
senior. Besides our lon|
resumes, we are able to enter
working world with an edge. I
deja vu. we’ve been here hefo
W e know w hat is expected, h
to act. what to say and what to
BEST OF LUCK TO ALL Ol
CRADl \TING SENIORS!!
overseas areas.
\s t lie y ea i s have passed
different
Shanm Chin
we ve seen economic
cx Clubs & ( )rganizat ions
Above left: From Russia to us ... Co-op's first Russian student. Lubov
Golubeva is putting her skills to work in translating documents at The
Pioneer Group. Inc.
Above: Blast from the Past ... IBM is an old friend to these four co-ops:
Rick Wesley, John Burke, Maureen Kelledy and Stephanie Donovan. All of
these students are back for their second or third IBM terms.
Left: Posing in the courtyard of Marshalls are Ramona Tejada and Candace
Baxter.
Cllll)s & Organizations CXI
\
I
bight: Terri Civiello ... caught culling the Dow Junes in preparation
fur the boston Globe.
below: For Duvitl Thayer, there is always time fur tears ... tear sheets,
tlial is. I )m ill prepares tear sheets as part of his job fur The Boston
Globe.
Middle: Working hard at \\ eston and Sampson are Vmy McLean and
Kara Duwe.
bight: Co-op of the Year. Pat Durante taking a break at MITRE in
Bedford, MA.
Clubs & Organizations(All
e Giguere (pres.), Debbie Houlihan(sec.), Karen Tangney, Sarah
iton, Steph Loubier, Chris McDermott (v. pres.), Allison Whittridge,








Council members made living in
Ash like living in a community,
rather than just a dorm.
Together, Ash residents
celebrated holidays at both the
Halloween and Christmas
parties. Ash Council members
also keep students aware and
informed of such tilings as the
Alcohol Awareness Week, with
a mocktail party. Additionally,
they worked to create an interest
in the Black History Month
through different dorm
programs.
One of the largest, and most
rewarding activities is the
involvement with the Big
Brother-Big Sister Program of
Lawrence. This monthly
program is open to the entire
campus, not just the residents of
Ash. It is a very popular event,
and the students involved have
just as much fun as the children
do.
We are extremely proud of this
year’s council and we hope our
success will continue for the
benefit of future Ash residents.
Front (L to R): Keith Waterhouse,
Maryellen Hunter, Patrica Novelli, Ja-
son DiCarlo
Back (L to R): Ray Corellis, Tom









campus life of commuting
dents. We seek to achieve
s goal in such ways as
leasing the involvement of
commuters in several school
based activities, recognizing and
solving the problems that
potentially face commuting
students, and attempting to
integrate commuters into overtdl
campus life.
Following a history of
involvement at Merrimack, this
year the Commuter Council has
sponsored such activities as the
annual New York Trip, the trip
to Newport, R.I., and to Fenway
Park to see our beloved Red
Sox. Many ofthese activities are
done in conjunction with other
campus based organizations




Council will continually seek
to he a medium in which
commuters may get involved
at Merrimack College. With
this sense ofdetermination and
keepingour objectives in mind,
we are sure to overrun any of
the obstacles which may lie in
our path.
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1991 (lass
list liu it!”, they
suy. well we've
just done it! We
made it through
four years ol
M e r r i m a »• k .
There is a lot to
look hack on like donuts during
finals. City Limits, The Grill,
( dose L neon liters. .1 unior \\ eek.
and best of all “Senior
Escapade ".
We hope everyone will
have great memories ofon r class
and we hope that we have made
everyone’s years here fun.
We havegrown together
as a class and that is w hat pro pie
are going to remember us by.
However, the time has
come to move on. We wish
everyone the best of luck in the
years to come. Always
remember, “We had the time of
our life " at Merrimack.
I t (»/lf > I In l( I
|
''Inn mi < Inn
i m i rt lnr \ i.
I I IK III \ II III W*
i I /* /. I hi\ nn
I) Itruil firrut
I
J I) M. Mff
i treasurer /
Rear I 1 . hi l( ).
( In 1 1 1 Mm mil
I In i \ I lit i ill.
Mnrui n in-
( iinn a. b um,
( tit [i . . . I 1 slit-
llill. ''mull \li
la-ft :
Inull 1 1. In II i: Ia-sHc llill. CL
Morgun. Sandi Miller. J.
]
McMJf
Back (L to ll>: Dayna D ll
Jen Curtis, Carol Tayl
Marianne Carino. Sharon Cl
Lmla innese. Cheryl LeveUl
"Class council strutting last ye
Junior Vt eek theme.”
Above:
Front (Llo R): Jen Curtis 2nd Rote < Lto R ): Saudi Miller. MarianneCa
Back (I. to R): Claire Morgan, Cheryl Leveille. Leslie llill
"The < 'la-' Council .hows l h.it all it takes i~ a few good women."
Left: Class ( Hirers
LloR: J. I). McDiff. Sharon Chin, Carol Taylor (advisor), Linda t nrf
Dayna D'llria








Rear (LloR ): J. I).
McNiff, Jen Curtiss





FI 1 9 9 0 - 1 9 9 1presented somenew and excit-
ing challenges.
We were now
liors, which meant we had
dan for the annual “Junior
*ekend”. Starting in
itemher. Class President
ristine Amato and her
uncil wasted no time in
ing the foundations for the
iss of 1992’s “J uniorfest" to
held in early March. In
addition, Amato also organized
a trip to the Topsfield Fair in
September and a Superbowl
Sunday party in January.
The December elections
upset the existing council for
which Amato had held office
since freshman year. Amato
turned her reign over to newly
elected Wayne Bishop who
promised “More Class Unity”.
Although we were sail
to see Christine go, we were
instantly reassured by Wayne’s
eagerness and enthusiasm. He,
along with the newly elected
executive board, consisting of
Allison Taylor, Tina Woodland,
and Karen Johnson, proceeded
to nominate our new repre-
sentatives Ryan Palladino,
Maureen O’Connor, Nicole
Romano, anil Brian Tedesco.
This new Council proceeded full
force to finalize plans for
“Juniorfest”.
Finally, March 7-9th,
all of the hard work and
aggravation paid off as our
Beach Party, Lip Sync/Comedy
Nite, and Formal were
collectively a huge success.
Both students and admin-
istration were satisfied and
impressed.
But, no sooner was
Junior Weekend over than we
had to start plans for our
upcoming year. We’ve
promised a senior event each
month, so expect no less. The
Class of 1992 deserves nothing
but the best, and that’s what
they’ll get. Senior year, here
we come— They Can’t Touch
Us!
'll:













rk Pulaski, Don Lynch, Jeanne Sarno, Dick "Rude Dog" Chirico, and Class
12 president Wayne Bishop enjoying themselves at the Superbowl Party.
Karen Johnson with the box that in some places would lead to the circular
file.
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1993 Class Covncil
1994 Class Cornell
Front (1. to R ): Kate Goolsby
Middle (L to R): Laura Marrocco,
Jennifer Sampson. Grelta Lindblud.
Danielle Capone
Rack (L to R): Amanda Zolten, John
Ahearn. Kristin CivieUo
he Class of 1994
Wf y has started our
I college career off




events. Events we participated
in include: Candy Sales,
1 lomecoming W eekend.
Christmas Tree Lighting, Talent
Show, ami the Red Sox game.
II we continue to strive
and work together, we will he
the best class Merrimack
College has ever seen.




lic year was very busy for
rrimack College’s Student
/eminent Association. Our
imittee lias continued to
k to increase student rights
[ services. We have held
first of two Open Forums,
would like to thank all of
students who attended and
ressed their concerns at our
t forum. SGA has also been
efully reviewing the
jzansky Study which was a
critical study of the school and
it’s policies.
The third annual
Christmas in the Quad,
November 28, was an incredible
success. We offered food, drink,
and entertainment. Some of the
attractions that were most
popular were: free pictures with
Santa Claus and his two elves, a
free ice cream sundae bar, and
free Christmas movies for all to
enjoy. This year famihes from
the Merrimack community,
faculty, administration, and of
course the students, made this
our most successful Christmas
in the Quad ever.
As Student Govern-
ment prepares to launch itself
into this hopeful new decade,
our future appears to be
brighter than ever. Each year
we are able to accomplish more.
Our commitment to work for
student rights grows greater
each year. We will all miss the
graduating class of 1991 and




>1 Deconza and Tim Egan give us their impression of life here at
rimat-k College.
w:
la feasts on plenty of ice cream provided by S.G.A. as part of their
tal Christmas in the (Juad celebration.
Above:
Santa has trouble taking down three different people's Christinas wishes
simultaneously.
Below:
Jeanne Sarno, Christine Dufresne, Jennifer Sacco. Amy Armstrong, and
Kristin Zeller all have trouble deciding how much candy is in each jar.
CXVII
The Alternative Voice
Tront 1 1. in l( r Kathy ( mn,\
Df( ti rut. Tom.% / h l(fnnh \
Hark I L to K ): Matt Kraanr
Janinp Van Hatten , Stacy
Uaruloux , liratulari Sulivan,
Chris 1‘erdigao. Itrltorah
|






1 are The Al-
.
I e r nati v
e
Voice.
I ii< 1 i\ idually,
I each of us
lias a unique
ami important job to contribute
to the formation, creation, and
publication of this literary
magazine. The purpose of The
Alternative Voice is to promote
freedom of expression. The
Alternative Voice provides an
open forum for both literary
and artistic expression without
the restrictions found in the
expository prose of hardened
academic studies. The name. The
Alternative Voice , suggests this
freedom. Our objective is to
publish a campus magazine on a
regular basis, featuring sections
on poetry, essays, and artwork
by members of the Merrimack
College Community.
Matt Kraunelis, our
Senior Editor , heads the entire
staffofpublication. W ith definite
leadership and integrity, he
coordinates all our efforts,






and compassionately guides the
submissions staff. She dedicates
herself with literar\ sensitivit\.
to ensure that complete review
and consideration is given to all
submissions.
Chris Perdigao imagin-
atively works as our Irf Director.
\\ ith his illustrator’s perspecth e.
he is responsible for the selection
ofstudent’s artwork that appears
in each issue.
David Josselyn quite
competently serves as our
ManagingandDesign Editor. 1 le
plans and arranges the layout of
each issue through effective!
of limited budgets.
( hir staff members
I >a\ ul I )oil-oii. \ 1 1 lie I )<mah
Tania Guimond. Sta<
Moiidoux. I law n < frlando. Ji
Kliodes. I .ilccn Saumell. \ng





and Thomas W ilga.
Finally, and m
importantly . we arc mrnto
by Ml )c< iccio. I li- patie!
and w i sc ad v ice ensures pro I
implementation of all our id*|
into The Uternative l oice. I










al, respected, and sought
er source for relevant
ormationfor theMerrimack
liegecommunity and an outlet
• thoughts, opinions, and
icerns of that community.
ne of our goals are:
To increase in vol ve-
nt of other student
;anizations with the staff of
e Argus, thus fostering a
positive relationship and an
ability to better inform our
readers.
To investigate and
report issues that affect the
Merrimack College Community.
To provide a place for
the students and otherMerrimack
College Community members to
voice views, opinions, and
concerns through editorial
forums.
To increase ourown staff
size and efficiency in daily
operations.
To increase the size and
circulation of the paper for
improveddepth, quality, and
coverage.
With time anti growth,
all these things can become a
i strong reality for The Argus,
which we wish to see come
into being as one of the many
I student groups helping
Merrimack College continue
and grow as a place of positive
education on all levels. Thank
you Merrimack College
Community members, for
supporting us here at The Argus
in all our endeavors.
‘Brian J. Courtemanche
'Editor In Chief
Above: New Editor-in-Chief of the Argus, Deborah A.
D'Agati
Left: Front (LtoR): Paula Grogan, Deb D'Agati, David
Josselyn /Middle (Lto R): Ed Greenwood, Heather Kane,
Molly O'Donnell, Kim Souza, Kelly Patiek, Don Staniscia /
Back (Lto R): Greg Dudzic, Brandon Sullivan, Brian
Courtemanche, Mike Emvright
ht: Don Staniscia, Heather Kane, Ed Greenwoode,
i Souza, Molly O'Donnell, Mike Enwright, and David
selyn vote for a new printer.





I ront 1 1. to R I: Shelly Bonert, Steve Moscaritolo, Greg Dutlzic
Mitltlle (I. to R): Ken Former. Brian Courtemanche, James Henderson,
Chris Krako, Boh Simpson
Bock (L to R): Steve Ehrmonntroot. Mike Ehrmonntroot. Eric "Xavier"
Brown
RONTIERS is one
of the most inno-
vative clubs on the
Merrimack College
Campus. It is a
science appreci-
ation society which
seeks to foster an array ofactivities
that have some sort of a scientific
component while attracting a
diversity of students. We had two
JJ
dii
The Frontiers High Council. Brian Courtemanche. James Henderson. Bol
Simpson, and Eric Broun, acting perfectly normal.
successful trips to the Museum of
Science in which members viewed
a laser light show, the Omni
theater and the many floor
exhibits. Another activity that
we conducted was an assass-
ination game in which over thirty
students and college staff
personnel participated. This of
course made going to class an
experience for all those involved
in the game.
The most ambitious
project this year was the
production of a movie entitled
“To Baldly Go Where No Man
lias Gone Before”. It was a
spoof on Star Trek the original
series and once it emerged from
the editing room had a total
elapsed time of over thirty
minutes. Members of
FRONTIERS wrote, directed,
filmed, starred, edited and
constructed sets for the venture.
Everyone involved with t
project had a new appreciati
for the art of film making a
thoroughly enjoyed the fit
results.
FRONTIERS woi
like to hid farewell to Senii
James Henderson and RoIm
Simpson yy ho were t he grou
founding fathers and yyisl
them all the best luck in I
future!
‘Ken ‘Farmer and Kric 'Bn
Below: Scott Green playing with his new toy.
Below : Lightning Belt, in The Bo-Inn Museum of Science's Theatre of
Electricity photo l.\ Scot! (irefn
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it (L to R): Sr. Elaine Polcari, Stacey, Ann Sears, Pattie Roth, Beth Gulley , Mary
k (L to R): Maryellen Corkhum, Paul Zahornasky, Katie Bryan. Fr. Frank Barr,
th Mendez, Mystery Person, Mike Kinsella, Brian Sindoni, John Spooner, Phil
tning, Janine "Blondie" Van Patten, Hose
errimaction, whose direction has
been just recently turned over to
Sr. Elaine Polcari, is a tradition
which hews back to about 1970.
Since the organization has been
established students have been
coming together to give of
themselves to those who are in need
.
While other students spend their spring
breaks bathing in the sunshine in such places as
Cancun and the Bahamas, the students involved
with Merrimaction head to the nippy weather of
Maine to work.
For the past 20 years Merrimack College
has been working with a non-profit organization
known as H.O.M.E. H.O.M.E. was founded in an
attempt to shelter and care for the homeless.
Volunteers from various colleges and organizations
frommany different countries have been supporting
H.O.M.E. by donating their time to help build
houses & work on the farms.
Although working with H.O.M.E. is one of
the most popular services ofMerrimaction, it is also
involved with the Peace & Social Justice activities,
fast day for hunger relief, anti the 20 mile walk for
hunger.
AiaryeCCen Corkhum
Clults & Organizations CXXI
\hove: Phil. Brian, K-T anil Patti test out how much they can really endure
just before they leave for H.O.M.E.






in 1985, which facilitates
community building on our
campus. This is accomplished
through student run retreats
which take place at the Berkshire
Mountains or Cape Cod five
weekends a year. The retreat
program gives the Merrimack
College Community the
opportunity to discover more
about themselves, their family,
friends, and God. They are also
a great chance to get away for a
weekend, relax and meet new
people.
Cheryl Leveilte and Claim Morgan
CXXI1 Clul >s & Organizations
Front (L to R ): Kristy Metelski, Cyndi Joudrez
Middle (L to R): Bonnie Watson, Brenda DeFranzo,
Mike Reynolds. Dorothy Cogan, John Gemmel. Ron
Ostiguy
Back (L to R): Mary Ellen Hunter, Stan Mallory,
Cindy Cox, Faul Zahornasky, Mark Anderson, Paul
Moda
ndy Levin, one of the many comedians brought to Merrimack by the Program Board,
ornucopia of students engage in good cheer at tonight's show.
rogram Board is one of the
most prominent student
organizations on campus. It
contributes to the studentspirit
many great events including
the One Night Stand series, the
Friday Thing series, a lecture
series. Welcome Back Week, and Spring Week,
among a horde of other events.
The Program Board consists of people
trying to make a difference in student's lives.
Recently, Boh Hall gave an interesting and
entertaining lecture on sex and dating entitled
‘Hands Off. " Another lecture will soon be given
on 60 s Boek. To start off the ‘One Night Stand
Series’ in September, Pauly Shore, from MTV’s
show, "‘Just Say Pauly” raked in enough people
tocompletely pack the Warrior’s Den. Afantastic
Spring Week is planned with Air Ball, a concert
by Physical Graffiti, theHypnotistFrank Santos,
and Murph, the Physical Comedian.
This organization should be given a lot
of credit for all that it has done. Every Spring
Week and Welcome Week is full of entertaining
things for the students to do, and events to
attend. Every week there is some sort of event
offered to the students.
Members work hard, and contribute a great deal
to the campus life.
The Program Board also gives people a
chance to make lasting friendships and to have a
good time.
'Bonnie ‘Watson
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Up Sync
V /
I { 1 1 : Hull \\ ilsun mill riini|iany pul their bent fool forward lo a George
Mu liael tune.
Below: I'd llainnionils. Kon \\ illiams. Calvin Lyles, and Curtis Nelson ran
awa\ willi llie vietory during the Spring Week Lip Sync performing the Bel Bi\
Devoe tune, "I thought il was me!"
Above right: Sail and Pepper have little over these two Merrimack students.
Below left: "Let's get physical!!" A Jen McCormack that we'll definitely
never see!
Below: Go Grease Lightning ! Dan Kryzynski. Michael Consoli, Chris
Perdigao, and Brian Gillespie give their opponents a run for their money!
ove: Denise Guttenberg and Stephanie Loubier lead their accompaniment.
low: Singing Uncle Tom's Cabin, these two amateur guitarists give a spirited
1 rather destructive performance !
Below: A picture can be
worth a thousand words -
as the saying goes -
anything for a laugh !
Above: Stevie Nicks makes a guest
appearance at Merrimack College !
j'w: Next stop - New York City to perform with some of the bigs in the
ic industry! Remember some of the little people at Merrimack when you
here guys!!
n
Below: Linda Carleton and Heather Sulkowski give us their rendition of the
Blue's Brothers.




< • 1 1 .1 ri- . ami Margarri I
lliggin» show minr
III fi rm" opinions on I
scoring ... wa- il lhal
li.nl Margaret ?
Far left: The I’mgraiJ
Board offer- many
opportunities for
-Indents to |ierfnrm. I
this moment, all eyrs
nere on Ben ( aista.
Middle left: Brain
Coppola -hare- his
mu-ical ability with tl
crowd !
Near left: Don't you
hate those days when
nothing seems to go
right?
[Escape Artist
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istina Cote and Laurie Apprich who won Who's W ho Among
lents in American Universities and Colleges Awards.
L to R: Steve Cote: Student Leadership Recognition Award, Rill O'Neil: Executive Board
Program Certificate, Chuck Trombley: Who's Who Award. Jack McCormack, Carole
McCormack, Jennifer McCormack: W ho's W ho Award, Donna Evon: Outstanding R.A.
Award
ve: These girls are anxiously awaiting their
rds. What's going through their minds ?
Above right: Eileen Saumell: Presidential Scholar in English, The John R. Aherne, O.S.A., Poetry Award.
Who' s Who Award, Matt Kraunelis: W ho's Who Award, Laura Breen: Presidential Scholar in Math
:se people have varying impressions of the evening.
R to L: Joe
Certificate,
Doyon: Emerging Leaders Certificate, Jen Sampson: E. Board Program
Kristin Civiello: E. Board Program Certificate. Danielle Capone: E.Board




society has had a
very successful
yearputtingon the
play ”\\ ho's I ,ile
Is It Anyway” in
the fall,and themusical“Godspcll"
in the spring. ( )ur organization is
very close knit, hard working, and
exciting one to be a part of. Being
onstage and sharing your talents
w it h everyone is very I nlfilling. yet
on r members have also worked on
all areas of production from
technical crew to choreography.
New ineml ters are always
welcome! Thanks to all our
members and to those seniors w ho
are leaving us. We extend our
deepest appreciation and best ol
luck!
“Karen ‘Walters
Front (L to R): Scott Carpenter. Maryellen Corkhum. Jodi Gennaco. Karen It alters. Jen dolan. Chris I'erdi.l
Middle (L to R): Cindy ttinsor, Nicole Romano, Claudette Aubin, K-T Bryan. Debi Vasques. Mike Bibilos. La
Duncan. Fran Agana
Back (l. to R ): Feter Karrem, David Dodson. Scott Jones, Jeff Smith. Brian Gillespie. Mike Consoli. Dan
Kryzynski, Jen Carter, Chris Martin. Grep Dudzic
CXXVIII Clubs & Organizations
Vbove left: l)r. Scott. Jodi
Gennaco. talking with her
patient hen Harrison, Chris
Perctigao.
Above: Dr. Paul Travers.
Christopher Martin, examines
Ken Harrison.
Left: Philip Hill. Scott Jones,
discusses the ease with Dr.
Emerson. Brian Cresta.
Brian The multifari-
Gillespie has ousness of this
his turn in clispla v ofcolor
the spot- bedazzled the
light. theatre
afftcianados.
No, this is not
Saturday Night





Clul is ( )rganizations
Above: Jodi Genaco. Karen U idlers, and
Francis Agana actively recruit new mem-
bersfor their Spring performance.








G e n a c o ,
1/ a r yell e n
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is group, consisting of
resentatives from every
jgnized Greek organization,
sonifies the essence of Greek
at Merrimack. Together, we
t to govern ourselves, share
is, and keep alive the bond we
sess through ourGreekUnity.
I.F.S.C. is the only place
re all brothers and sisters can
t to share problems and
stions that could only he
wered, or even understood,
)ther Greeks. Together, the
eks form a group that is one of
strongest and most influential
•ampus. With this power, we
> the surrounding community
ough many philanthropic
(its and enrich the campus
imunity through service
jects and social programs,
rig Greek is something every
therand sister takes into their
and makes an intrical part of
ir everyday activity. The
S.C. is one way ofshowing the
ipus how are belief in unity
service is a great part of our
ekness.
D
Front (L to R ): Walter Maganzini (treasurer), Allison Golczewski (president ), Sara Le Sajfre, Devony
MacIntyre, K. T. Bryan , Beth Gulley, Jum Federico, Sean McMillian, Chris Leahy
Middle (L to R): Dave Donahedian, Brian Callaghan, Sandy Dorta, Sharon Abrahamian, Maureen Archer,
Andy Price, Christina Cote, Allison Whittredge, Denise Guttenberg
Back (L to R): Joe Hajjar. Brendan Cranna (secretary), Ryan Clark (VP), Chuck Trombly. Tim Morris, Phil
Egan, Tom Carney, Kieran Murray, Paul Moda (advisor)
Brendan Krean, Ryan
Clark, Chuck Trombley,










the evening as well as
each other.
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Greek Games
Top: Som o of the ladio • of the TOK
sororilt la to time out fr mi the after-
noon r\ on s to strike a >ose.
Mono: II e three leggec raoos foster
llial spool al togelhorn “ss that the
< .rook si t*ni promotes so well.
Kirill: 1, t's give mini wrestling a
\s hnli* nru name!
Far right: Stop silling lown on llio
j«l»!
CXXXII Cl libs & Organizations
up: Here. Kelly Kileen ponders the
irill of victory and the agony of
feat.
ight: Members ofSigma BetaKappa
ijoy a comfortable shower while
lowing us their finest form.
attorn: Mike Rossi takes a moment
steel the show. In the back, mem
?rs of the Theta Omega Epsilon so-
irity look on.
Alpha Kappa Psi I







Business fraternity in I lit*
Country. \l|>liu kappa
I' I, rlil t<
Merrimack College in an
attempt to offer it's
students a fraternity in
which it’s members can
apph and utilize theskills
needed to succeed in the





with either a major or a
minor in the business
div ision. Benefits offered to the fraternity members include business
experience through seminars, speakers, field trips, and weekend
conferences, \lpha Kappa Psi prides itselfon the excellent networking
opportunities offered throughout its 250 national chapters. \\ here
social fraternities emphasize social events and a sense ofbrotherhood,
Front: Jody Chadwick anti I’aul Cahaly 2nd Ron Melissa Schuatka. / I
Tiernan. Ronnie Place, Stacy Bemis. Malt CafSftiano. I inti l dicourt, \lnu I
It elb\. Peter Casey, Maria Massaro. Eileen Power, l.isa Deeran ami k
Murph v. .1 ril Ron : JenPalmer, Beth Furtlette. Mark Russo. Frank .''lorn I
Kathy Royal. John Boulanper, Shawn Burke tmtl Ed Crowley
.
I.ell- M;ill Oamtiiino ili»|ila\« ;i -lii rl wliii li will In- ;i- ;i pari uf a fniiilrai|
this fraternity emphasizes professsionalism and networking, as ’
as brother and sisterhood. The opportunities presented h\ \l
Kappa Psi will not only benefit the members, but ako. Merrim
College, and the entire community
.
‘Matt Caggiano
Charlie Fellows, Chuck Tromblay,
J.P. Guerin and Dave Minsk arc in
charge of the barbe.
—_ Clubs & Organizations CXX\V
Ko\, from the surrounding are a
came to participate in a soccer linn
•'|»Oll‘ ered by BSE.
( line k Tromb lay gives this boy a lift.
Left: Wayne Bishop and Scott
Murphy present a check to John
Cox anti Cord Kluzak. Bishop.
Murphy and the rest of the DPK
brothers worked hard to gather the
funds and present them to the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
Above: Cord Kluzak rongratulatc-
winners of the raffle. Jack and
Brendan Gleason of .Andover. Mr.
Gleason and his son won an
autographed Bruins hockey stick,
four Bruins tickets and a dinner
with the Bruins.
Directly Above: Vi avne Bishop and Father l)ee;|i












were called church keys. To-
day the tradition of brother-
hood and friendship lives on,
continuing the camaraderie of
tht‘ original church keys
through various activities.
Delta Phi Kappa has been
active in community service,
most notably its dedication to
the Cystic Fibrosis Founda-
tion. Cystic Fibrosis is the
mostcommon fatal genetic dis-
ease in the United States. Its
victims numberaround 30,000
and include both children and
adults.
In February the brothers of
1). P.K. conducted a raffle with
the support of Gord Kluzak
who is the chair of the Bruins
'65 Roses Sports club. He is
also a member of the C.F.
board. The final results of
their hard work managed to
raise $2,158. The Brothers
have also performed over 500
hours of volunteer service to
the Foundation. The brothers
realize the necessity of aiding
those people who are less for-
tunate in the community and
urge all people to donate their
time and talents to help out.
Front (L to R ): Scott Murphy (President ofDPK), John Cox (Executive Director of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
Gord KluzakfFormer Rruin and Chairman of the Bruins 65 Roses Sports Club), W ayne Bishop! Project Chairman i
Back ( I. to R): Anthony Velardo, Stephen Cicilline, Brian Callaghan. Ben Costa. Michael Burke. Philip Rotundo.
Brian Tedesco, Matt Kilduff. Glen Ritter. Frank Buchanan. Daniel Kryzynski.
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Alex Cain leads some of the
pledges of NPK in a prac-
tice session for a lip-sync.
God of love and mercy,
Yon implanted in our hearts
the yearning for Your rest
and called us topreach the Gospel.
Your servant was faithful
to the preaching word.
Grant that the love
which motivated him in his life
be brought to fulfillment in death.
Of necessity we must be
sorrowful when those whom we
love leave us in death. Although
we know that they have not left us
behind forever but only gone
ahead ofus , stillwhendeath seizes
are loved ones, our loving hearts
are saddened by death itself. Thus
the apostle Paid does not tell us
not to grieve but Not togrieve like
those who are without hope.
Let us grieve,
therefore, over the necessity
oflosingourlovedones in death
but with the hope of being
reunited with them. If we are
afflicted, we still find
consolation. Our weakness
w eighs us down,but faith bears
us up. We sorrow over the
human condition, but find our
healing in the divine promise.
Saint Augustine of Hipi)0
Sermon 172, 1
It was upon such trust
atNu Phi Kappa was founded
Merrimack College in 1962.
ver the years, the faces have
langed, but this trust and love
nongst the brothers is what
[is maintained NPK as the
irgest and most vibrant Greek
iganization on campus.
Our fraternity is based
ii Christian ideals, and through
ese ideals we place a special
nphasis on community service,
pis year, NPK sponsored a
lleyball-athon for the Lazarus
Duse in Lawrence, took a group
retarded citizens from the
dehty House bowling eacb
>ek. sponsored two blood
ives, and hand delivered
dentine carnations to senior
izens.
This past March, we
ffered a great loss by the death
our fraternity brother and
oderator. Father Robert
alsh. He was an inspirational
rt of our fraternity and his
esence will be missed by all.
This yearbrought with
he addition oftwo tremendous
edge classes, the XI class and
eOMICRON class. We would
le to congratulate our
aduating seniors , and we wish
em much success and
lippiness in the future.
Atilig 'Bibiios
\
Front (L to R): Father Walsh. Mike Bibilos, George Clement, John Cammarata, Vie Fournier, Jim Connell
2nd Row (L to R): Philip Bellissimo, Dave Klinch, Mike La Marsch, Bill Lamon, JeJfLeDue, Dave Mahoney, Vlike
Piemonte, Walter Magazini, Wally Varga
3rd Row (L to R): Scott Carpenter, Scott Greene, Al Rizzo, Joe McMann, Claude Cormier, Mike Provenzano, Chris
Donato , Rick Fokl
4th Row (L to R): Kieran Murray , Marc Gonthier, Malt Gada, Brian Pilat, Paul Grenham, Bill Squires, Gil Lamare
Back (L to R): Dave Rourke, Jim Murphy, Alex Cain, Brian Clancy, Keith Waterhouse, Keith Hessian, Mike Leveque,








nile, nor the joy of
)mpanionship;itis the spiritual
ispiration that comes to one
hen he discovers that someone
se believes inhim and is willing
trust him.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
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grow as liotli an organization
and as women. New ideas and
objectives are brought into PTE
with each new pledge class as
their values of friendship, faith
and love grow stronger.
PTE has made many contri-
butions to the community by
working with the St. Anne's or-
phanage and the Girl Scouts
and by raising money for the
rape crisis center through its
bake sales. It has just recently
been recognized for working
with thecampus ministry center
to sponsor the sending ofletters
to the men and women in the
Persian Gulf. The idea was
developed and organized byone
of PTE's graduating sisters,
Devony McIntyre.
PTE would like to welcome its
two new pledge classes, the
lambda class nad the mu class
and also Sr. Elaine Poleari w ho
is the new administrator for
PTE. They would like to per-
sonally thank Sr. Elaine and
professorSue Pariseau .who are
their faculty advisors, for their
great support of the sorority.
Ynd last but certainly not least
they would like to thank and
congratulate their graduating
sisters and the class of 1991.
"May you continue to grow in
both mind and spirit." \Y e love
you and we'll miss you.
Front (I. to R): E. HOARD: XlaryeUen Corkhum, Colleen Ixing (president), Marx Heth iutio, Erin MrGree i >. Kelly I
Killeen
2nd Ho tv (L to R): Maura Moynihan. Kate Jones, Heather Mac\eil. K-T Rryan. Shauneen Marsh. Heth Gulley. Kail
Finnegan. Fatty Kelley, Shannon Murphy
3rd Row (L to R): Michelle Veech. Krisan Evaul, Jeanne Passanant. Maueen Archer. Christine O'Reilly, Christina I
Cote. Ann Sears, Sue Jensen. Kristen Philpott. inner Bleau, Chris Lagasse, \ ancy Collins. Patti Ruth. Tracey Hoiril
Top (L to R): Marianne Navetta, Lynn Foster, Chrissy Amato, Joan O'Hrien. Allison LeMieux. Karin Coogan
Erin McGreevy, Mary Beth
happy.
Wait, that's not a sister...
Autio. and Colleen Long looking Our PTE sisters strike an elegant pose.
\\ hen Lynne Pilat. Heather MaeNeil. Chris Lagasse. Vnn Sears. Marybeth Lyons. Lisa
\\ alsh. Lori Apprich. Vimee Bleau. Joan O'Brien, and the other sisters look hark the) I
he reminded of the speeial bond they formed. B
ont: Tim Morris. Mike Rossi,
in Cronin. Barry Tabb, Ryan
ark. Pete Davis. Paul "Fred".
<1 Chris Soussa.
(Idle: Scott "Rags" Ragusa,
ke Civi, Eddie DeBruynn, Dana
•ahn , and Kevin Gallagher,
ick: Chip Wolcott. Jeff. Joe
iando. Brian Sullivan. Tim
lolen, Michael Goodwin, Chris
ilvani. and Michael Croic.
X'ho does your makeup ?
jimmee that ftavel... order in the
:ourt...
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Sigma Phi Omega
W/' III K igm a 1 ’III
1 JWW i '
lie 1 ell 1 1 .
We have
only lieenan
eslalilislied sorority lor three
tears, lull we have grown
e\treiiiel\ close to each other
and have formed some
friendships that will last
forever. \ round campus. we
are known as the "Spo-dats
and we are alwavs showing
others how proud we are to hr
in our sorority.
Through theyearswe
have done eharitv work at the
Lazarus House, and raised
money hy our ever popular
“Tuck-Ins.”
A large portion ofour
sorority is leaving this year,
including most of our charter
members. W ilhout their
efforts and lbrtuitiveness, we
never would have existed, so
they will he missed greatly .
There will always he
a sisterly bond between all of
us and. remember, that we will
he together in friendship
forever!























Above : "Let's see if we all can fit
through the doorway simultaneously !"
Above right: Nicole Christopher. Peggy Carol. Jen Curtiss anil Maria:
Cariano show their willingness to fit four people on three chairs.
Karen Clemens, Sara Torra, Dayna D'llria. Tina Riseassi, Stephanie Naughton. VUison Golczewski.
Susan Przybyloski. Sue Syzdlo, Marianne Carino, Megan Sullivan. \ anessa llarili. Linda Vnnese.
Sharon Chin. Ken \\ illiams. Rachel La France, Sara l-e Saffre, Sharon Vbrahemean, and Vnn Conway
take time out from their party to pose for this picture.
CXL Clubs &0i'ganizations
Sandy Dorta. Dayna D ltria. Linda Vnnese. and I
Sharon Chin at a more formal function than lhe<
on the left.
>b Roche, George Thomas, Aaron Cramer, Thomas LaRock, Douglas
Russell, JeffShaefer, Jim Bowker, Kevin J. Mulqueen, Andrew P.
ice, Rich Chirico, John, Jon Desmarais, Boh Comito, Todd Cody,
•m Dandeneau, Mike McAllister, Len Duffy, Scott Brindamour , Chris
amp Riley, Charles R. Cullen TV, Edward Satkowski, Shawn Kelley,
ffFUipelli, Steve Cote, Paul Jordan, Rick Saloomey, Michael Burke,
lilip Egan, Michael Mathews, Mark John Krom Jr.. J. D. McNiff,
lit Schlegel













is new at Merrimack, the sisters
XLP have all ready made
fcnifieant contributions to the
Greek system.
Xi Lambda Psi has
become actively involved with
helping the children of local
communities. We began our
first annual fall fundraiser for
Christmas Kids, through the
Department of Social Services.
On campus, we have also co-
sponsored the Big Brother-Big
Sister Program. Additionally,
when the war broke out, our girls
were handing out yellow ribbons
around the Quad, to show our
support to the troops. On the
social side, Xi Lambda Psi was
able to co-sponsor their first open
social.
The sisters ofXiLambda
Psi would like to thank all of the
other Greek fraternities and
sororities for all of their help and
support. We are looking
forward to next year.
Specifically, to the opportunity
it will bring us to contribute to
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Front 1 1- to Hi: llenLie
Cuttenberg, Sarah Stanton. I
Tracey McKenna, Karen
Tangney, I'aula A orton
Middle t I. to H I: l)r. Joan








Above: Mothers with their daugh-
ters: Denise Guttenberg, Marie
Schnyer. Sarah Stanton, and Tracey
McKenna, pose for a photo at XLP's
first Mother/Daughter weekend.
Below: Tracey McKenna (right)
volunteering time to bowl with the
retarded citizens of Lawrence.
Above (L to R): Allison \\ hitlreiIge.
Karen Tangney and Stephanie Loubier
are seen participating in tli Sudent
Activities Fair (Spring ’91).
|
Below: Sheila Ka\ anagh (left)




I{rin-i- l.a|>oint. Franmicii \nn-nta. I.nri Ku*kell, llun 1 1 ulli«-iii— . Dina I
hurcluc. anil ''anilra l.ii'-mnle tuki- a lin alli In nhou u» their |>earl\ I
whilm. t raniem-n rmnninlro friuii I .in, mire . Dina ami **iniilru were I
furlunali* ennujfh In rereive »< linlar«lii|». Rory'* lir-i intrndurlion In
Merrimark ranie la-1 year when a frii-nil ullemleil. Ml enjoyeil the early
•>lajje» of nrii'tilalinn.
Fabyong Son lias journeyedfrom
Japan to attend Merrimack. W hile
deriding where to study in the
United States. Merrimack came
highly recommended by liis pro-
fessors. Ilis Jirst reaction to his
new selling? The people are kind
and the country is big. I Michael
Jahlonski of Pittsfield .MA anil Col-
leen Collierd of CT. were drawn to
Merrimack by its close-knit atmosphere.
Michael trnnsferedfrom Berkshire, and
Colleen transferred from Northeast-
ern, looking for a smaller establish-
ment. I Jen lluyek and Sue Bennett
take a moment from Casino night to
reflect on the days events. Both stu-
dents are Lawrence residents, who
chose to stay dose to home. They liked
Merrimack's friendly atmosphere as
well as the reputation it has for its
education. IT'S"3
Boh Craves and Dan Began
were the Casanovas of Casino
night. The two jesters demon-
strated that everyone has a
price, agreeing to speak with
usfor a smallfee. Both believe
that Merrimack will be a fun
place.
Ki.Ti Mimrntr. <*ina \miro. I’liil RrHi»»imo, l.i»u Breen. (»ail Kminan. Donna llrook*. Jrn Itnmkv \l<*\ (lain. Dorothy ( o|(rn. Anlhom Mn lui'l <«*ilo. I
Mary film Porkhuin, (ilaiule (ormirr. < indy (lo\. Klin- Drl(>uudio. kri-lrn D'kramo. Phil hiraii. Jr IT l>lrlla, Mirhrllr Km\. Drnni* Kolan.Nu I ounurr, j I
Kraj'ulu. Mnltlirw (>»da. Tracey l>allo. J
<
»«l i (ininaro. Paul (»rruliam. Drni-r (»ultrnl»rr£. Dianr llalliwry. Jim llrndrr»on. Jrnnifrr IIuHhiii. I.ori liwIrnuB
Kafir Jrnnint'*. Slirila Ka% ana lie'll. Julir Krnny. Davr Klinrli. (»il l.amarrr. Mirharl I ,n\ a*x|iir, Huh MaiT.ri*»h. I)aw- Mahonry. Mirhrllr Manganaro.
<.hri«tinr Marry. C.liriatoplirr Ma^urri. Tim Miilhrrn. kafir Mulligan. Janinr Mim-ill. Jainc* Murphy. Kirrnan Murray, Marianna Vorttu. Paula Norton, I
O’Rrirn. Janr O'Nril, Anna Polri. Hirh Kuirhr. Karhrl Reynold*. l)a\i«l Kourkr, Lrannr Kunkal. \rlrnr Ryan. < .hri-tinr >aakr. Jranur Sarno. Robert |
>imp»on. Kami Smith. Rill Squire*. Sarah Stanton. Jrn Suila. Kari n Taiifniry , Maryunm* Tirmry . Stephanie Trrmha. Kami U alter*. Kimberly ^ ard.
Mrlinila \\ liilr. Allifoii \\ hillrrdge. Rohrrl % ikon. T ina ^ oodland
Orientation
No, this is not the seventies
and no they are not waiting
in a gas line. What they are
doing is moving into Monican
with the help of orientation
committee members who
swiftly accomplish the task.
One of the O.C. Big Sisters
conducts a group discussion
in the cool shade of a tree. I
Jane O'Neil directs George







“What? W hat? What is it?”
“You were yelling ‘wait' in your sleep.
What were you dreaming?
“Oh Mom, You wouldn’t believe what it
was. I just dreamt that I just completed my
freshman year in college. In college, Mom! I
dreamt all these things happened. I remember the
first night at school no one else was around except
the freshmen, and we went over to the White
House across from the church for a huge party.
We met some upperclass guys that lived in the
house and got home very late. Actually, Mom, it
was only 12:30. hut I remember how tired I was.
I also remember the day m\ roommates moved in. I was all alone in an upperclass suite because they didn t have
the freshmen floor. I remember being so scared of them moving in, hut eveutualh I heeame friends with them.
I also remember the R As. I can’t really remember a lot about them, hut I don’t think Oh. I don’t know. I guf
room for Ip
ss that pat sr*" -
mi
CXI A I Events
a fuzz.
I remember going to the hockey games,
and beingwarned ofpuck .. whoops! I guess I can't
remember what they called them either. Mom.
But I do remember the parties after thegames, and
meeting so many people. Speaking of meeting so
many people. 1 remember going to Gildea Hall for
lunch and dinner. I never seemed to make it there
for breakf ast. 1 remember getting there early and
leaving late just so I could watch the crowds.
The biggest memory I have from the
dream was the shock of responsibility 1 got after
about the first half of the semester. My work did
not get doneon its own and neither didmy laundry.
That is when I realized that there was more to
college than... well you know Mom...”
“Well, Lizzie, I still don't understand
you were yelling "wait" in your dream.”
"I didn't want my freshman year at Merrimack to end. and I dreamt that you just picked me up from school for the summer ”




The Dance floor teas packed as
everyone vied for a good
position. This couple fortu-
nately found their niche.
Tracy and Alex join Gina,
Jason , Shawn and Gina at
their exclusive table.
Ronnie ff ntson, Kevin I
Donna Brooks, C
Lamarre. Heather Sail








Steve Boyton is the lucky man
of the evening and wins the
one-hundred dollar door
prize.
i re Smith , Derek Creaser,
I a Egan, Jean Doherty,
Sven Raeke, Cyndi Joudrey,
ftlissa Riopelle and Chris
Lynor.
The camera finds these
people rolling up their
sleeves and getting down
to the beat.
Events CIL
I ndefinahle " Joml traa latih all the Hat of
complaint
a
Imv (.allaulirr. (urn I'icanao and __
lilthunt Paare Imil far (hair /larrnt* . \ererlhr-
Ira*' m n marai'l irna Jinialteil from (hr plolea n(
lliia Inltlr.
I In’ nielli's rntrrtnninirnl iarlnilril harrjaat
square dancing. (Inly a fate lirnrr anal* ilarril
to iirrforni the dance to ita Jail potential.
This future Merrimack student is
picking up a fete pointers from his
sister on the dance Jloor. Parent's















Roommates Lori-Ann Fuller and Stephanie
Panagakos chose Merrimack because of its
size, location and "nice kids".
Weekend
/
These Ipswicliites make the most of Parent's Weekend. Christopher
Poor transfered from Lake Placid College in St.Loius. Chris finds
that Merrimack is academicaly more intense than Lake Placid, and




Turns into Fun for
s o in e
< In October 13th a freak massive
lightening and rain storm hit the
Merrimack campus. At about
10:19 I’M. lightening struck
Gildea Hall, damaging a video
monitor and a computer system.
The most significant problems
were the ever abundant low lying
areas on campus. The torrential
downpour resulted in the
evacuation of 400 students from
Ash Centre. Power was shut
down due to the possible danger
of electrocution. Bid) Coppola,
Trade Services Foreman for
Merrimack, estimates that
between 12 to 15 inches of water
leaked through the foundation
of Ash, nearly flooding the
generator. The residents were
immediately evacuated - forced
Sara Stanton, Cindy Crostlncanzi, Cindy
Maganzini ami Beth Broien arrive back




Jeff Eslella icinces as he rides his
mountain bike through L<ike Merrimack.
iick Makes its
to find their own lodging for the
evening. Most students slept with
friends in Monican. Keara
McCormick, a sophomore, was
the exception. She spent the
night in her LTD.
The heavy rain formed
a large pond in the soccer field
which some brave students used
as a swimming hole. A few
students were injured during
their frivolity, and several cars
suffered water damage. One
senior, Krisan Evaul, was one of
the unlucky ones. “My Nissan
Sentra was floating in the
Merrimack pond which caused
$1,000 in damage,” fumed
Krisan. I guess it's true when






Gianmario Salzavo prefers water frisbee
to land frisbee. "Hope it rains more
often, maybe they should plug up the
drains ".
The water iras enticing, students were drau n from all over
campus to this spot. Like a scene from "Night of the
Living Dead", the students wandered aimlessly across the









Scott Carpenter . Sheila
Kavanagh.Dave Ronrke.Jnlie
DcFillipo. Sarah Staton.
Cheryl. John Spooner. Karen
Smith, anil Mark Conlliier.
Events
lJ%a 1 1 recti ami Jim O'Neil.
Dana llasnctt. limit II orf/ien,
Tam McDermott* Karen
Johnson . Maureen O'Connst,
Jeff. Lynn amI Michael
Hat I i*l ii: keep the ni#ht raIhng
with flood hreu anil cheer.
Dan \eri. and his date made
a valiant effort to draw his
camera faster in the show-
dotvn , butJitils-so this time, he




Mireil Oullette and Louis Duliois.
Kevin Collins. Paul Kenney.
Jane O'Neil, Scott
Ettenliofer. Michelle Veech,













Pandero Cost : Come




Michael Mathews aixl liis
dale throughly enjoy the
niglil's festivities.
Lisa H alsli anti friends make








Tina If oodland, Mike Pacheco ,





Athlete of the Month for
October. Ed and Chris were
named M\ I’’- for the 1990
Marion “Rafferty
The 1 990 Cross Country Team: (Front L. - K.) E<1 Greenwood
(Captain), Chris Donato (Captain), Aimee Bleu, Amy Armstrong,
Kristin Ryan, Marion Rafferty (Captain), George Clement, Joe
Quatarone. (Back L.-R. ) Jim Murphy, Chris Martins, Boh Maeleish,
Kevin Kerrigan. Mike Contant, I’liil Bellisiino, Tom Urban. Kieran
Murray, Coach Steve McChesney. (Right) ('liris Martins and I’liil
Bellisiino in full stride at the Rhode Island College Invitational.
Paula all placed among the top twenty finishers. \t t lit* season’s end,
award and Marion Rafferty was
recognized as the Most Dedicated
Runner.
The omen were
unable to continue last
year’s success of fielding a
complete team as onl\ three
runners competed this
season. Marion Rafferty,
the sole returning athlete,
was joined by Kristin Ryan
and Paula Grogan, flic trio
combined their talents to
place fourth at the Babson
Invitational - their best
outing. Marion. Kristin and
Kristin Rvan received the M\ P
aving only been in existence for six years. Cross Country is a relatively young sport at
Merrimack. The program has seen three experienced coaches and many talented
athletes. Interest in the sport has surged over the past few years. Each y ear, more and
more Freshmen join the team, promising continued success in tin- future.
Coach Steven McChesney hopes to continue the program's growth through the
increased recruitment of dedicated runners. Such talent and dedication guarantees
continued expansion and success for the Cross Country team.
The Men s best finish was fifth place at the Babson Invitational. Ed Greenwood. Chris
Donato, Joe Quartarone, Kevin Kerrigan, Kieran Murray , Bob Maeleish, Phil Bellissimo. Mike
Contant. Chris Martins and Hon Ostiguy contributed to the team's success at Babson.
Senior Co-Captains Ed Greenwood and Chris Donato excelled in their final seasons. Ed
placed fifteenth at Babson
and was named \\ arrior
season.
Coach McChesney w ill
he relying on Phil Bellisiino
and Boh Maeleish to lead
the team next season.
(Above L.) Junior Marion Rafferty, a three year veteran, takes a deep breath before
racing up the hill at the Rhode Island College Invitational. (Above R.) Senior Captain
Chris Donato warms up by doing some strides in preparation for the race at Rhode Island
College.
Sports CLXIII
i \)if i\ !• | . i ( ;»a< )i Stew Mc( expresses hi- l houghts on the just completed season following the ME- 10
< ouferenre Race, i \bnve R. | I’liil Hellisimo and Rob Macleish sprint up the hill at the NE-10 Conference Race
at St. Vnselin's College, i Right) Chris Donato pushes to maintain his lead at the Rhode Island College
Invitational. { Below I.. I J unior captain Marion Rafferty leads teammates Aimer Bleu and Kristin Ryan along
the St. Anselm's course.
Id Greenwood w as first enroll raged to run l»v his 9th grade gym teacher. In high school, lit* ran distance races, such as the 1 mile an
2 mile competitions. Since his arrival at Merrimack, he has provided the Cross Country Team with some fairly consistant times, w hie
improved tremendously during his final year. Being named athlete of the month “came as a total shock" to Ed. hut. was nonethele
satisfying.
Before his mulches, Ed would take a 3 mile run. hopefully of the course, to familiarize himselfwith am unexpected obstacles. Durit
the- ofl -season. Ed runs 6 12 miles a day . 7 days a week. Vdditionally, he lifts weights at the local YMCA. He stresses that, althou^
the rules nl running are simple, it is difficult to be a good runner, for it takes a lot of perseverence. One training method that 1
advocates is running against someone stronger than you, and holding your place beside them. During his career at Merrimack. 1
enjoyed running along side of his teammate George Clement, who prov ided an even strength for competition.
Ed s reflection on the season??
”\\ e gained a new coach this past year. I he team grew in size welcoming new faces and freshmen. Although at first there we
tensions throughout the unit, a closer relationship was eventually made.”
Ed i« a ( .omputer Science major w ho hopes to pursue a Master’s Degree in the same field, lie runs to “provide a balance, and
keep in shape." 'Heather 'Jlemmg
-
CI.XIV Sports
(Top L.) Freshman Fabyon Son and Senior Captain Ed Greenwood push each other to maintain
their pace at Rhode Island College. (Top R. ) Sophomore Kieran Murray rounds the corner into
the woods for the last mile at St. Anselm's College. (Above) The team gathers for a group shot after
the NE-10 Conference Race. (Left) Sophomore Kevin Kerrigan keeps pace with his Stonehill
competitor at the NE-10 Conference Race.
"Now an army is a team.
It lives, eats, sleeps.
fights as a team."





442 at Boston University
at Bowdoin Invitational





NE- I 0 Championship
at Toski Invitational
at ECAC Qualifying .Meet












2 1 tli of 25
teams










Some of the team tee off at the first hole: top to bottom, then left to right they are, Mark
Peterson, Mike McAllister, Scott Montiegel. J.P. Guerin.
Sports CLXVII
(Top L.) The 1990 Men's Soccer Team: Front L.-R. Tri-Captain* Mike ^ al
Joe LoCoco, Sal Magazzu. Miililli- L.-R. \irk Quarliello. ( aeeilline. I''*
\ icari. J.P. Magazzu. Jason Stadler. Mike Drew . Ron Cote. Roh Seiaudone. B
L.-R. Vssistant Coach Tony Puccio. Dan Collins. Mike Shea. Pat DeSirao
Ceorge Roukouvalas. Mike Killinon. Seotl Metzger. Brian Walsh. Mike BurL
Justin Cook. Krie Lusiguan. Tony Craeeliiolo. Brain Shook. ( .oaeh Tony Marto
I Top R . I ( ieorge Boiikouv alas hat ties In - Stonehill opponent for a head hall, i
C.oaehes Martone and Puceio's guidance helped the Warriors compile a sch
record of twelve wills. | \hove) Freshman M ike Shea steps up to protect W ari
territorv from t iii- Stonehill attacker.
CLXVIII Sport
.) Sophomore Goaltender Scott Metzger watches the game from the side-
(Top R.) Junior stopper George Boukouvalas. stuns a Stonehill defender
quick fake. (Middle L.) Some of the Warriors discuss the game at hand,
t* R.) Senior Goaltender Mike killmon unloads the ball from the backfield.
nior Tri-Captain Mike Vi alsh waits for his Stonehill opponent to make his
Sports CLXK
1 1,.) Mike Drew ran la-te the action a- he matches I
strides ol In - Stunehill opponent. (Middle L. I ll
Seiaudone run- to heat In- opponent to the hall. i Mull
II.) Some of the Warrior- di-en-- -trate^ dunnl
timeout. (Holtom) Goaltender Mike Killmon lea|
make the save.
p L.) Sophomore sweeper Rob Sciaudone dribbles the ball upfield as a
lt'hill player rushes to catch him. (Top R.) NE-10 All Star Joe LoCoco shields
ball I "om a hostile Stonehill player as Mike Drew anticipates the play. (.Above)
ior Tri-captain and leading scorer Sal Magazzu lowers the boom on a Stonehill
cker.
1990 Men’s Soccer Results
MC Opponent OPP
0 Stonehill* 1
0 at Springfield* 2
1 at New Hampshire College 0
2 Holy Cross 1
4 at A.I.C.* 1
1 at Bridgeport 6
2 Northeastern 1
5 at Lowell 3
8 Assumption* 0
1 at Bryant* 0
0 at St. Anselm* 1
7 Bentley* 3
0 Keene State 3
0 at Franklin Pierce 0
4 Quinnipiac* 0
3 at Southampton 2
Providence
1 St. Michael’s* 0
2 at St. Anselm** 1
0 at Stonehill** 5
* Northeast-10 Conference Match
** Northeast-10 Playoffs
Sportsii (JAM
,,i- tip 1 1 ft
1
1 -i fiii^ht season, the Merrimack \\ omen s Soccer team raptured the Northeast- 10
( 1
1
ion -hip. The Lady W arriors defeated St. \nselmbya2-l margin at their home field to win the
title.
On an assist from sophomore Karen W ysniowski. sophomore Michelle Humphreys put the first
ia 1 on the board for Merrimack. It was Humphrey's second goal of the season, both of which came
against St. Anselm s. The Hawks tied the match early in the second half, and both teams played
excellent defense leading up to the final five minutes of regulation play.
\\ ith the possibilitx of overtime looming, Merrimack had a direct kick opportunity. \\ ith less than three
minutes to play, sophomore Danielle Fay, who was later named as the tournament's MV I*, took that kick, which
•danced oil two St. Vnselm players and landed with Monica Canty. This was Canty’s first shot on goal all season.
Prior to the shot. Canty , " thought the game was going to extend into overtime. I kicked the ball and hoped for
the best." rile shot smirk under the arms of the St. Vnselm goalkeeper and nestled itself in the back of the net to
clinch the win.
In a season of many heroes.
Coach Gabe Mejail wasn't
surprised that the game winning
goal came from a reserve. "It
has been an unbelievable season
for us,’’ Mejail says. "W e ha\e
had contributions from every
member of this team, and
Monica's goal was just another
example of that.
"
In addition to the team's
NE-10 title, the Lady \\ arriors
made their sixth straight
appearance at the ECAC
Division III tournament. The
team lost to eventual champion
Southampton, 2-1. Freshman
Andrea Adams put Merrimack
ahead 1-0 during the first half,
but the arriors ran out of gas.
playing their second match in
less than twenty four hours.
Freshman Allyson King made
twelve saves in net during the last two games, giving her a total of eight games play ed for the season and a sax es
percentage of .891 . Junior goalie Janice Vendetti tallied fourteen games with a saves percentage of .870 and
junior Sue Healey finished the season with five games played and a saxes percentage of .875.
Six members of the Lady \\ arriors received All-Conference accolades, including senior Captain Beth Vnn
O'Leary (NE-10 Player of the Year), sophomore Sarah Boyd and junior Captain Carol Marquadt who received
first team honors while Fay. freshman Cathy Nagorski and senior Captain Beth Fradette were named to the
second team. O Leary was also chosen to the All-New England team while Fradette and Marquadt were chosen to
the second team. O Leary was also named as All American in \V omen’s Soccer. She is the second Lady \\ arrior
to be given this honor.
Nagorski ended the season as Merrimack’s leading scorer xxith eight goals and seven assists for twenty
three points. Boyd and sophomore Carolyn Sarantakis each had seventeen points, while freshman Vndrea Vdams
had twelve points.
I his year the Lady \\ arriors finished xxith an overall record of 13-6-2 and high hopes for a sixth NE-10
championship as the dynasty continues. . . .
'Janice Vendetti
I
,eft page) The 1990 Women's Soccer Team: (Front L.-R.) Bethann O'Leary, Carol Marquadt, Beth
adette. (Middle L.-R.) Michelle Humphreys, Allison Taylor, Sarah Boyd. Jen Palmer, Jen Harrington,
aureen Dodd, Carolyn Sarantakis, Cathy Nagorski. (Back L.-R.) Coach Gabe Mejail. Danielle Fay,
adrea Adams, Nancy Daly, Pam McBrien, Colleen Cantillon, Pam Sarantakis. Janice Vendetti,
lyson King, Jane Schmiedel, Julie Dadmun, Meegan Coffey, Leta Frongentie, Monica Canty, Karen
iysniowski. Shannon Dearey. (Above L.) The team listens attentively to Coach Mejail's strategies.
Rove R.) Allison Taylor maneuvers downfield. (Below L.) Jen Palmer concentrates as she dribbles
,e hall downfield.
I
What is it like to be among the very best? Bethann O’Leary knows. For four
years, Bethann has contributed her talents to the Merrimack squad as a
Sweeper. Being named as a Merrimack Athlete of the Month was only one
of her many accomplishments. She was also chosen as one of the top players
by the entire group of the coaches in the Northeast 10 Division. Of course,
the pinnacle of her career was definitely her selection to the All-American
team. She was one out of eleven women in the entire United States, in her
division, to be chosen to attend a dinner in Georgia, and to be awarded a
plaque.
Bethann really enjoyed playing for Gabe Mejail. Aside from making the
sport fun, he was a very personable individual, and quite easy to get along
w i th. ‘11 e cared about the team.”
Throughout her career she has witnessed many changes, in the Division,
as well as the squad itself. Overall, it has changed from a defensively minded
game to an offensively minded game. In the beginning teams were less
competitive, hut now, all has changed. As a result of the improvements
displayed by the opposition, preparation for the games has become far more
intense.
Looking ahead, she heheves the team should do well, since they are only
losing a few players. However, she does think the team will have to embrace
some change to produce another winning season. “They are losing some of
their key defensive players, so they could use more defense.”
In the future, Bethann would like to become a special agent for the






(To|i L. l Karen \\ isniowski winds up to let one soar upfield. (Below L.) Carol
Maripiadt fight* for position with an opposing Lady Indian. (Below R.)
Danielle Fay gels ready to receive a head ball.
For Carol Manpiardt. In-ini' named \lldrte of the Month had a
special significance. \s a resnlt of a need for a defenseman, her
position was switched from a forward to a half-back. Cabe
Mejail taught her how to pla\ defeiisivelv and she quicklv
heeame satisfied that her position was still important even if she
didn t score as many goals. In addition to tin- achievement. -In
was also named to the \ 1 1 New Kngland 1st team as well a- the
N K- 10 2nd team.
Carol spoke very highly of (.oaeh Cabe Mejail. "He i- a great
eonfidenee huilder. lie will help you with areas other than
soccer. He is a friend that you ran easily approach if vou have
problems.’ lie creates a great atmosphere among the team. “II
acts like one of the players, lit- becomes an equal.""
In regards to the the upcoming season. Carol i- retaining a
positive outlook. She admits that the team will definitely miss
Bethann, for she will be difficult to replace. ( )n the bright side,
though, the team will not lose that many players, for a large
portion of the core are from the Sophomore and Junior classes.
I
()l course, the incoming freshmen are always a great plus to the
team. As far as their style, she notes that the team must "put
more goals in the net.”
One of Carol’s favorite games was the one against Mercy Hurst,
high ranking team from Pennsy lvania. The game was played
after the Hood, on the practice field because the game field wa>
too wet. The team was rather tired from the night before, and I
were shocked when they pulled it all together to emerge
victorious.







Monica Canty controls the ball as a Lady Indian poses a
ious threat. (Top R.) Carolyn Sarantakis looks to pass while rushing
ball as a Lady Brave closes in. (Middle) Sarah Boyd prepares to
load a shot on goal.
1990 Women’s Soccer Results
MC Opponent OPP
1 Holy Cross 1
1 at Stonehill* 0
2 Providence 3
0 A.I.C.* 1
6 at Framingham State 1
4 Springfield* 2
0 at Keene State 3
6 Northeastern 0
2 Bryant* 0
1 St. Anselm* 2
2 at Assumption* 0
1 at Bridgeport 0
3 Mercyhurst 2
0 New Hampshire College 0
3 at Quinnipiac* 1
3 Southhampton 1
0 at Franklin Pierce 1
1 at St. Michael’s* 0
2 Quinnipiac** 1
2 St. Anselm** 1
1 Southhampton 2
* Northeast-10 Conference Game
** Northeast-10 Playoffs
- Sports CLXXV
lie \\ < tint'll'" Tennis team compiled an overall record ol 7-4 ami a conference record of 6-3. Outstand-
i lie performance:.. I>\ ( !o captains Jennifer llatem and Miriam Meyer lead tin- team to 4th place
finishes m Imtli the INK- 10 conference and the New England Division II Tournament. The team
finished in 5th place at the NE-10 Tournament.
CL\\\ I Sports
II
e) Senior Captain Jen Hatem prepares to hit a final backhand in her
,e career. (Below L.) Captain Miriam Meyer finishes off with her
anti. (Below R.) Coach Sheryl Allen has a pre-game talk with a few of
A Dean’s List student, Jennifer is a Psychology major with minorsb
in Education and Sociology. She has played tennis at Merrimack I
for four years, and has been the captain of the team, as well as thel
MVP, since her arrival. Additionally, she earned the honor oil
being named Player of the Year for the NE-10 Conference both her I
sophomore and senior year. She sites her strengths as her base-lineB
play, her forehand shots and her physical strength. Ideally, sheB
would like to improve her performance by becoming more powerful I
and incorporating more finesse into her game. She lost only oneB
match in her Junior and Senior years. Her determination andB
perseverance guided her towards reaching this goal. Her success in
this instance also motivated the rest of the team.
Jennifer stresses the importance ofbody language to stay focused
upon the game. She keeps to herself during the match and walks
away from squabbles or disputes on the court. To stay one step
ahead of the game, she is always moving, pacing the baseline and
playing with the strings of her racquet. She sees warm-ups as an
opportunity to identify her opponents’ weaknesses, for then, during
matches, she can take advantage of them and emerge victorious.
Jennifer believes that mental preparation is essential for eventual
success. She reads toughness hooks, and spends time playing w ith
her father, who offers motivation when she finds herselftemporarily
side-tracked . After graduation , with her parents’ support . Jennifer





1990 Women's Tennis Results
MC OPPONENT OPP
2 at Springfield* 7
6 Assumption* 3
9 at New Hampshire College 0




8 St. Michael’s* 1
2 Lowell 4
9 American International* 6
3 Bryant* 6
Northeast 10 Tournament Fifth of Eight Team
New England Tournament Fifth of Eight Team
* NE - 10 Conference Match
- -
fl rop I i Number H singles Katie Mulligan makes another winning |>la\
.
(Top K. ) Freshman l.i





lthough the beginning of the volleyball season brought
many new obstacles for the Lady Warriors, the team
overlooked these and matured immensely through hard
work and determination. By the end of the season, the
team played as if they had played with each other for
years. Allplayers contributed to the season’s excitement
and success. The returning athletes were introduced to a new coach and
new players. With the introduction of such new people, the team was
bound for some changes. George Sullivan, the Warrior’s new coach,
brought with him many new ideas and possibilities. With the help of his
players, both veterans and rookies, some of thesenew opportunities were
achieved.
The Lady Warrior’s record this year
was 11-23. The record does not reflect
the team’s improvement and progress.
Four Lady Warriors will be graduating
in May: Mari Bracken, Vicki
Cavanagh, Laurie Gill and Karen
Robilard. Their talents will be missed
next season. Coach George Sullivan
resigned from his position this winter.
(Middle) The 1990 Volleyball
Team: (Front L.-R.)Lori
McDonough, Kim Page, Karen
Robillard, Laurie Gill, Jen
Roland, Karen Oliver. (Back
L.-R.) Coach George Sullivan,
Mari Bracken, Kelly Carr,
Vicki Cavanagh, Debbie Dziok,
Sara McGrath. (Below L.)
Known for her fine defensive
abdities throughout the league,
Karen Robillard once again
plays it from the back row.
(Below R.) Senior Co-Captain
Laurie Gill shows her powerful
and effective spike from the
middle of the net.
Sports CLXXIX
1990 Volleyball Results
M< 1 >|>|»OMCIlt OPP
3 at New Hampshire College 1
3 at Franklin Pierce 0








0 at New Haven 3
l Quinnipiac* 3
o St. Michael’s* 3
0 at Bryant* 3
3 Assumption*
at S. Connecticut Invtational
0
0 Lowell 2
2 Southern Connecticut 1
2 Franklin Pierce 0
0 Sacred Heart 2
2 Gordon 3









1 at Sacred Heart 3
0 at Stonehill* 3
3 \\ heaton 1
0 at SMU 2
1 Gordon 3
1 at Lowell








lortheast- 1 0 Match
3
(Across page) During a half time out,
the Lady Warriors listen attentively to
Coach George Sullivan's strategies.
(Below) Vicki Ca» anagh showing good
defensive playing, starts the hall roll-
ing for the team by taking the first step





(Above L. ) Knowing that serving is an important part of the game. \ ieki Cavanagh concentrate n
the hall as she sends it over the net. ( Above R. ) Always prepared, the Lady W arriors wait pa tie j
for the hall to come their way. (Below L.) Cutting it close to the net. Senior Co-Captain h. n
Rohillard shows her agility by tipping the hall up and over her opponents. ( Below R. i Karen 01 t
sets up Mari Bracken for the return hit.
CLXXX1I Sports
Jjove) The 1990-1991 Men's Basketball Team: Front L.-R. Ed Hammonds. Gary Duda, Paul
eal, Curtis Nelson, Mike Gallagher, Chris Lovett. Back L.-R. Coach Bert Hamel, Manager Miguel
,ruz, Sean Etmon, Steve Curran, Dennis Ryan, Mark Pulaski, Tony Gomes, Calvin Lyles Ron
illiams .Assistant Coach Tommy Herrion. (Bottom L.) Concentration and Inspiration: The
tarriors huddle together to boost team energy and support. (Bottom R.) Twin Towers: Mark
ijaski awaits the referee's toss for a jump ball.
i
E)-- Sports CLXXXIII
Upovci Vthlete of the Month Paul Neal makes a powerful drive past his Bentley
opponent to reach the basket. (Bottom L.) Steve Curran shines on defense by
rejecting an aggressive scoring bid by his Bentley opponent. (Bottom H.) On the
\ erge of Attack: Tony Gomes uses his size to box out two Bentley players and open
the travel lane for Mike Gallagher.
\\ hen Senior Basketball star. Paul Neal learned that he hat H
been named a Merrimack College \thlete of llu* Month, hi I
thought- reflected his humble stature.. “It didn't really mean
that much. I don't think that individual things matter tha
nnieli-it s what you accomplish as a team.”
Paul started playing basketball in high school as a center
When he arrived at Merrimack his talents were utilized ti
reinforce the team s strength in the back court. As a guard
Neal has provided the team with great speed and accuracy
around the net. ( )l course, his modest personalitv has alsi
helped him to prov ide tremendous leadership as well. He is »
positive minded athlete, lie knew that if the team performer
at the level that they were capable of plav ing. they would win
"II I could motiv ate others to feel the same wav. we would li-
able to win.” Before a game. Paul stressed the need to fee
prepared, anil, specifically, to reflect upon the organization'
strengths and weaknesses during preseason plav.
Paul is a little disappointed in the changes of the team, for i
seems that t he organization had I urned into more of a business
I n his eyes, w hether or not the team w ins the championship i
not w here the complete emphasis should lie placed . I n fact, jus
leav ing the ( ail lege, and having been a member of the team, wil
make anyone a better person.
I .ooking into the 9 1 -92 season. Neal believ es that the team ha
all of the talent they need to improve and move even further
‘They just need to come out as hungry as w e were last v ear am
to not lose sight of what it takes to get there.”
Paul is a Business Management major w ho hopes to work fo
someone for a couple of v ears to dev elop the necessary skill- ti
open his own business. lie definitely feels that the Merrimarl
Basketball Association has given him an edge in life and that i
has even helped him with his interv iews. "The things 1 learnei
from Basketball are just as important as what I have learned U




boveL.) Warrior Center Mark Pulaski takes to the air to coax one
fo the basket. (Above R.) Merrimack Calls a Timeout: Coach
Irt Hamel pulls Curtis Nelson, Calvin Lyles, Paul Neal and Tony
imes in close to discuss a new game strategy.
-
(Left) Forward Tony Gomes goes for a layup. (Above) The Frozen Stare: Senior Guard Curtis
Nelson delivers a cold, fierce look to his Bentley opponent.
Sports CLXXXV
( I op L.) Junior r orward Calvin Lyles leaps lor a basket during pre-game uarmu
(Top R.) Junior Gary Duda successfully passes the hall around his Bentley opponei
(Bottom L.) Freshman Ron Williams checks his opponents while planning his n|




Hove L.) Sean Etmon leaps for a basket during pre-game warmups. (Above R.)
5 ior Captain Paul Neal rises over the arms of a Bentley defender to cot-k a shot,
lttom L.) Junior Mike Gallagher prepares to make a free throw. (Bottom R.)
I ior Gary Duda fires off another three point attempt.
Sports CLXXXVII
n Vugti't ul 1990. tin- men s basketball squad enjoyed a European debut. both on ami
off iln* court.
\s tlu> plant- departed, typical thoughts fill«*«l tin- players' minds. Having never Hum n
over water, Galvin Lyle’s earliest concern was, ‘‘this plane better not crash.” After
explaining how lie “would probably never get to go hack to Kurope, Paul Neal
"wondered what it would look like.” Coach llamel questioned himself, hat was 1 doing with these
gu\> in AUGUST?”
Members of the team can look hack at their performance with pride. They may have lost their
opener to Paring Mechelen. 94-83, hut Coach I lamel explained, e had been up for over 36 hours
straight and we were playing pros. W c may have lost scorewise, but we proved to ourselves that we
were good.” Not only did their efforts prove their ability to themselves, hut after posting four
consecutive victories, the squad allowed Europe to quickly become acquainted with their talent.
The team's victory over Free Time Aursehot of Belgium. 75-71 . was sparked by the solid scoring
of Paul Neal (19 pts), Gary Hilda (17 pts) and Steve Curran (11 pts). as well as impressive
rebounding b\ both Neal ( 1 1) and Mark Pulaski (13). In their win against Maaseik of Brussels, 92-
65, Pulaski (20 pts), Curran (20 pts) and
Curtis Nelson (14 pts) came through with
the scoring, w bile Mike Gallagher (7) showed
consistency with his rebounds. In their 84-
75 w in over Offenbach of Frankfurt, it was
Calv in Lyles w ho soared to the forefront, in
scoring (23 pts) and rebounds (14). ( Iverall.
everyone made significant contributions
both offensively and defensively.
Coach llamel praised the play of the entire
team. He was especially pleased with both
the performance and leadership of Seniors
Paul Neal and Curtis Nelson. \dditinnallv
.
he praised the consistency ol Mark Pulaski
and Mike Gallagher. The coach would
“definitely like to have the trip again.
'
However. NCAA regulations only allow a
trip of this nature to occur once every four
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stayed in the homes of one of their opposing teams, they still
had to incur substantial costs.
l \hove It. I Dennis Ryan. ( diris Lovett, Steve Curran. Mike Gallagher. Mark Pulaski anil Calvin Lyles take time out f
(
picture in front of the Berlin \\ all. Seeing "the magnitude of the w all." and more specifically . "of a citv being enclosed,’ s! v
out in the minds of the players as well as Coach Hamel.
The trip to Europe allowed the team to come together both on
the court, "facing a different style of play with a bit more
pushing and shoving,” and off the court, visiting
historical sights such as the Berlin \\ all. The
team became an even more closely knit group.
In closing. Senior Paul Neal would like to
“thank the team for giving me something I w ill
cherish the rest of my life.”
father [}(cming
CLXXXVIII Sports
Jove L.) The 1990-1991 Women's Basketball Team: Front L.-R. Rachael Reynolds,
Kbara Kenny, Nancy McDermott, Tricia Lentz, Sue Stewart, Jennifer Bachelder,
1 Dziadosz. Back L.-R. Karen Max, Lori Bunce, Beth Pickles, Clare Mclnerney,
Lich Debbie Cogan. (Above R.) Guard Lee Dziadosz faces some tough defense from
l Bentley opponents while driving to the hoop. (Below L.) Barbara Kenny positions
liielf to send on aloft as two Bentley players surround her. (Below R.) Jennifer




Sue Stewart. co-captain «>l t ti>- W omen's Ha-krthall team. w;
|
named \thlctc of ilw Mn Mill for DpitihImt. The award acted j
a coni idcnrc booster and provided inrcnliv c for Sue to ri*arh In
pcr-onal goal of -coring 1000 ran-i'i point-. Hv f chruarv -I ,
had heroine tin' fifth woman to ri'arli tin- 1 000 point plateau. I I
award wa- also special to Sur because it wa> presented in In
-cnior v i'ar . " I hr lull rmot ion a I if In- 1 of I hr a w aid diilli I lilt u
until award- night. I gavr a speech to my trammatr- and
-ailnr-- I ill.il mr a- I rrflrrtrd on thr Irirnd- I had madr.
"
Sur began hrr ha-krthall rarrrr in clnnentarv school wlirn- -I
wa- roarhrd by hrr fatln-r. ''In- attended a ha-krthall i amp
Merrimack in grade- five through right. Sur has alwa\ - rnjoM
tin- roni|irtition |»rr-rnt in tin- "ante. \- a high -rliool In -him
she was thr only girl on an all hoys team. Shr relied on the o
motto, "Whatr\rr hoys ran do. girl- ran do better. Tl
shooting guard's strong interest in ha-krthall provided .
incentive for hrr to trv for an athletir -rholarship.
Risking appearing superstitious. Sur freneh hraidrd hrr ha
prior to every game. Her -rnior -landing al-o motivated N i
during thr game-, "hvrrv game wa- -prrial hrrau-r it wa- n
final year. I would alway s try to do my best for my parents ai
grandparents.”
Sue’s favorite opponent i- Stonehill hrrau-r she ha- a friend w I
plays hoop there. Thr competition “create- an atmosphere
extreme energy . I always want to heat them. \\ lien you have
friend on the tram you want to win even more."
To produce a winning season next year. Sue feel- that thr tea
‘nerds to improve defen si v el v and rrlv on their - peed, w hull w
not fully utilized this past season. In all. however, there are
real structural changes in the organization. Mthough the tru|
is losing three seniors. " the underclassmen are ready to (ill the
shoes. Incoming freshmen will also help to strengthen the dnl
bench. ” Sue also feels the red shirting of center Tricia Lentz
|
something positive. "She produced quite a hit for the team.'
Sue believes that “women are capable of competing ju-t
seriously asmen do. W omen’s sports hav e gotten more recogniti<|
from their male peers hnt they should be more recognized in tl
world of male dominated sports.
"
Duringthe summer Sue plavs in a league at North Essex Co M
She enjoys dealing with children and hopes to become




(Top L.) Captain Sue Stewart coneentrate- all her effort to make the hal
I Bottom R.) The rebound eludes players from both teams as they struggle to rl
the ball.
(L.) Lee Dziadosz and Barbara Kenny get things
rolling for t lie Merrimack offense. (Below L.) Like
a captain at the helm, Coaeh Debbie Cogan stands
before the Lady Warrior bench and intently
watches her team's performance. (Below H.) An
aggressive Karen Max holds down the fort for the




Sophomore < lluire Mclncrnev was named \thlete of llir Month
for Kchruarv . She frit honored to hr hr recognized !>y
Merrimack \thletics.
( lain* i- a -hooting guard at Merrimack who likes dri\ ing to the
hoop. She heeame interested in haskethall while playing with her
brother- and sisters in their driveway and has hern playing since
the fifth grade. The tallest member of her high school team, she
was a center. I pon arriving at Merrimack, she discovered that
she "wa- dwarfed by some of the other players” and changed her
position to guard. Switching positions caused her to change her
strategies from inside play to outside play.
Claire feels that the excitement of competition is a great
motivating factor. She also recognized the importance of mental
preparation. Prior to tipoff. she likes to go to a quiet place and
focus on the game situation.
Claire’s favorite games are those decided in the final minutes.
I he pressure is on and everyone wants control of the hall. Claire
-a\- that "the pressure isn’t as extreme if you have confidence in
\ ourself and your teammates believe in you.
\ssumption i- Claire’s favorite opponent, lie sister went there
and Claire is always trying to reach greater heights than her.
The team loses three players to graduation this year. The rest of
the team is young and Claire feels that it will remain the same for
the next two vears. “There will be time for improving together
and gaining experience to win close games.
During the summer Claire participates in the Bay State Games
and summer haskethall leagues. She also lilts weights and hikes
five or six times a week.
Claire is a Sociology/Elementary Education major. In addition tt
her career, she would also like to get a coaching position.
Scott Jones
Marion ‘Rafferty
i r«|»K. ) Vthlete of the Month ( dare Mclnerney takes full advantage of Beth Pickle's
defen-c and makes a dash for the hoop. (Bottom R.) Sarah Lucey and Beth Pickles
hox out two Stonehill players as they await the rebound.
Sports
(L.)The Lady Warriors huddle
together for some pre-gaine
inspiration. (Bottom L.) Rachael
Reynolds brings the ball up the
court. (Bottom R.) Clare Mclnerney
looks for an open teammate to pass
to.
Sports CXCIII
1990-1991 Women’s Basketball Results
MC 1 )ppoil<‘Ilt OPP
82 Bridgeport 76
66 Keene Stale 64
89 New Hampshire College 84
75 Qninnipiac* 79
64 St. Michael's* 70
72 at A.I.C.* 63
82 at Bridgeport 89
71 Quinnipiac* 90
49 at Harvard 101
51 at Pace 78
65 St. Anselm* 80
55 at St. Michael's* 81
66 Franklin Pierce 73
63 at Stonehill* 75
59 Bentley* 87
61 at Springfield* 76
74 at Bryant* 76
63 Assumption* 62
75 A.I.C.* 63
42 at St. Anselm 81
66 at Quinnipiac* 71
70 Stonehill i i
54 at Bentley* 101
68 Springfield* 63
71 Bryant * 69
58 at Assumption* 69
67 at Bentley* * 93






I T, t| i I.. ) \n event of great roneern calls the Lady W arrior l»enrh to
attention. (Top R.) Karen Max stares down an as she prepares to pa*s ( m
the free throw line. High flying guard Clare Melnernev delivers a layup r
the I.a<l> \\ arriors.
Front, left to right : Mike Doneghey, Steve D'Aniore, Sean Dooley, Asst. Coach Stu Irving, Head Coach Ron Anderson, Asst. Coach Rick Mills. Doug
Greschuk. Brian West, Yannick Gosselin. Middle, left to right: Manager Kevin Lebreck, Howie Rosenblatt, Tim Doyle. Ben Lebeu, Rob Kelley, Dan
Hodge, Brendan Locke, Matt Hentges, Claude Maillet, Jeff Massey, Guy Ragault. Wayde McMillan, Quentin Fendelet. John Barron, Jim Gibson, Rob
Atkinson, Manager Scott Whalen. Back, left to right: Teal Fowler, Agostino Casale, Bryan Miller, Cooper Naylor, Alex Weinrieh. Matt Crowley, Jason
Pagni, Dan Gravelle, Jason Lawton, Steve Cardosi.
I
The roots of Merrimack College hockey took hold one year after the
founding of the institution. It was in 1948 that a group of students
formed the “Blue Blades” and began renting ice at an off-campus
location. In the years to follow, the program soared to great
heights. In 1953, former Merrimack President Vincent McQuade
selected Paul Thabault as the “Blades” first coach. A year later.
Thabault, the famous “father of Merrimack hockey,” and his
players, constructed an outdoor rink, using a fire hose to create the
ice. The team’s intentions were now viewed in a more serious
serious fashion.
In 1954-55, the team received new uniforms, a small fund, and
was finally recognized as a varsity sport. The Warriors were now a
reality. Merrimack began intercollegiate play against opponents
such as Babson, Worcester Polytechnical Institute, and Keene.
Later, schools such as Providence and Holy Cross were added to
the list.
In 1956, Jim Reynolds was hired as the first official coach. Soon
after his arrival, the statistics began to be recorded.
Scott Jones
Center Teal Fowler #10 bears down ready
for the face off. Defenseman Tim Doyle #5
is ready for action.
fi
Sports CXCY
\nder*nn has lii'i‘n ;i part of Merrimack hockey for the pant eleven years. For the past eight, In* has been the head roach. He
has "thoroughly enjovcd seeing tin- kills grow as athletes ami students..! fell as though I am part of the growth ami feel that
I'm- helped them somehow. I don't try to impose iiin own attitudes oil them. I just try to pass oil ideas and if they choose to use
them, that's fine, and if they don't, that's fine too. Over the years, the players and coach have ruhbed off on each other. I
learn something new from them everyday.
Merrimack ( olleg* has heen an independent member of Division I. since the 1985- 1986 season. In 1989. they became a full
lime ’Member of I >i\ ision I . \nderson explained that the players were very involved in the decision making process and the
• 1
1
.i t ion of the change from Division II. to Division I. “They reacted with unquestionable commitment and enthusiasm. It
,i ioiilIi transition for such a voting team, but the seniors helped to keep morale high, and hold the team together." He
illumed b\ explaining that a new game plan was not adopted. The challenge was intensified, but the team kept playing to
win.
(ionsidering Merrimack's record in the 1990-91 season. Vnderson believes that the team is “getting ready to explode onto the
scene." \t the beginning of the year, the team was at the 500 point, floundering and sputtering to stav ali\ e in Di\ ision I . NX ill
the progression of time, some of the younger players quickly gained some of the experience that leads to eventual success.
The squad will definitely miss the five players that have graduated this year. “They always gave their all to the program.
I’hey helped the younger players adjust to the Division change. Although the coaching staff is happy for them, we hate to see
them go. \\ e will have difficulty replacing them, but will try to fill their places by looking for new players.”
booking ahead, the \\ arriors “will approach every game with the win in mind. If we don't win. we will refocus, and find out




When Dan Gravelle was three
years old, his fatherbegan taking
him to the rink, and a passion
for the sport ofhockey was born.
Dan had no idea that he had
been named a Merrimack
Athlete of the Month, but the
award was definitely a pleasant
suprise.
Looking ahead, Dan believes
that next season will be very
competitive. He is optimistic
that the new recruits, coupled
with the fact that the team is
retaining the central core, will
bring "massive improvement.”
Of course, the coach will also be
an essential factor to the success,
for he “gets the most out of
everyone, and will not allow
slacking off.”
Dan asserts, “You have to
come out ready to play.” He
lifts weights, rides the stationary
hike,and runs to keep in shalpe.
He especially enjoys playing
against Northeastern, Maine
and Boston College. The team
has hail tremendous success
against Northeastern, and the
University of Maine’s fans “are
wild. The games become a
madhouse.”
Dan is a marketing major with




(Top) Concern shows on Coach Ron Anderson's face as
he watches the game. (Middle) Forward John Barron
breaks away from his BC opponent into open ice.
(Bottom) Forward Quentin Fendelet tries to gain control
of the puck and head down ice.
Sports CXCYII
i r’u|i i Defensemen < Haude Maillel ami Mall Hentges close in on a Hockey East foe as Goalie \ annick
(>osM'lin coneent rales and looks to make a nice save. ( Bottom I Forward Brendan Locke tangles up with
a Boston College defender battling for possession.
Koh \tkinson is another one of the talcntedl
freshmen that lia> heen nameil an \llil<-te of th< I
Month in the Merrimack College's alhh-tn
program.
Mailing from Moncton. New Krunswirk. it
shotthl he no surprise that Koh started playing!
the game of hockey at a young age. skatingl
I rctpienlly within- fat Iter, who w as also a hockey I
coach. Koh has always received support from!
his parents, and his father has even made t lt« 1
trip dow n to the states to see his son play—mort I
than once!!
Rob feels that his defensive game has improv col
as a result of Coach Vnderson- philosophy oil
sires sing defense to create of fense. lit - strength*
are with the puck, skating, and seeing the opei
man. Despite his proven ability, lie isn’t fully «
satisfied with his performance in am one of
these areas. He is constantly striving to lean
and improve in all aspects of the game
specifically . his defensive skill-, anil hi- overal
strength.
For Rob. one of the most important games wa-
the first game of the season, which was also hi-
first collegiate game, again -I Mahatna I luntsy ill*
at the Volpe Center. Merrimack ended up will
a 6-6 tie. but it was Rob that scored the -i\tl
goal. This goal prov ided him with the confidenci
he needed to persevere.
Koh has pla\ ed four v cars of Canadian hockey
ami has seen some differences in the style of play
here in the states. In Canada, there weren’t a
many of the unnecessary delay s after the w hi-tle-
1
Fortunately . Koh has been able to look to hi
teammates for support. \s he played junioi
hockey yvith teammate Claude Maillct. Maillel
has been able to specifically aid him in tin
adjustment process. Overall, the entire team
has helped to make the transition more
comfortable.
Koh has definitely been an asset to the team
scoring 15 goals and 22 assists. He hope- t<
graduate, and. if things work out. to be drafted
or to become a coach, lie looks up to hotl
Wayne Gretzky and Mark Messier for theil




(L.) Before the start of action, goalies Stve D'Amore,
Mike Donaghey and \annick Gosselin go over some
last minute instructions. (Bottom) Dan Gravelle





#> a s v ball
l Vbnve I I Freshman Second baseman Kevin Bateman makes contact I>y chipping
the liall foul. ( Vljove R.) Roll Kennedy keeps his eyes on the eager A.I.C.
baserunner. < R
. ) Third haseman Mike Dorosko stands with an open glove as he




he Athletic Department named Connecticut native Jason
i'eschaine March Athlete of the Month. Jason plays both
corn! base and shortstop for the Warriors,
jetween high school and college Jason played in the semi pro
tan Musial league.
ne highlight of the 1991 season was the team’s participation in
i Florida tournament. Jason felt the competition was tougher
i this year’s tournament. “The tournament was better
rganized. Despite going 3-6 I enjoyed it.”
ue to the large number of freshmen on this year’s team (16),
le future of Merrimack baseball looks bright. The tournament
rovided “a great learning experience for the younger players.”
json describes Coach Ed Morrison as easygoing, enthusiastic
nd competitive. “The NE-10 Conference is very competitive.”
ison’s favorite opponents are AIC, Bentley and Assumption,
tason plays baseball seven to eight months of the year anti
lorks in his father’s landscaping business.
Steve Talandro
Sports CC1II
(Top L.) Jeff Murray his weight and strength to Ills bark leg as he prepares to conn<M
with the next pitch. (Top R. ) Vthlete of the Month Jason Deschaine readies to field the h i
if hit to him. (L. ) Mike Dorosko catches a low pop up as teammate Henry Dorazio harks 1





5 Johns Hopkins 3
4 Hamilton 6







8 at New Hampshire College 7
5 at Bentley * 4
2 at Bentley* 1
4 UMass-Boston 7
8 at Lowell 12
3 at A.I.C.* 8
14 at A.I.C.* i
2 at New Haven 14
o at New Haven 2
2 at Sacred Heart 12
5 Boston University 10
5 at Springfield* 6
2 at Springfield* 6
6 Assumption* 9
13 St. Anselm* 1
14 St. Michael’s* 6
3 St. Michael’s* 1
4 Assumption* 6












* Noi•theast-10 Conference Game
op) Mike Dorosko discusses a game plan with coach Ed Morrison. (Bottom) Junior catcher Rich Mugherini argues a call with the umpire.
lu* I 99 I Merrimack Lacrosse team had its
season in the histot'N u( the college a-> it broke ever \
school record. The 12-1 Warriors were lead by
Tri-captains I ‘etc Davis, Doug Fernandez and
I ,enny Calvin. Combined with last year’s record,
the W arriors have an impressive showing of 21-5.
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point getter with a total of seventy six.
Vlong with their potent offense, Merrimack boasts a rock solid
defense anchored by the goal tending of Bill Bredin. Bredin
posted a .645 save percentage and blocked 202 shots in net.
The 1991 season ended on a depressing note with the denial of
post season play. Coach Paul Murphy was pleased with the
team s performance but expressed discontent concerning
Merrimack’s failure to qualify for the EC VC Tournament.
\\ ith a squad of talented underclassmen the 1992 \\ arriors will
return looking to increase their ten game winning streak and
finally earn a spot in post season play. The Lacrosse team will
lose* seven seniors to graduation this year including Captains
Doug Fernandez and Lenny Galvin along w ith Bill Bredin. Eric
Mitchell. Dan llogan.John Sanidas and Scott Ragusa.
Christopher 'Martin
(Above L.) Eddie DeBruyn locks horns with a UMass-Boston midfielder in another faceoff.
(Above R.)Team support reinforced theWarriors' successful season. (Below L.
)
Ron Pollina
back pedals into Warrior territory anticipating a UMass rush. (Below R.) John Cassedy eyes
the ball rolling for the rack as he hustles from the backfield.
(Above L. )The careful planning ofCoach Paul Murphy helped “leer Merrimlt
Lacrosse to its most successful season ever. ( Vbove H.) Dan Hogan wat* >
teammate Lenny Galvin pull away from the stretching efforts of their l \ v




(L. ) Ron Pollina. John Cassedy and Scott Ragusa discuss
one of their prime directives: protecting their winning
goalie Bill Bredin. (Below) Eddie DeBruyn shifts into




19 at Holy Cross 12
14 at Roger Williams 11
5 at Colby 15
1 22 New Haven 6
20 Assumption 8
15 Mass. -Boston 2
12 Plymouth State 11
16 New England Coll. 9
10 at M.I.T. 9
14 St. Michael’s 13
18 at N.H. College 8
116 Bates 10
13 Western New Eng. 7
Sports CCIX
hen the 1991 Softball season began, there
were many people w lio dmiliteil Merrimack's
chances in the Northeasl-10 Conference.
\fter a mediocre 1 0-12- 1 start, no one
imagined that tin* Lady Warriors would
accomplish anything phenomenal. \\ ell. the
squad quickly proved the pessimists wrong and earned a
position along side ofsome of the greatest teams in Merrimack
history.
Tin* 1991 Softliall Team: Front L.-R.
Susan Foubls. Meeghan Coffey. Hack
L.-K. \ssistant Coach Michelle
Myslinski. Kim l*age. Liana Delusky,
Karen Max. Julie Barrett. Roberta
Federico. Jennifer Morrison. Coach
Roh DeGregorio.
The team finally
eliminated some of the
doubt by sharing first




Springfield, and \1C to
win the NE-10 crown.
After capturing the NE-
10 crown, they went on
the road to compete in
theNCA \ I )i x ision 1 1 Mid
Atlantic Regionals. The
ladies faced tremendous
odds, for they were the
only unranked team
among the group of
sixteen. Following a first
game loss, the doubt
began to resurface.
Again the team found the
necessary spark to eat the
odds, by eliminating both the host team and the top seed.
They had the power. They were here to play.
The team definitely burst out into the softball scene. The
ladies were gaining new confidence and learning new ways to
get out of tough game situations. They accomplished what
many had previously thought to be impossible and finished
a heroic season full of both unexpected wins and endless
surprises with a 34-18-1 record. They were blessed with
clutch hitting and a pitching unit that earned I l shutouts.
Merrimack looks forward to another successful season,
for they will only graduate one senior, outfielder Erin
MeGreevy. As the solid core of the team shall return, and
new faces will only increase the squad’s depth, the team w ill




Kim Page began plaving softball at tin* age of seven. Ii was
lift* father who started her softball eareer, as well as three of
her sisters, lie hut! been drafted hy a major league team, hilt
never went.
\\ hen him learned that she hail heen named as the March
Vthlete of the Month, she was rather surprised, hut very
happv to reeeive it as a freshman. Since her arrival, she has
split the pitching duties with her teammate Susan Koulds, and
has also plaveti center field. She has found the transition
from high school softliall to the collegiate lev el rather
challenging. I he mound s distance from the plate is a little
greater, which is a definite test for both speed and control.
\dditionallv . in high school there were a few good hitters,
hut. at the college level teams have a well-rounded group of
hitters. Despite the changes. Kim has found that the friendly
atmosphere created by the close-knit team has made it easier
to play.
Kim believes that this season Merrimack had a young, but
experienced team. Many of the team had played for
competitive high schools, but still, many of the competing
teams came in thinking that they would leave the victors. The
Merrimack organization definitely proved to be the secret in
the NE-10 Division.
\side from the typical pregame warm-ups, Kim chooses to
use mental imagery to prepare for the games. Specifically,
she thinks about a certain game situation and how she would
react to it. Overall, she strives to perform at the peak of her
potential. She tries to keep her concentration on the game,
for she believes that one should not go into a game tense, but
should always relax, and do his or her best.
Kim is interested in both writing and the sciences. To
remain motivated, and in good health, she plays volleyball
during the fall, and trains during the winter. She advises the
up and coming freshmen, “Don’t he afraid, just go out and
give it your best. Don’t have any reservations.”
Scott Jones
'Heather Jleming
(Top R.) Kitn Page keeps a close eye on the ball as she plans her swing.
( Bottom R .
)
Head coach Boh DeGregorio's leadership and experience shoed
during Merrimack's triumphant season.
SportsCCXII
1991 Women’s Softball Results
MC ( )pponent OPP
2 Northeast Mo. State 9
3 Look haven 5
2 Indiana 15
5 Missouri-Rolla 3
0 Mankato State 4
3 at Holy Cross 12
8 at Holy Cross 8
2 New Hampshire College 1
5 at Stoneliill* 1
5 Bridgeport 6
0 at A.I.C.* 2





8 at Lowell 0
1 at Lowell 2
6 at Springefield * 3
1 at Springfield* 2
1 at Sacred Heart 3
0 at Sacred Heart 4
3 Assumption* 0
9 St. Michael's 0
14 St. Michael's 0
2 Keene State 0
1 Keene State 0
0 Assumption* 3








* Northeast-10 Conference Game
(TopL.) Second Baseman Meeghan Coffey tags second and immediately aims first in










I I(oh:< liri- K. ^an.Kill lloiulo. I liri- Morri-oii. Jim < .urriganJunnsel Ja\ ii r . M all < allahan. (lliri* O'Connor, Jake Milliard. Dan
I Imm'ii* »• . s l«*\«- s innni*ki II Koh: ( oo|H*r Naxlor. Hull Xtkin-nn. Jim i arri^an. I#ar> Brine, Brian Lurrell M#\ noliU. Nan
Kana nnnaki*. Ill Kon: Jon Merenda. Mike hilalo, Mark Murpli), Juan Bonilla. Mij:nel Crus, \ml\ \r<*uri. Mario Freni. P.J
Ma< Donald. Jar«*«l Whelan.
(Lccw iii
I Ml INN : l li/u!>« ili I ura-rlii. I .hri-tine Cahill. Michelle I .it/. Miclirlr Pan/iiio. Sii/anne Nlanri. Michelle Donahue. Jrnnifrr (.ole.
Xlexandra, Donna Evon. Jean Doherty. II MOW :Tracey Bemis, Eileen Power, Hehekah Forlaml. Laura Michalisin, Kerri Krolia, I
Xmanda /olten, Cynthia Join I rev. Ill MOW :Meli—a Schwatka, Tina Valcotirl. Kristine Caron, Sharon Soper. Karen Wallace,
I li/ahcth lirnun. Kara Calvin, Shirine Nansor, Je^ira Diearlo. INienle Farrell. IN MOW iClirnlinr Cavanaugh* \ndrea Gupien.




I Row: Dan VI ill is . Mike MacDonald, Lawrence Provost, Kevin Bombardier, Steve Smith, Matt Bohn, Steve
Raeke, Doug Sidkala, Kevin Kerrigan, Mike Sliimiick, Steve Cucinotta, Chris Rich, John Thompson, Dan Martin.
Mark Nardocci, Eric Frazier. II Row: Steve Pride, Rob Fiore, Stefano Divito, Mark Anderson, Tun Roche, Chris
Gaynor, Rich Beauregard, Mike Mchogh, Kurt Evans, Steve Phillips, Dave Lafonta, James Doherty, Jobe
Hamblin. Brian Tiuner, Paul Mayo, Terry Holmgren, Jeremy Jackson, Steve Constantine, Jeff Morse.
I Row: Brian Callaghan, Mike Hart, Frank Buchanan. II Row: Sal Marino, Phil Silva, Shawn Gavin,
Geoffrey Cook, Peter Pollini, Derek Jenner, Jeff Potamis, Keith Haines, Kevin Mullen. Ill Row :Gilbert
LaMarre, Dave Gianotti, Joe Hajjar, Michael Scott, Patrick Magnus, Matt Mozzer, Jody Chadwick, Justin









M f 1 u i A.*'V^», M L- f ^i illw
* i- ' * 1 ,
1 Km«:< liarlriH- (ai|M>lie, l .i»a h <<•ley, Cathy Callnj'her.
IIK.hit:Kiurii Mr( luriiiurk. Jrmiif it Dimenlo, Doreen l.eniny, Lin u D'Ali-iwandro.
IRow:Gianmarco Salzano, Michael Flyim, Eric Lusignan, Rick Salooiney. IIRow:Mike Sweeny, Todd
Codey, Garit Lean, Brain Walsh, Joe Smoe, Teal Fowler, Mike Denihey, Joe Smoe, Steve Kingsly, Matt
Crowley.
I Row: Ange, Tracy, Michael, Alison, Kristeen, Dorithy, Heather. II Rom: Michael, Alicia,














I Kim: Dhin- Mm*| Ji> . kan-n V;uin>. Vlauran Nydegger. Kalr(imil>ln, VIImmi Vklihin*>. JiiinifiT Sani|Kon. II Kim: ki-rry
Vim I >i'lillj|i)M>. I mi < tlmivki. I iz Yloone. Jessica Ti-anlolo, Ijinl>a\ O'Day. Klli-ii O'Connor, Slii-ri Iai-ouix-. VIefc*a Bnmu.
Jtnlilii < juvv, Kiiri Diiiuuim. Bi-tluun Bonn-. Cara Pioanso. Ill Kim: Mcli«a(lan, Jenifer Buekm, CJiristina < .a**. Lia
I'.Im-iI. I aura Mnmn-i-o, Suzy ,|i -i ikii i~. kn-lin Chii-llo. Erin Fi*4it. Balk ( .k-ranii-lln. IV Kim: Kin-w- Curran. lisi Haul's. Viin
Bolr/iii. Ijori Bunce, JiiuiHit ( liHolini. Lisa Brajdr, Cn-lta I imlliiutl. Rita Fpui, KoIhii Br.nl\<K.D. ).
_
I Row: Mike Consuli, Scott Venuti, Marc Bergman. II Row: Mike Cottam, Terry Sullivan, Mike Shea,
Craig LeBlanc, Chris Mayer, Chris Bontlhus. Ill Row: Mike Ceppi, Brendan Lee, RJ Negro, Brian
Gillespie, and Matt Haight
c
I Row: Jen Ryan, LeslieParker, Amy Nappa. II Row: Julie Davie, Mary Driscoll, Angela Nappa, Gina
Barillaro. Ill Row: Melissa Ebert, Sarah Snow, Stacey Quattrucchi, Jenn Cummings.











I HOW: Mike He&an, Patricia INovelli, l.imla Carleton.
=J-
IRow: Jim Murphy, Eric Antkowiak.
IIRow: Stephen Curran, Miehael(IeeMan) Gallagher.
[Row: Jason Deeney, Pat Murphy, Mike Norton, Mark Page, Fabyong Son, Mike Sells.









lltow: Pliao Momplio, Tom \1oriarty, John Lagaura, Cory Varney, Todd I’cli'rson, Jen Ploskv.




















U.ft : Tia Donahue,
Tania Guimond. Kerrie







k»-Uc>. Yim Ahel. Kiw1\wk
1a TOR. Tun Muni-. I'iiiJa
Kealr. How llinr: l_ TO|{.
























































Row One: L. TO R.
Fran Agana, Kevin
Collard, Justin
Sheehan. Row Two: L.




























In it* Mrontl scar at
Mcrrimuek. Hi” Hrother/Big
Sister lias proven to lie a
ver\ successful program.
Through sponsorship by the
\*h Mall C.ouncil anil student
volunteers, children front the
Lawrence area are alile to
enjoy a day of lun on cam-
pus. once a month.
Kaeh month a certain theme
is followed. In September it
was Olympics Day with
events like the three-legged
race, balloon toss, hat spin
and of course the tug of war.
October brought a Halloween
theme with it. Pumpkin
car\ ing. bobbing for apples,
and a scavenger hunt all took
place. The spring brought
Painting Day, an Easter Egg
3
Hunt and then the " \nnual
Howl for Kid* Sake" where
Merrimack students raised
over eight hundred dollars.
Each day turns out to lie an
experience all its own. Some
times we have a hard time
figuring out w ho has more fun,
the kids or the Merrimack
students. Vi e would like to
extend our heartfelt thanks to
all the students for giving up
their Saturdays and to Donna
Sullivan forgetting up in the
morning. Looking forward to
next year, we hope to see the
same enthusiasm.
Sheila 'Xavanagh and Stephanie Loubier
\ shot of the w hole gang
out in front of \sh.
Melissa Riopelle takes a
break with Santos after




|{om Oih-: I.. Id It. I 1 1 1 1 (iarrily, I *11111 Oninlan. Marion KaflVrly. Mrylian Sheehan, Steve Curlry.






Up the Stairs: Dana Stournaras, Megan Genova, Christine Dufresne, Kristen Bacon, Sandy Hughes,
Devony MacIntyre, Kelly Killeen, Lauren Shaniberger, Saudi Miller, Wendy Bryce, Megan Sullivan,
Scott and Carline.
c
Row One: L. TO K. Todd Connelly, Sharon Abrahaniian, Mike Isotti anti Erie





Kneeling: I,. Id It. Mike Drrn. I.i /. Dairy, Paul Koulliy. (Jiirkrn l iylil Tram: Jru William* and Petr
Middleton Standiii": I.. I II It. IVlii-ia (iiaramitaro. Jay Deturando, Patty Itrriinaii. Tom Marchaud,




I guess they could only wait so long for the photographer, apparently they had blown the
scene a moment earlier and this was the only shot of the ellusive "G" crew captured...
« s?rswan—it?




L. TO R. Jill Gaffney, Meredith Weiss, Karen Lambert, Vic Fournier, Matt Gada, Kim Nugent, Walter






I,. I O |{. Susan < olli^iui. Kristen O'ltrieu, Jaiiu«* 1
1
< >< I :i |
>
| » . Doimu (iurrirr, < 1 1 i-i— \ Soiiiith, (.olleen




|{. To I.. Eric Tiheri, Danielle DiSciullo. Terry Travis, Katie Finiiepan, Tony Veilleux, Anthony (.oitn








Kneeling: L. TO R. Sheryl Frazier, Erika Knight, Nicole Romano and Jennifer Sacco. Standing: L.
TO R. Kristen Zeller, Melinda White, Leanne Garvey, John Watson, Kim Ward, Amy Armstrong, Carol
DiConza and Lisa Jolicoeur.
L. TO R. Kevin Collins, Gerald Major, I'ain McBrien, Jay Crabtree, Maria Roberts, Kevin Collard, Mat
Miga and Billy Martijena.
* „ . . (fccxxxixjResidents
\rl»;m Inst it vie
I loused in a mujestic
si ruet u re located in I lit*
historic cil\ <>l Lawrence,
Massachusetts is
Merrimack College's
l rhan Institute. Kach
semester a small group ol
students reside at tin*
Institute as they intern in
public service agencies
and participate in a
seminar on urban studies.
The program gives
students the opportunity







Fbe Institute is also a






at improving the quality
of urban life.
Row One L. TO R. Or. David Levinson Dept, of Sociology, Jamie Murphy. Suzanne Levesque. Dawn
Sinsigalli, and Chris Holland. Row Two L. TO R. Dr. Ilarrv Vessel Dept, of Political Science, and Dave
Barton.
R.A.'s
Row One: John Haley. Row Two L
to K: Lisa D'Alesandro, Gerald
Major. Itarhara Kenny, Donna
Siilliwin. Kevin Kerrigan. Donna
L\on. Chris Morrison. Jennifer
.McCormack, Row Three L to R:









n November 17th of 1990, two
busloads of Merrimack students
and friends headed out early in
the morning to visit The llig
\pple. The trip, sponsored by
Merrimack's Commuter Coun-
cil. allowed all a chance to see
this historic city with its famous
sights, sounds, and fast pace.
\\ hether shopping or
sightseeing, everyone seemeil
to enjo\ w hat the world's mos
[j
famous city bad to offer ev cn i
only for a day.
CCXLII Commvters
Commvters CCXLII1
carl) 80 years after Park between the Toronto wait in line. Besides providin I
its opening in 1012. Blnejays and its beloved Red a fun night for everyone. Re<
Merrimack College Sox. Tickets sold out faster tlian Sox fans witnessed the defeal
decided to pack up a Roger Clemens fastball for the of the Blnejays with a score i I
anil head out to the game held April 22. 1091 and 6-4.
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Cruising to school in this luxury Dodge
Vspen is but one of the many pleasures
of one commuter's life. ”1 Jay
Coughlin and Joe Quartarone.
Kristv Metelski wanders in the w rong direc-
tion. mistaken fo r a disoriented commuter
headed for the dorms.
Jean Henrhe\ and friend find it a necessity to load all of their books into
trunk. ”1 Chris Karas and Steve llaiivi ||'|
CCXLVI Commvters
Claude Cormier and Brian Tedeseo
Bob Parsons and Jim O'Neil on
their way to class.Would the real commuter please stand





L. To R.- Mike McAvoy, Staeey
Bennett, Oliver Weiss, Kathy
Sroufe, Patricia Novelli, Jane
Schniiedel, Cindy Romano, and
Cheryl Muse.
T he Merrimack Col-lege CommuterCouncil decided to
offer students a
chance to see how the rich
and famous once lived earlier
this century. From their
fancy ballrooms and luxuri-
ous grounds to their cliff-edge
ocean views, participating
student's breaths were
wrested away with the beauty
and magnificence of these
never-to-be-outdone man-
sions, most of which served
only as summer homes.
L. To R.- Stacey Bennett, Mike Patricia Novelli and Kathy Sroufe try
McAvoy, Cindy Romano, Jane to out smile the gargoyle.
Schmiedel and Cheryl Muse.
Commvters CCXL1X




Maureen Dunn ponders the
necessity for another picture.
Paul Zahornasky is





We Want You !




know what to think of
Tom Trepanier
1 om 1 repanier receives a gilt
for bis hard work at the annual
Commuter Council banquet
w • 11 i




Jackie Carney and Alicia
Carrano information on
the benefits of a Co-op
job. 3 R. Nancy
Rosedale, class of '92.
seeks advice from
Marrianne Strong from
the class of '65 on the
rigors of present day
management jobs.
Mike Isotti and Jamie
Sullivan listen to Bill Wilson
speak about thopublic health
field and its opportunities.
Vlvmni Resovrce Night iCCLII
Doug Farewell explains to Linda Annese and
Lisa Pfeffer that a career in management is
tough and should expect to be in the job
market for 3-6 months on average. (B.R.-
Before Recession) He said that the most
important thing a person can do on a job
interview is to be honest and be yourself.
Above - Criag Rachupka, a
civil engineer gets an inside
line on the job market from
Paula O'Brien who gradu-
ated in '87. Susan
lannelli, Doug Soper,
Severino Suarez and
Roseann Matteo discuss the
Marketing business with
Joanne Fossella.
Michael Iannuccillo, a '90
accounting major, puts Do-
rothy Cogen through a prac-
tice interview.
Isabella Meyer and Miriam Meyer seek information
on the medical field. They stated that the night is
really informative and that they had a good time.
Alvmni Resovrce Night CCLIII
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Front - DarleneThorp. Joanne Manning, Shelly Napier. Pamela Butler. Maureen \reher. Traeey Bowker. Kick Saloomey and Malt Srhlegel are
Elaine Tassanari, Shauneen Marsh, Christina Cote and Marilyn Whitaker. Back row - Melissa Elia arid students employed by Marriot to work
Maryellen Corkhum. this event.
T he weekend of February8- 10th marked the begin-ning of a new tradition at
Merrimack which includes all col-
lege Alumni. Alumni were invited
to take part in a variety of events
from hockey and basket hall games
to a dance in the volpe complex
which featured the music of the
Cap Cod Travelling Ml Stars. Al-
though plenty of students attended
the events very few Alumni were
seen. Hopefully, next year's home-
coming w ill see the return of many
more of our Alumni so today's stu-
dents can enjoy the history of
Merrimack through people who
made it happen.
Center - Patty Brennan. Karen Clemens,
Jen Vi illiams. Rusty Jordon, and Liz. Daly.
It.- (Clockwise) Kathleen Porter, Jennifer
Adams. Paul Jordan, Doug Fernandez, Joe
Dumars. and Roy Smith. Below - Kristen













Kristine Caron, Tina Valeourt, Stacey




Mark Trodden and Michelle Humphreys
Michelle McDonald. Ali Corrano, Jackie "Bud" Carney. and Kristy Metelski
Maureen Dunn and her mother Mary Dunn




Theresa Fay. Michelle Fay and Frank Grieco Debbie ^ alsh and Heidi Jenkins
Jennifer Chistolini and Bill Colonis
Joy Scocozza and Heidi Anderson
Katie Finnegan. Keith Dennis and Travis Terry







Kerry Sandberg, Nicole Glaso and Shari Hovourd on the snndeck
Jones M. Gibney and Cliristine Gibney
Audra Sprague and father
Patty Brennan. Vicki Cavanagh, Del»i Clark and Simone Kent
Moveout CCLXVn
'1
ll is .June. I am no! writing this to you as a student
of Merrimack College. I am now known as an alum-
nus. a mcmltcr of (lit- working community, and a
commuter. I will never have to take an exam in
Sullivan 1 1 a II. stud) in McOuadc or pick up my check
in \ustin. \s the days move on the feeling of getting
aw a\ from Merrimack dwindles to one of yearning to
he hack at Merrimack. ^ oil discover that your college
day s were not as had as you remember. ^ oil certainly
•rot more vacation time. You could make your class
schedule so that you would never have to get up
earlier than ten. ^ ou could even put your work aside,
knowing that you could always make it up some other
time. These are concepts foreign in tin* "real world".
Try those things you did in college and you'll find
yourself unemployed. Feeling nostalgic yet?
^ on are holding in your hands a publication that is
the second in a scries of superb pieces of art. It is a
history hook that was designed to elicit feelings of
nostalgia, along with information to teach you about
things you may not have known. We covered the
people, places and histor\ that has made Merrimack
into what it is today. W hat i- Merrimack today? I'm
going to leave that up to you to decide. This publica-
tion contains the information needed to help you
draw a conclusion. The information was gathered
and processed by a small group of highly dedicated
people w ho descrv e the praise of tin* entire Merrimack
Community. The personal sacrifices of ever\hod\
w ho worked on the hook, espccialh those w ho worked
over the summer, have paid off in the production of
this hook.
As Evewas made from the flesh of \dam in Genesi>.
in the same way so was this hook. A part of each of us
can be seen in the pages of this edition. It may not he
obvious to the common person, hut we can all sec it.
The blood, sweat and tears are over now . Now we can
sit hack and enjoy. I hope you too have enjoy ed. and
w ill continue to enjoy our sacrifice.
Michael Ehrmanntraut
Managing Editor
CCLXV III Final Words
Q A FEW THOUGHTS O
The 1991 yearbook
marks the second book in
which I have had the mag-
nanimous task of guiding to
completion as Editor-in-
Chief. I believe if you are
familiarwith the 1990editon
this one compares most fa-
vorably. Our second year
using Desk Top Pubhshing
has brought even more copy
plus some extraordinary
layouts that could never be
achieved without computer
technology. You will notice
that the color layouts are
much better because we
have the ability to shade,
screen and color individual
elements. One-hundred
percent of all layouts are
conceived, developed and
created in the yearbook of-
fice.
Overall there are more
people and information in
the 1991 book because more
people participated in the
program. 1 have always
been staunchly behind the
premise that everyone
should do their part to make
things happen. Usually this
is the point where you here
about the evil -A- word.
This hook is certainly not
about that but l ather a trib-
ute to people who do act.
We chose this year's
theme to highlight those
people who started the
Merrimack Community and
helped to shape it into what
it is today. Students who go
to Merrimack should have
some sense of what took
place before they arrived
here. The tendency is to
think that things start when
you arrive as a freshman.
Happen until your a Senior.
Then the world stops when
you leave. Of course
that is not true because
others must fill the voids left
behind. This underscores the
importance of carrying on the
good works of others. The ad-
ministration and faculty of
Merrimack may not contain the
same people forever but each
member does their part to make
tilings better. Seniors should
try to keep in touch with
Merrimack to enrich it with their
future experiences. Things like
the Alumni Resource Night are
amonga few ofthe excellent ways
to give back and continue to Hew
Merrimack into the best place
around.
The lessons learned from the
above examples can easily trans-
late into greater goals. We are
living in a time where the
economy is bad and people seem
to be losing their confidence in
society and government. Al-
though a few individuals may
lessen the impact of hardship
what is required is a united, con-
certed effort to address our
weaknesses.
get our past? Could their be a
relationship between a lack of
knowledge and current prob-
lems? It will he the task of every
graduate to deal with the world's
problem in their own personal
way.
Problems both here at
Merrimack and abroad do not
have to get everybody down. In
fact there are more opportuni-
ties for everyone to lead, thus
making theirown positive marks
on the world. One of my contri-
butions is this book. I hope that
I have helped bring you a book
that will continue to amaze you
for years to come.
I can not wrap things up until
I personally thank some of the
people who are truly committed
to making the yearbook the best
that it can be. Eric Brown,
Maryellen Corkhum, Ken
Farmer, Heather FI em in
g
,
Davna D'ltria, Scott Jones and
Marion Rafferty all sacrificed a
good part of their summer vaca-
tion to get things done. Mike
job with the artwork in the
book and in the office.
Heather Fleming did an
absolutely outstanding job
with the copy in this book.
Her efforts have helped to
permanently document our
past forever.
Finally 1 would like to
document my own vision for
the book in the future. Ever
since I got involved I have
been pushingfor fundamen-
tal changes in the program.
One ideawhich I think could
keep up the progress is elec-
tive credits for people who
work on the organization.
The yearbook is truly an
educationally relevant ex-
perience that touches many
disciplines offered in the
classroom. It would also be
a good idea to provide sti-
pends for editors like they
do at other colleges. As the
yearbook improves, its 1
leaders must work harder
with greater responsibilities
not to mention higher ex-
pectations by its 1 readers.
The payoff is priceless in
the form of a comprehen-
As a nation we have hewn a
wonderful tradition that must
be safeguarded and nurtured for
tommorrow. Sometimes we may
laugh when we see those surveys
about how Americans don't
know when the Civil War took
place or why World W ar I came
about, but can we afford to for-
Ehrmanntraut helped to pre-
serve the organization by docu-
menting meetings and our poli-
cies and guidelines. Ed Crowley
sacrificed many of his weekends
to keep up with the enormous
amount of prints that needed to
be produced from negatives.
Chris Krako did a marvelous
sive publication open to all.
I have had a great time as
the Editor and wish next
year's Editors and staff
members the best of luck.
You will do a great job and




1st Row: Robert Simpson, Susan Mason, Scott Jones, Michael Ehrmanntraut. 2ml Row: Laura Duncan. Jen Dolan. Chris Krako.
INaney Bistany, Ken Farmer, Patricia Novelli. Guy Garon, Eric Brown. 3rd Row : Laurie Faria, Jean Henchey, Heather Fleming.
Vlaryellen Corkhum, EcJ Crowley, Mike Regan. Tom Trepanier, Steve Ehrmanntraut.
Ye Olde Staff of thyne Yearbook, '
"Hewn From Ovr Past"
Robert L. Simpson III. Editor-In-Chief
Michael G. Elu'111auntrant. Managing Editor
Academics Department: Layout Department
:
Co-op Section:
Maryellen Corkhum, Editor Erie Brown, Editor Sharon Chin
Advertising Department
:
Ken Farmer Dayna D'ltria
Sarah Murphy, Business Manager Jean Henchey Advisor:




Christopher J. Krako, Editor Laura Duncan Special Thanks to:
Laurie Faria Ann Sears The Entire Bursar's





Susan Mason, Editor Steven J. Ehrmanntraut Margaret Higgins. Paul
Jennifer Bonanno Senior Life Department
:
Moda, Carol Taylor. Jim
Commuter Life Department: Dayna D'ltria, Editor Seavev. Charline
Michael Began. Editor Diane Applegate Mahoney. Security and
Patricia Novelli Sp<prts Department
:
Guy Garon.
Tom Trepanier Scott Jones, Editor
Copy Department: Marion Rafferty, Editor





Ken Farmer, now an expert at
layouts, takes a moment to rest!
There are many ways to relieve yearbook stress.
Eric demonstrates one of them in the doorway.
Scott Jones always kept the






Sue Mason had the challenge of getting all clubs
n & organizations to submit material on time.
Boh & Chris propose a toast to a sucessful 1991
book at the annual welcome party.
Heather Fleming is seen doing what she does best











































he 1991 ‘Merrimackan was brought to ijou on 288 sheets
oj 8.5 \1 1 inch paper. ‘Black, and white pages were
produced on 'DuffEnamefpaper and cofor on 100 pound
Odunter Lustro paper. ‘The cover is a combination of a 4 cofor
lithograph original photograph oj rnarbfefound in the foyer oj
Austin Jfaff ivith high gfoss varnish and duff varnish, (jofdfoif
was appfied to the backbone and titfe areas. 'The cover concept
was devefoped by Chris 9(rakp and Robert Simpson. Cover
photography was by ‘EdwardCrowfey and ‘Robert Simpson. ‘The
booths endsheets are originaf artwork by Christopher ‘Krakp
printed on contemporary cream stockjwith browntempo 469 and
powder bfue tempo 277 second cofors. Divisionafpage artwork
was created by Christopher Krakp, Jennifer ‘Krakp and Laurie
Jana. ‘Typestiyfes in the book are predominately ‘Bodoni zihth a
few otherfon ts. A variety ofcofortone shades were used to accent
cofor pages. ‘The book used approximately 93 roffs oj bfackand
zvhite ‘Kpdak'Jn-Xpan of400 ISO and3 roffs oj ‘KpdakJ>200 ISO
‘B/dCfifm. One roff of Kpdak’-Tfigh Speed Infared ‘film was
devefopedand printedby ‘Robert Simpson on campus. 25 roffs oj
cofor Kodak (jofdfifm were afso used. ‘Jifm -was devefoped by
‘T.'D. ‘Brown Company cou rtesy ojEurdy-Van tineStudios. Erin t
-
ing was done on campus using Sprint processing chcmicafs afong
with IffordXfuftigrade IIIRCDefuxMfX44Mprintingpaper.
‘The actual picture taking ivas done by byyearbookjtafj members
-with the exception ofsports photography andsenior portraiture
-which was taken by Eurdy-‘Can tine Studios oj Melrose. ‘The
1991 yearbookwiffbe pubfishedat 1,450 copies at $25.00 a book,
generatedjrom student safes. Advertising accountedjor $2,000.
The yearbook was pubfished using a Macintosh SE ‘J'DiHD
computer with an Apple Eersonal faserwriter running Afdus
EageMakcr4.01 software. Erin ting -was accomplishedbyJostens/
dfunter Eubfishing Company of ‘Winston - Scdem, Kgrth Caro-
lina, representedby (juy fawn. ‘The 1990 Merrimackpn was the
recipient oj the Erinting Industry oj the Carofinas Awardjor
‘Excellence. ‘The Merrinmckan won jor its special application
cover design. 'The 1990 book.is currently being consideredfor the









No part of tliis publication can be reproduced in whole or in
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made us proud and we
wish you health, happi-
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brought joy and honor
to our family. W e are
so proud ofyour accom-
plishments. Thank you
for all the wonderful
memories. God bless!
Love,
-Dad. Mom and Steve
Vicki Lee,
Congratulations and all our love.
-Dad, Mom. Sean, Janet, Bettina and Jim
Congratulations Sue,
We are proud of your
achievement. Your
hard work and sacri-
fices a re step ping stones
to a brighter future.






to Tufts. It's truly a
wonderful life. W e are




\ ou've always been a
sincereand loving son.
May you always have
that warm spirit in your
heart. Congratulations
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Chris, Congratulations!
We know how hard you worked to get your degree,
and the wonderful acheivements. One person,
though not here with you to see your graduation is
watching with joy in his heart.
With Love,
-Mom, Jim and Kim
To Laura McBride
Laura Dear, we want you to know how proud we
are of your many accomplishments - maintaining
a Dean's list average at college while working full
time at your job, and writing the sports column in
your "spare time". Congratulations! We feel very
fortunate to have such a wonderful daughter.
Love,
-Mom and Dad.
Much love & happiness
Jamie on this wonder-
ful day. We are so very
proud of you. It's been
a lot of work for you,
but you did it so well. A








ness and real food.
Bravo! Janies we
knew yon could do it.
We "nudit all the time!"
Love,
-Mom, Dad, John, Lisa
"...forget these childish
birthdays! I'm looking



















Congratulations to the graduating class of 1991!
Advertisements CCLXXIX
We at the L.A. Grill Restaurant would like to thank
and wish the hest to all the Merrimack College
student body.
Letting us host your holiday party shows
everyone your good taste. And ours.
And a special thank you to all the Merrimack College
faculty, staff and alumni who have supported us over
the past year. The best to all in the future!
Culinarily Yours,
Jay & Jim
























Congratulations on reaching your goal! Your
attaining a double major (Accounting and His-
tory) is a great accomplishment.
We are all proud ofyou and wish you the best of
luck and all God's blessing's in the future!
Love,
-Mom, Dad, Laurie,
Paul, David and ?.
Congratulations
Michelle,
We're so proud ofyou
and all that you have
accomplished.




-Mom, Dad & Fred
ANDOVER
TANNING CENTER INC
- Suntana Sunsystems Sunbeds
- Private Air-Conditioned Rooms
- Faster, Gentler, Cooler, Than the Sun
- Look Good - Feel Good With A Beautiful Tan
- 8 Beds - No Waiting




FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
52 Main Street, Andover 475-2582





Good luck when you go





Maryellen, Seems like only
yesterday yon started on
your way to further your
education in yet another





over the rainbow there's no
place like home. God bless
||
I
i you and keep you in His arms
today and always. Mummy




Scottie grow. Nana and
Papa, though not here
with us to see you gradu-
ate, are watching with
suchjoy in their hearts.




from Ma, Dad and
Julie. We are all very




to a wonderful daugh-
ter and sister.
Karen,
Our hearts are filled
with pride for your
many wonderful accom-
plishments. May your








\\r an* so proud o( you.
Love always,
Mom. Dad & Annmarie
CONGRATULATIONS
To my special brother Robbie,
Thank you for all that you have done and
taught me over the years. X ou are a caring and
gi\ing individual and have such a great outlook
on life. Your future holds much success. I will




To our Grandson Robbie, our very dearspecial
friend today, just as many days gone by, we look
to you with great pride and admiration. You are
truly unique, an academic success, a bright
leader, and a very kind, caring individual. You
are our shining star! May happiness, love and
success be with you always.
-Nana and Papa
Dear Steve
From being the baby of the
family you have now reached
manhood. We are very
proud of your
accomplishments. Y our posi-
tive attitude will take you a
long wav. You will always
have our love and support.
Congratulations
-Mom Dad
\S\ 1 1 i II
733 Turnpike St. (Rt.114)
North Andover. MA 01845
Phone (508) 975-2576
RLKSSINGS XNDCONGK \ IT l.\TI()NS!
Solid education is found in seeking truth. For us,
this truth is found in Christ as we carry to a
waiting world his life within us. God bless you in
all your endeavors. I am proud of you and the
deep friendship we share.
Reverend Charles R. Kinsella
Congratulations!
To our Dear son Robbie,
Thank you for your love,
caring, and unselfish giv-
ing to all. You are an in-
spiration for all to follow.
Seek your challenge as





Thank you, Linda, for
all your exciting accom-
plishments during \ our
years at Merrimack. \\ e
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CONGRATULATIONS MOO MOO,
Love, Mom, Dad, John, Jen, Maryanne,
John, Kaitlin, the Nana's.
Jimmy,
You have excelled. You have exceeded all of
our expectations. We are very proud as we are




Your hard work at
Merrimack College has pre-
pared you for the future.
We are very proud of
your accomplishments and
we'll always he their to sup-
port you.





Take pride in yourself
for challenges met,
tasks you've fulfilled
and goals that you set.
Cherish yesterday,
dream of tomorrow for
all in the world you are
the truly tmique!
Love,
-Dad, Mom. Sue, Steve
Sandi,
No family could he
prouder than we are of
you.
You have grownfrom
a cute little girl, to such
a beautiful young
woman.
With all our love,
-Mom - Dad - Nelson
Congratulations Erika!
We love you. We are so
very proud to he your
parents. Have a won-
derful life. W e know the
future will hold great
things for you because
you are a wonderful
person. Love & Kisses
Mom, Dad, Gretchen &
Merlyn
CONGRATULATIONS, TODD!
Special memories of times we've shared with
you at Merrimack have been parents' week-
end, shopping trips to the Pheasant Lane Mall
and lunches at Grassfields. Our hearts are
filled with pride as we celebrate your gradua-
tion from college.
We love you,
-Dad, Mom and Tracey
Congratulations to Paul Bowlby,
the greatest grad of 1991!
We are so proud of you, as we have always
been.
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Good Luck
&
Best Wishes in the
Future
Congratulations I rish!
We are so very proud of your accomplish-
ments! You being so much sunshine to our
lives and love to our hearts. May God he good
to you in all your future endeavors. We all
you very much.
Mom, Dad, Bev, Kris, Dennis & Norma, Mark
& Rainey, Katie, Andrew & Jeffrey
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